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Preface
The history of Hopf-Galois extensions stretches back to the works of Chase and 
Sweedler ([18]) and Kreimer and Takeuchi ([29]). The structure of Hopf-Galois ex­
tensions including their appearance in context of quantum homogeneous spaces 
was extensively discussed in the works by Schneider ([38] and [39]). The geo­
metric significance of Hopf-Galois extensions was fully realised in [9], where they 
were identified as the dualisation of the classical notion of principal bundles. A 
quantum gauge theory, i.e, quantum gauge transformations, connections, curva­
ture, etc., was proposed in [9], and later developed in [23]. In particular, in [23] the 
notion of a strong connection was introduced.
The development of theory of coalgebra Galois extensions, which generalise 
the theory of Hopf-Galois extensions, was motivated by the emergence of some 
natural examples of quantum homogeneous spaces, which were not Hopf-Galois 
extensions. General coalgebra-Galois extensions were introduced in [6], following 
the theory of principal coalgebra bundles introduced and developed in [10], in the 
framework of entwining structures. The theory of strong connections, including a 
non-trivial example of non-commutative Hopf fibration, was extended to coalge­
bra bundles in [11].
Coalgebra-Galois extensions, interpreted as quantum principal bundles, are a 
very important type of quantum spaces. Construction of new examples is therefore 
crucial for further development of noncommutative geometry.
In various areas of mathematics, an important part of any theory is constituted 
by methods of constructing new structures by combining the existing ones, as well 
as by theorems which state how the properties of the combined structure derive 
from the properties of its components.
In our dissertation we discuss two methods of constructing new quantum prin­
cipal bundles by combining the existing ones: cotensor product and gluing. In 
addition, these methods, especially the latter, provide insight into the structure of 
many of the existing coalgebra-Galois extensions.
Our dissertation is organised as follows:
Chapter 1 contains a very short introduction to the concepts of noncommutative 
geometry and its basic mathematical methods, which will be used later. Topics 
covered include the Gelfand-Naimark Theorem, entwining structures, projective 
modules and differential calculuses.
v
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Chapter 2 introduces coalgebra-Galois extensions (quantum principal bundles), 
strong connections and associated bundles. Section 2.4, based on the joint paper 
[5] with T. Brzezinski and L. D§browski, gives an example of a quantum Hopf 
fibration. A strong connection form and projectors for associated line bundles of 
any charge are explicitly constructed, ilustrating methods covered by the earlier 
part of the chapter.
Chapter 3 is devoted to cotensor products of coalgebra and Hopf-Galois exten­
sions. The main results are Theorem 3.2.5, which states the conditions implying 
that the cotensor product of two quantum principal bundles is again a coalgebra- 
Galois extension, and Theorem 3.4.8 and Theorem 3.4.9, which consider existence 
of a strong connection on the cotensor product. These results are illustrated by 
examples in Section 3.3 and Section 3.5, where we consider two different ways of 
cotensoring together two copies of Matsumo sphere. The chapter is closed with 
remarks on cotensor products of cleft extensions in Section 3.6.
Chapter 4 contains the results of our research on locally coalgebra-Galois exten­
sions. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 recall the relevant results from [15] on covering and 
gluing of modules. In Section 4.4 the concept of a locally coalgebra-Galois exten­
sion is introduced, and the conditions which imply that a locally coalgebra-Galois 
extension is a (global) coalgebra-Galois extension are considered. The main results 
of this section are Theorem 4.4.8 and Corollary 4.4.10. Section 4.5 introduces locally 
cleft extensions, which can be considered as the direct generalisation of locally triv­
ial principal bundles defined in [15], Many results of this section seem to be refor­
mulations, in terms of cleft extensions, of the results from [15], which, nevertheless, 
involve considering nontrivial conditions, particular to cleft, nontrivial extensions. 
The main result of this section, is Proposition 4.5.9. Section 4.6 describes gluing 
of cleft extensions. The methods described in this chapter are illustrated, in Sec­
tion 4.7, by explicit construction of quantum lens spaces by gluing of two quantum 
solid tori.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Noncommutative geometry, as envisaged by Connes ([19]), considers functions on 
spaces with values in C and having the structure of a (not necessarily commutative) 
C*-algebra, as the primitive building blocks of geometry, instead of points. Due to 
the Gelfand-Naimark Theorem, this contains as a special case the geometry of the 
locally compact Hausdorff topological spaces.
Due to the extensive developments in the research of the purely algebraic, ge­
ometry inspired, structures the term 'noncommutative geometry' as used in this 
work refers to the algebraic aspects of Connes' noncommutative geometry, where 
we weaken assumption about the functions on the noncommutative spaces, as­
suming only that they form a K-algebra, where K is a commutative unital ring.
The aim of this chapter is to recall the basic algebraic and analytical notions used 
in the subsequent part of this work, and as to give their interpretation in terms of 
noncommutative geometry.
1.1 C*-algebras and geometry
Let V  be a locally convex topological vector space (real or complex) and let V* be 
the set of continuous linear functionals on V. The family of seminorms
{v t—> \f{v)\ : V —» R  | /  G V*}
defines a weak topology on V. Similarly, the family of seminorms
{ f ' - + \ f ( v ) \ : V * - + R \ v e V }
defines a weak* topology on V*.
A C-algebra endowed with an involutive, antilinear and antialgebra map * : 
A  —► A  is called a *-algebra.
A  C-algebra A , such that A  is also a Banach space with norm || • || which is 
submultiplicative, i.e., \\aa'\\ < for all a,a’ e  A , is called a Banach algebra.
In addition, if A is unital, then A  is called a unital Banach algebra if ||1^|| =  1. For 
all a € A, the set
cr(a) = {A £ C | a — A is not invertible } (1.1)
1
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is called the spectrum of a.
A  *-algebra A  which is also a Banach algebra, such that ||fl*fl|| =  |Ml2 is called 
a C*-algebra.
Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff topological space. We shall denote by 
Co(X) the set of continuous functions /  : X —> C vanishing at infinity, i.e., such
that, for all e > 0, the set {x G X ||/(x ) | > e} is compact. Co(X) is naturally a C*-
algebra with the pointwise multiplication and the pointwise complex conjugation 
as * operation, and with a supremum norm, i.e.,
Il/lloo =  sup |/(*)l#
xeX
for all /  G C0(X).
A character on any C-algebra A is a nonzero algebra homomorphism t  : A  —► C. 
We denote O(A) the set of characters on A. Suppose A is an abelian Banach alge­
bra. Then characters are bounded linear operators (Theorem 1.3.4 [32]). Therefore 
one can endow the space O(A) with a relative weak* topology. It turns out (Theo­
rem 1.3.5 [32]) that O(A) is a locally compact Hausdorff space. If A is unital, then 
O(A) is compact.
For all a G A, the function
a : O(A) —► C, t m  t(a ), (1.2)
called a Gelfand transform of a, is continuous and vanishes at infinity, i.e. & G
Co(0(A )). The map
a i-> a : A -+ C0(O(A)) (1.3)
is a norm decreasing homomorphism (Theorem 1.3.6. [32]), and furthermore, if A is 
an abelian C*-algebra, it is an isometric ^-isomorphism (Theorem 2.1.10 / Gelfand/ 
[32]).
On the other hand, it is obvious that, for all x  G X, the map
* : C0(X) -  C, /  -  f { x )
is a character on Co(X). In fact it can be proven (Theorem 2.1.15 [32]) that, if X 
is compact, then all the characters on Co(X) are of this form. Moreover, if Co(X) 
is isomorphic to Co (Y) as a C* algebra, then X and Y are homeomorphic (for any 
locally compact topological Hausdorff spaces X and Y). In this way, we have es­
tablished a bijective correspondence between isomorphism classes of commutative 
C* algebras and homeomorphism classes of locally compact Hausdorff topological 
spaces.
1.2 Examples
1.2.1 The quantum unit disc
A two-parameter family of quantum unit discs was defined in [28]. Here we con­
sider the one-parameter subfamily studied in [27]. We start with a coordinate *- 
algebra $(Dp) generated by x and the relation
x*x — pxx* = 1 - p ,  0 < p < 1. (1.4)
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The spectrum of xx* (in any C*-algebra completion) is
cr(xx*) = {1 -  pn | n =  0 ,1 ,2 ,...}  U {1}, (1.5)
i.e. xx* < 1, where < is understood as an order relation between positive operators. 
This justifies the name "unit disc'. Furthermore, this relation means also that \\x\\ — 
1 in any C* completion of ${Dp) (Theorem 2.1.1 [32]).
Observe that (1.4) has the following useful symmetry. Let X -  be the generator 
of 1), (where we consciously abuse the notation as p~l > 1), i.e.,
♦ — 1 ♦ — 1
X _ X -  -  p X - X _  =  1 -  p .
Then assignment x h-► x *_ can be extended to a *-algebra isomorphism
Kp : * ( D p) ^ * { D p-i). (1.6)
The coordinate algebra #(Dp) can be completed to the C*-algebra C(Dp) with 
the norm
||fl|| =  sup \\a\\Q, a e t i ( D p), (1.7)
Q
where the supremum is taken over all bounded representations q : #(Dp) —> B( H q) 
of t?(Dp) and || • ||  ^ denotes the operator norm in the representation q. The C* 
algebra C(Dp) is called a universal enveloping algebra of $(Dp). Note that the norm 
(1.7) is well defined because ||x||^ = 1 for all q.
Irreducible bounded representations of $(Dp) are unitarily equivalent to one of 
the following representations.
1. For all 0 < (p < 2n , there is a one dimensional representation : tf(Dp) —► C,
Q<p(x) = el$, Qcp{x*) = e~l<^. (1.8)
2. There is also an infinitely dimensional representation (?«> : ${Dp) B(Hoo), 
where Hoo is generated by orthonormal vectors Yn, n =  0 ,1 ,2 ,..., and
eo„(x)T„ =  ^ /i  — p,i+1T „+1< e„(x*)Y n+1 =  y j \  -  P"+iYn/ eoo(**)Y0 =  o.
(1.9)
The infinite dimensional representation Qoo is faithful. Nonfaithful representations 
correspond to subsets of quantum discs. In particular, one-dimensional represen­
tations are also characters, that is, they correspond to the classical points of the 
quantum space. In the case of the quantum disc, one-dimensional representations 
describe the classical unit circle.
Let us adopt notational convention x~n = (x *)n. It follows from (1.4) that (1 — 
xx*)x = px( 1 — xx*), and, therefore,
(1 — xx*)nx m =  pmnx m( 1 — xx*)n, n e  N ,m  e  Z. (1.10)
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Moreover, it is easy to prove by induction that, for all n > 0,
m=l L J p
xn{x*)n =  1 +  E  ( - l ^ p -" " * 24? 32 " (1 -  xx, )m/ (1.11b)
m=l L J p
where we used the standard p-deformed binomial coefficients
n _  [n\p\
P [m)p\[n -  m ]^/
[n\pl = [l]p[2]p l\p[n]p for « G N , [0]p! =  1,
[n]p =  l  +  p +  p2 +  . . . +  pn_2 +  p”_1 fo rn  G N , [0]p =  0. (1.12)
Note that equation (1.11b) follows from (1.11a) by the application of the isomor­
phism (1.6).
It is now obvious that, for all n, m G Z,
where Q«;m is a polynomial of degree at most min{ | m \, \ n |} and such that Qn-m (0 ) =
0. For example, if m > n > 0, then x nxm = (x nxn)xm n, and then use (1.11a) and 
(1.10).
As elements x nxm, n ,m  G Z  obviously span #(Dp) as a vector space, (1.13) 
means that also elements of the form
span #(Dp). In fact, using the infinite dimensional representation (1.9) one can 
prove that the above family forms a basis of #(Dp). Indeed, suppose that
for some coefficients A mn G C, only a finite number of which are different from 
zero. Therefore, for any k >  0,
(1.13)
xn{\ — x x ’)m, n e Z ,  m e  No, (1.14)
0 0  o o
n = - c o  m = 0
OO 0 0  o o  o o
o =  m  E  E  -  xx 'rm  =  E  E  pmkAnmQ«,(xnm
00 k .-------- .--------------
=  E  Pmk( E  A - n m  y  1 -  p k ■ ■ ■ V 1 -  P k ~ n + l ' ¥ k - n  +  A 0 m V k
. m =0 n=1
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As vectors Y*. are linearly independent and p < 1,
00
pmkA nm =  0 for all k > 0, —k < n,
m=0
i.e., for each n £ Z , the polynomial Ym=o Anmtm has an infinite number of distinct 
roots pk, k > 0 if n > 0 or k > —n otherwise. This is possible only if A nm = 0 for all 
n £ Z , m > 0. In addition, we have proven that the representation (1.9) is faithful.
1.2.2 The quantum torus
Quantum torus was defined in [36]. The coordinate algebra of the quantum torus 
(p £ [0,27r), is generated by unitary elements U, V  which satisfy the follow­
ing commutation relations
UV = e^V U , UV* = <?-*'*V*IT. (1.15)
Obviously, the elements
V nUm, nf m ^ 7 L ,  (1.16)
form a basis of ^(T^). The coordinate algebra ^(T^) can be completed to the en­
veloping C*-algebra C(T«p) using representations of tfCfy). The representation the­
ory of $(T(p) depends on whether (p is a rational or irrational multiple of 2n.
Suppose that (p = 2 71$, where M , N  £ N , M  < N, and M  and N  are relatively 
prime. Then UN and V N are central in t?(T^), and we can classify irreducible rep­
resentations of 0(7*) according to their eigenvalues. It turns out that irreducible 
representations of (T^ ,) include the ones isomorphic to one of the representations 
Qap : f t , £ [0,27r), where H aP is spanned by orthonormal
vectors Y ^ , n £ Z ^ , and
On the other hand, if (p is an irrational multiple of 2n, then irreducible represen­
tations include the representations unitarily isomorphic to one of the : t?(T^ ,) —> 
B(7ia), ft £ [0,27r), where H a is the closure of the linear span of the family of 
orthonormal vectors Y“, n £ Z , and
= e ^ e ±in^ l  ga(V±1)Y“ =  YJ±1. (1.18)
Note, that the quantum torus is not a type I C*-algebra, therefore (cf. the dis­
cussion at the end of the chapter 3 in [1]) its irreducible representations cannot be 
explicitly listed.
Representations (1.18) are faithful. Representations (1.17) are not faithful. How­
ever, choose two sequences (ftn)neN/ (jMneN/ such that ft„,/Sm £ [0,2tz), m ,n  £ N  
and ocn 0Lmrf$n ^  f$m if n ^  m. Then the representation
QMnzN(Pn)nZN = 0  Q«mP» : --- ► 0  B(H*”1?”) (1.19)
m,neN m,neN
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is faithful. Indeed, suppose that for some coefficients A mn G C, m , n  G Z , a finitely 
many of which are different from zero, ^ a^"^£N^ " ^ 6N(E m/„ez  A mnVmUn) = 0, i.e., 
for all k , I €  Z  and s G Z ^ ,
o =  </*&( £
m , n e  Z m , n e  Z
Then, for all s G Z ^ , w £ {0 ,1 ,2 ,..., N — 1},
E  A (m+jN)nein%eiM = 0 for all fc,Z e  N.
;>eZ
This, by the argument on the number of distinct roots of a finite polynomial, im­
plies that Amn = 0, for all m ,n e  Z.
1.3 Modules and comodules
1.3.1 Basic notation and terminology
Unless otherwise stated we work over a general commutative ring K with unit.
Categories of modules and comodules. Let C and H  be coalgebras, and A  and 
B algebras. We denote by &M, M b , h M , M c , a M b , HM C, a M c , etc, respec­
tively, the category of left A-modules, right B-modules, left H-comodules, right 
C-comodules, (A, B)-bimodules, (H,C)-bicomodules, left A-modules and right C- 
comodules such that the C-coaction commutes with the A-action, etc. Unadorned 
M  will denote category of K-modules. All algebraic objects considered belong to 
this category.
Tensor products. Let A  be an algebra, and suppose that M G M a ,  N  G a ^4 . 
Then M <S>a N  will denote the tensor product over A. Unadorned tensor product 
denotes the tensor product over the ground ring K. If A  and B are algebras then, 
unless otherwise stated, we implicitly consider tensor product A  <g> B as an algebra 
with multiplication (a <8> b)(a! 0  b') =  aa! 0  bbf for all a,a' G A, b,b' G B. If A  and B 
are C*-algebras then A0 >B denotes suitably completed tensor product over C.
Multiplication and action Let A  and B be algebras, let M G a M , N  G Mb-  
Occasionally we shall need to write explicitly as maps
the algebra multiplication : A  0  A  —► A,
the left A-action a P : A  0  M  —* M,
the right B-action ps : N  0  B —> N,
We write m for if the algebra is clear from the context.
a 0  a' h-> aa', 
a 0  m am, 
n ® b  I—► nb.
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Comultiplication, coaction and the Sweedler notation. Suppose C and H  are
coalgebras, M  e HM  and N  G M c . We denote the comultiplication by A : C —> 
C (g> C, the left H-coaction by Hp : M -* H  ® M, the right C-coaction by pc : N  —> 
N ® C. Occasionally, to avoid confusion, we indicate the module being coacted on, 
writing p ^  for pc : N —» N <g> C, and similarly for left coactions. We also use the 
Sweedler notation: A(c) =  ®C(2), Hp(m) = wi(_i) <8> W(0y p c {ri) = H(0) ® «(i) for
all c G C, m G M, n G N, and the summation is implicitly understood.
Antipodes, counits and units. Let C be a coalgebra. We denote by ec : C —► K 
the counit of C. If there is no danger of confusion, we write e for ec . If C is a Hopf 
algebra, then the antipode of C is denoted by Sq ■ C —> C. If A is an algebra, in 
most cases we use the symbol l A or simply 1 for the unit of A.  Occasionally, we 
may need to write the unit explicitly as a map r\ : K  —> A, k » k l^ .  Whenever it 
does not cause any ambiguity, we identify in notation the ground ring K with the 
subalgebra K l^  of A, i.e., depending on context, for any k e  K , k  may mean also 
klA for some algebra A.
Double arrow notation Let M , N  G M ,  and let f , g  : M —> N  be morphisms in 
M .  The symbol
/
M  * N
8
denotes the morphism /  — g : M —> N.
Coinvariants Suppose that C is a coalgebra and A is an algebra and a right (resp. 
left) C-comodule. Then the subalgebra of coinvariants of the right (resp. left) C- 
coaction is defined as
A coC = {a e A|Vfl/€A pc (aa') = apc (a')}
( resp. coCA = {a e  A \\/a>eA cp(a'a) = cp(a')a} ).
If C is a bialgebra and A is a C-comodule algebra (i.e. the C-coaction is an algebra 
map), then clearly AcoC = {a e A|pc (a) =  a (8) lc} (resp. coCA = {a e  A |cp(a) =  
1 )•
1.3.2 Noncommutative geometry and basic algebraic structures
The purpose of this section is to provide at least partial justification for geomet­
ric interpretations of certain basic algebraic structures. To simplify the reasoning 
we limit ourselves to compact metric spaces especially when dealing with tensor 
product. All examples of quantum spaces in this work are unital algebras corre­
sponding to compact metric spaces.
To deal with geometric interpretation of tensor products we need the gener­
alised Stone-Weierstrass Theorem.
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Theorem 1.3.1. (Stone-Weierstrass) (cf. [21 ]) Let X b e a  compact metric space. Suppose 
that B is a *-subalgebra o/ C q(X) such that 1 E B and
V*,yzx3feBf ( x )  ^  f ( y )  (1.20)
Then B is dense in Cq(X).
A  subalgebra B of Qj(X) which satisfies (1.20) is said to separate points of X. In 
particular, for any compact metric space X, Qj(X) separates points of X.
Tensor products of algebras correspond to Cartesian products of quantum spaces. 
Indeed, let X, Y  be compact metric spaces. View Co(X) 0  Cq(Y) as a subalgebra of 
C0(X x  Y) by defining (f ® g ) ( { x , y )) =  f ( x )g ( y ) ,  for all /  € C0(X), g  € C0(Y), 
x  G X, y  G Y. By the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem Co(X) 0  Co(Y) is dense in 
C0(X x  Y), i.e., C0(X x Y )  = Co( X ) 0 C o(Y) = Co(X )0C o(Y).
Direct products of algebras are disjoint unions of quantum spaces. This is justi­
fied by the obvious equality Co(X U Y) =  Co(X) © Co(Y).
Quotients by (closed) ideals correspond to (closed) subsets. 'Closed' applies if 
the algebra considered is a C*-algebra. Indeed, closed ideals J  of Co(X) are in 
bijective correspondence with closed subsets Y C X such that f ( y )  =  0, for all 
y  G Y. The kernel of the surjection n  : Co(X) —> Co(Y), /  > / |y  is clearly equal to 
/. Notice that n  is a surjective map because any map on a closed subset of compact 
metric space can be extended to the whole of the space.
(Closed) subalgebras are understood as quantum quotient spaces. Let n  : X —> Y 
be a continuous, surjective map of compact metric spaces. Then Co(Y) ~  B, where 
B is a subalgebra of Co(X) such that f ( x )  = f ( x ' )  if n(x)  — n(x' ) ,  for all /  G B, 
x, x ’ G X.
Tensor products over subalgebras of the form A  0b A, where B C A  is a sub­
algebra, are understood as quantum fibre products. Suppose that n  : X —► Y is a 
continuous, surjective map of compact metric spaces. A fibre product
X  x n X  — {(x,x' )  G X x  X | n(x)  =  t z { x ’ ) }  (1.21)
is a closed subset of X x X. By the previous paragraph Co(Y) is a subalgebra of 
Co(X). By the definition, the tensor product Co(X) <0co(Y) Qj(X) is isomorphic to 
(Co(X) 0  C o(X ))//, where /  is an ideal of Co(X) 0  Co(X) generated by elements 
of the form f g  0  h — f  0  gh, f , h e  Co(X), g  G Co(Y). The closure J of /  consists 
of all functions F G Co(X x  X), such that F(z) =  0, for all z  G Z, where Z is a 
closed subset of X x  X. As /(X  x ^ X )  = {0}, it follows that X  x n X  C Z. Suppose 
Z 7^  X x n X, and (x, x') G Z \ { X  x n X), i.e., t z ( x )  ^  n(x' ) .  As Co(Y) separates 
points of Y, there exists g G Cq(Y) such that g(rr(x)) g(n(x' ) ) ,  Then G = 1 0  g  o
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n -  g o n ® l  G J, and G{{x,x'))  =  g(n(x' ) )  -  g (n(x) )  ^  0, i.e., (x,x' ) ^  Z. By 
contradiction, Z = X  x n X.  Consequently
C0(X x* X) =  C0(X X X )/7  =  Co(X)®Co(X)/7 
=  (Co(X) ® Co(X))/7 =  Co(X) 0 Co(Y) Co(X).
1.4 Projective modules
Suppose that B is a K-algebra. A left (right) B-module P is called a projective module 
if, for any surjective map of left (resp. right) B-modules n  : M —> N, and any left 
(resp. right) B module map /  : P —* .N, there exists a left (resp. right) B-module 
morphism g : P —> M such that t c o  g — f . Projective left (resp. right) B-modules 
are flat as left (resp. right) B-modules.
Closely related to the notion of a projective module is the notion of a dual basis. 
Let 1 be an index set. To fix the notation assume that P is a left B-module. Denote 
by *P the set of left B-module morphisms /  : P —* B. The family e,- G P, // G *P, 
i G I, is called a dzzzfl basis if for all p G P, the set {z G I | f i(p) ^  0} is finite and 
p =  Y^iei f i (p)ei- A B-module P is projective if and only if it has a dual basis. P is 
finitely generated projective if and only if it has a finite dual basis.
Denote by M n(B) the set of n x n  matrices with entries from B.
A B module is projective if and only if it is a direct summand of a free B-module. 
In particular suppose that P is a finitely generated projective left B-module. Then 
there exists N  G N , an idempotent £ G M jv(B ) and injective B-morphism i : P —> 
Bn , such that i(P) =  BNE. Given a finite dual basis G P, /j G *P, z G I = 
{1, 2 , . . . ,  N} of a finitely generated projective B-module P, we define
f . P - + B N, p ~  ( f i (p))iel ,  E =  (fj(ei))i,jel e MN(B). (1.22)
Conversely, given an n G N  and an idempotent £ G M n(B), BnE is a finitely gen­
erated projective left B-module.
There exists a bijective correspondence between the isomorphism classes of 
finitely generated projective B modules and equivalence classes of idempotent ma­
trices with entries in B. The idempotents E G M n(B) and £ ' G M m(B) are equiv­
alent if for some N  > n ,m , there exists an invertible matrix U G M^ (B )  such that 
zJ[/ (E) =  Lfz^(E/)Lf_1, where for n < m,  z” : Mn(B) —► M m(B) enlarges matrix size 
by keeping the original contents in the upper left comer and filling the additional 
entries with zeroes.
Let C be a coalgebra, and suppose that P G bjM c . P is called a C-equivariantly 
projective module if for every left B-module, right C-comodule epimorphism tz : 
M  —> N  split as a right C-comodule map, and every left B-module, right C-como­
dule morphism /  : P —> N, there exists a left B-module, right C-comodule mor­
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phism g : P —► M, such that n  o g = f ,  as illustrated with the following diagram:
(1.23)ID
M
f
N  >0.
The map (p : N  —* M  is a right C-comodule splitting morphism, i.e., n  o (p = N.  It 
follows that 7i is a surjective (and (p injective) map. Note that if the ground ring K 
is a field, then the usual projectivity is a special case of C-equivariant projectivity, 
with a trivial coalgebra C =  IK. Indeed, every surjective morphism is split as a map 
of vector spaces.
Lemma 1.4.1. A  module P £ bM c is C-equivariantly projective if and only if there 
exists a left B-module, right C-comodule splitting a  : P —> B ® P of the left B-action, i.e., 
B po a — P.
Proof. Indeed, the left B-action : B ® P —> P is split as a right C-comodule with 
(p : P —► B ® P, p ^  1b<8>P, and hence, if P is C-equivariantly projective, the 
existence of splitting cr : P —> B ® P, follows from the following diagram:
P (1.24)
£
B ® P
BP
Conversely, let / ,  n , M, N, be as in (1.23), and suppose that there exists a left B- 
linear, right C-colinear splitting a  of the left B action. Then g — b P  °  (B <g> (p o f )  o cr 
completes diagram (1.23) with desired properties. □
Note that if K is a field, P is a K-algebra, B C P is a subalgebra, and there 
exists a unital left B-linear splitting cr : P —> B ® P  of a natural left B action on P 
(by algebra multiplication), then B is a direct summand in P as a left B-module. 
Indeed, canonical injection of subset into its overset i : B —> P is split as a K-linear 
map, with map, say, /  : P —► B. Then
g =  mg o (B <8)/) o £7 : P 
is a left B-linear splitting of i.
B (1.25)
1.5 Entwining structures
Let C be a coalgebra and A  an algebra. Entwining structures were introduced in 
[10] as a very general way of linking algebra structure on A  and coalgebra structure 
on C.
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If a K-linear map tp : C ® A —> A ® C makes the following 'bow-tie' diagram 
commutative:
C ® A ® A  C ® C ® A  (1.26)
C®AC® A C
A
C® C
then the triple (A, C)^ is called a right-right entwining structure and tp is called a 
right-right entwining map. Modifying in an obvious way the above diagram, we can 
define a left-left entwining map tpL : A ® C —> C® A. Note, that if i/? :C ® A —>A®C 
is a bijective right-right entwining map, then, tp-1 : A ® C —> C ® A is a left-left 
entwining map. In what follows 'entwining map' and 'entwining structure' will 
mean the right-right version.
We use the following summation notation for an entwining map tp, and, if en­
twining map is bijective, its inverse tp~x : A ® C —> C ® A:
tp(c ® a) = Aa ® ca, ® c) =  ® aA, for all c e C, a e  A ,
where, respectively, small Greek and large Latin letters are used for implicit sum­
mation indices.
Suppose that M  is a right C-comodule with coaction pc , and a right A-module. 
If, for all m € M,  a e  A ,
pc {ma) = m(o)V7(m(i) ® a), (1.27)
then M  is called an (A , C) ^ -entwined module or simply an entwined module. The 
category of (A, C)^-entwined modules is denoted by M A(tp). The morphisms in 
M A(tp) are right A-module and right C-comodule maps. If tp is a trivial entwining,
i.e., for all a e A, c e C, tp(c ® a) = a ® c, then M A (tp) = M CA.
Let (A, C) ,^ be an entwining structure, and let P be an algebra and an entwined 
module. An algebra extension B C P is called an em (A, C)^,-extension if and only 
if B — PcoC. Of particular interests are (A, C)^-extensions B C A. Such extensions 
are denoted by A(B,C,tp).  In this case, if there exists a group like element e E C 
such that, for all a G A, pc (a) =  tp(e ® a) then A e(B, C, tp) is called an e-copointed 
(A, C) ^ -extension.
Let A be an (A, C)^ entwined module. Then
A coC = { b e  A \ p c {b) = bpc (l)}. (1.28)
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Let C be a bialgebra, and suppose A  is an algebra and a right C-comodule. Then 
A is a C-comodule algebra if and only if the map
t/>can : C ® A —> A ® C, 0(0) ® C0(!) (1.29)
is an entwining and A is an (A, C) ,^can-entwined module. If, in addition, C is a Hopf 
algebra with a bijective antipode, then tpcan is also a bijective map with the inverse
V'can : A 0  C —> C ® A, 0 ® C I—> cS- 10(1) ® 0(0). (1.30)
Observe that if A is an (A, C)^-entwined module, then the right C-coaction on 
A is uniquely determined by the entwining tp and the value of the coaction on 1^, 
with pc — l(0)V7(l(i) ® ’)• Conversely, let Y = YLi x i 0  £ A ® C have the property
Y^XiXjet 0  cf* <g> Cy =  Y Xi ® ci(l) ® Cz(2)/ 
ij z'
then the map
Py y : A —► A ® C, 0 >-> Y h x ity(ci 0  fl) (1.31)
i
is a right C-coaction with p£(l) =  E; x\ ® c,-.
Suppose that tp is bijective. Then A is also a left C-comodule, with a left C- 
coaction defined as
c p i p  : A  —> C & A ,  0 </>- 1(0l(O) 0  l(i)). (1.32)
Observe, however, that A is not a C-bicomodule in general. If C is a Hopf algebra 
with a bijective antipode S, and A is a C-comodule algebra, then, by (1.30), the 
coaction (1.32) reads
CPycan(fl) = S- 10(i) 0  0(0)/ for all a e A. (1.33)
Denote by A®” =  A <g> A <g>...  ® A (n times). Then the map
pg j : A®" -  A®" ® C,
01 ® 02 0  • . . 0  an !-> l(O)0iai <g> 02a2 0  • • . 0  0na„ 0  l(1)aia2- a"
=  01(0) 0  fl2a2 ® • • • ® ® fll(l)a2"'a”
is a right C-coaction, making A®" an (A, C) ^ -entwined module. In particular, if C 
is a bialgebra and A is a C-comodule algebra, then =  pC , where
'/'can o
Pdiag : A®” —> A®” ® C,
01 ® 02 0  • • • 0  0« •—> 01(0) 0  02(0) 0  • • - 0  0«(O) 0  01(1)02(1) • • • 0«(1) (1.35)
is the diagonal C-coaction on the tensor product of n  copies of A.
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1.6 Differential calculus
Let A  be an algebra. An algebra Q(A)  =  © ~=o ^ ”0^) equipped with a linear map 
d : Cl(A) Cl(A) is called a differential algebra over A  if
1. n°(A ) =  A, and On(A)  E a for all n E No,
2. n n(A)Om(A) C Om+n(A), i.e. O(A) is N 0-graded,
3. d(Cr{A))  C O n+1(A),
4. do d = 0 and for all x E Q n(A),  y  E O(A), d(xy) =  d(x)y +  (—l ) ”xd(y) (the 
Leibniz rule).
Map d is referred to as a derivation or a differential. If, in addition, O(A) is generated 
as an algebra by A  and d{A),  then it is called a differential calculus. Observe that 
when Ct(A) is a differential calculus, d is uniquely determined by its restriction to 
A. One refers to Cln(A), n E No, as the n-th order differential forms.
In what follows, we shall often omit the parenthesis around the argument of d, 
i.e., we shall write dx  instead of d(x).
An example of a differential algebra is an external algebra of differential forms 
on a C°°-manifold.
A special case is the universal differential calculus OA. It is defined as follows:
1. Ctl A  = ker C A  0  A , where : A  0  A  —► A  is the multiplication on A.
2. ClnA  = n xA <8>a O 1 A  ®a • • • ®a C ^A  (n-times) for n > 1.
3. For all x, y  E CIA, xy = x ®a y.
4. For all a E A, da = 1 ® a -  a <g> 1.
Suppose that C is a coalgebra and a differential algebra O(A) is a right C- 
comodule such that, for all n E No, Cln(A)  is a C-subcomodule. If the differential 
d is a comodule morphism, then the differential algebra O(A) is said to be right 
C-covariant.
Suppose that A  is an entwined module and A  E It is apparent that one
can embed the n-th order universal differential forms ClnA  in A®"+1. One proves 
that the induced coaction pc n+l : A<gl"+1 —> ® C (1.34) restricts to the coaction
on Q”A. Hence, the universal differential calculus CIA is right C-covariant.
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Chapter 2 
Quantum principal bundles
2.1 Introduction
Let X be a topological space with a continuous action (x,g)  i—► xg : X  x G —> X of 
a topological group G. X is called a G-principal bundle if the canonical map
X x G —>• X x X, (x/ g ) ^ ( x f xg) (2.1)
is proper and injective (a map /  : X —> Y  between topological spaces X and Y  is 
called proper if the inverse image of any compact subset in Y is a compact subset 
in X). X is a fibre bundle, its base space M is the space of orbits of G-action, and 
the fibre is homeomorphic to G. Observe that the image of the map (2 .1) is the fibre 
product
X x 7T X =  {(x , x ') £ X  x X \ tz( x ) = 7i(x')},
where n  : X —► M is the natural surjection onto the orbit space.
The most general, purely algebraic, direct generalisation of the above definition 
is as follows. We work over a commutative and unital ring K. The space X cor­
responds to the algebra P (algebra of functions on the total space). The group G 
becomes, after dualisation, a coalgebra C which coacts on the right on P. Finally, 
the subalgebra B = PcoC C P of the coinvariants of the C-coaction is the algebra of 
functions on the orbit space of the G-action. The canonical map
canp : P <g>B P -> P ® C, p ® B p f p p \o) ® p \ i) (2.2)
is a dualisation of the corestriction to X x^  X of the map (2.1). The coaction of 
the coalgebra C is free if the map (2.2) is invertible. In this case, we call P(B)C a 
C-coalgebra Galois extension. Recall that P <g>gP can be understood as the module of 
functions on the fibre product X x n X  (cf. page 9). In what follows we shall often 
omit the subscripts and superscripts from the symbol 'can' if the omission does not 
lead to an ambiguity.
If pc (lp) = lp  ® e, for some group-like element e £ C, then P(B)C is called an 
e-copointed or e-coaugmented C-coalgebra Galois extension and we denote it by P(B)^. 
If C is a Hopf algebra, and P is a C-comodule algebra, then P(B)C is called a C-Hopf 
Galois extension.
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In what follows we shall also need a lifting of the canonical map to P 0  P:
canp : P <g> P —► P 0  C, p 0  p' -> pp'(o) ® p'(i). (2.3)
The map can£ is obviously left P-linear and right C-colinear, and so is its inverse
if it exists. Therefore (canp) -1 can be written as
( c a n p ) - 1 (p 0  c) — p T p (c ) ,  for all  p 0  c € P 0  C, (2.4)
where the map Tp : C —► P 0 b P is called a translation map. We use an explicit
'Sweedler like' notation for the translation map,
Tp (c) =  cW 0 g c[2], for all c e C,
where an implicit summation is understood. The translation map has a number of 
useful properties (cf. 34.4 [13]). For all c E C, p E P,
c^c^(Q) 0  =  lp 0  c, (2.5)
C(1)[1] 0B C(1) [2] 0  C(2) =  c[1] 0B C[2] (0) 0  (1)/ (2.6)
c[i]c[2] _  p .7 )
P(0)P(1)^  ®B P(l)^ =  Ip ®B P/ (2*8)
C(1)W ®B c( l)^ c(2)^  ®B c(2)^  =  ®B lp ®B (2-9)
If P(B)C is a C-Hopf Galois extension, then also, for all b £ B, c, d  E C,
C[1](0) ®B 0  C^(l) =  C(2)^  C(2)^  ® ^c(l)/ (2.10)
b c^  0 b (2.11)
(cc')^ 0B (cc')^ =  C ^c'^  0B c '^ c ^ . (2.12)
Entwinings and C-coalgebra Galois extensions are closely related. If P(B)C is a 
C-coalgebra Galois extension, then the map (cf. Theorem 2.7 [6])
Ipcan ' C 0  P —> P 0  C, C0 f lH  canp(Tp (c)p) (2.13)
is the unique entwining such that P is an entwined module. In particular, if P(B)C 
is a C-Hopf Galois extension, then i/7can(c ® p) =  P(0) ® cP(l) (cf- eq. (1-29)).
If '/’can : C ® P —► P ® C is bijective, then the C-coalgebra Galois extension P (B)c 
is called a symmetric C-coalgebra Galois extension.
For algebras P which are left C-comodules, one can of course construct the left 
hand version of the above theory, in particular, there is the left canonical map
ccanp : P P C ® P, a 0 b a! >-> c p(a)a', (2.14)
where B = coCP = {1? E P\\/pEpcp(pb) =  cp(p)b} is a subalgebra of left coinvari­
ants. If the map ccanp is bijective, then we shall say that CP(B) is a C-coalgebra 
Galois extension.
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Suppose that P(B)C is a symmetric C-coalgebra Galois extension. Then P is also 
a left C-comodule, with the coaction (1.32). One can prove that coCP =  PcoC =  B, 
and
Ccanp =  i/>-1 o canp. (2.15)
Therefore ccanp is also bijective, and CP(B) is a C-coalgebra Galois extension. Ob­
serve that, CTp =  (Ccanp)_1(- ® lp) = (can^ )-1 o xp(- ® lp) =  canp_1(lp ® •) =  tp .
Lemma 2.1.1. f42J Let C be a coalgebra and P an algebra and a right C-comodule. Take 
any subalgebra B C PcoC and define
c a n p ^  : P P P ® C, p p' ■-> pp\o) ® p '{!)■ (2-16)
I fc a i ip ^  is bijective and P is a right faithfully flat B-module, then B = PcoC and P(B)C 
is a C-coalgebra Galois extension. We will often refer to c a n as a canonical map.
Proof. This lemma can be viewed as a special case of Theorem 4.12 [22], but it can 
also be proven directly as follows.
The canonical map c an £ ^  maps P ®p PcoC onto Ppc (lp) C P <g> C. Moreover,
Ppc (lp) ~  P, where the isomorphism and its inverse are given by:
p l (o) ® l(i) hh. p l (0)e ( l(1)) = p, p ^  p l(0) ® l(i).
On the other hand, there is an isomorphism P ®p B ~  P given by the formulae 
p ®p b i—> pb,p  t—> p® glp . This leads to the sequence of maps
P ~ P ® b B — ! P®B P™0 CS PpC(lp) P,
their composition is simply the identity map p i-h► p. Hence P <g> i is a bijection and, 
by the faithful flatness of P as a right B-module, the map i must also be bijective.
□
Observe that the theory described in this chapter so far is purely algebraic and 
does not involve any topology. In fact it goes much farther then simply omitting a 
topology. Coalgebra C in the above context is usually understood as the algebra of 
functions on a 'quantum group', but we have not assumed any algebraic structure 
on C. In fact, in most considered cases, coalgebras involved are also algebras (and 
can be even completed to a C*-algebra), but the problem is that in many naturally 
appearing examples, like some homogeneous spaces, the comultiplication or more 
frequently coaction does not agree with the multiplication in the coalgebra or the 
algebra on which it acts. Classically, the reason why functions on a group form a 
bialgebra and functions on a space on which a group acts form a comodule algebra 
is that the group multiplication and action, which dualise to the comultiplication 
and the coaction, are operations on points, and the function multiplication is also 
pointwise. But quantum spaces in general are nonlocal, they are not defined by 
points even if they contain some. Therefore it is reasonable to expect that many
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natural and important quantum spaces will be so nonlocal that they will not pre­
serve nice relations between multiplications and 'co'-operations.
The word Topological' in topological groups or topological G-spaces, i.e., the 
spaces on which some group G acts, means two things. First, it indicates that all of 
the spaces involved are topological. In the language of noncommutative geometry 
it corresponds to the requirement that the algebras considered are C*-algebras. Sec­
ondly, it implies that group multiplications and actions are continuous. Dually it 
means that comultiplications and coactions, considered as maps between normed 
spaces are continuous. Suppose that A  and C are C*-algebras. Denote by C®C 
and A<S>C the appropriate completion of the respective algebraic tensor products. 
Suppose that C is a coalgebra with the comultiplication A : C —► C<g>C, and A is is a 
right C-comodule with the coaction pc : A  —> A®C. Both maps may be continuous 
even if neither of them is algebraic. Therefore a coalgebra which is not an algebra 
may still be a topological quantum group and a coaction of such coalgebra — a 
topological coaction.
Another problem which requires explanation is in what sense we can regard C 
as a quantum group. A coalgebra C without an antipode can be understood as a 
set of functions only on a quantum semigroup. On the other hand, classically, if a 
semigroup acts freely on some topological space it must have a cancellation prop­
erty, and it is well known fact in the topology, that a compact topological semigroup 
which has a cancellation property is a group. Therefore, it is reasonable to regard a 
coalgebra which coacts freely on some unital algebra as a set of functions on some 
'quantum  group'.
2.2 Strong connections
Definition 2.2.1. A strong connection on a C-coalgebra Galois extension P(B)C is 
a left P-linear projection II : H 1P —> 0 1P/ such that kerlT =  PQ 1BP, (d — II o 
d)(P) C Q 1BP, and the map d — H o  d : P —> Q 1P is right C-colinear, where C 
coacts on the second factor of O 1 BP C B ® P.
In the classical geometry, a connection on a principal bundle X is a projection n  
in the space of differential one-forms on X, which annihilates horizontal one-forms, 
that is one-forms which give zero when applied to vertical tangent vectors. Vertical 
tangent vectors are tangent vectors to the fibres of X, i.e., tangent to the curves of 
the form xg(t),  where t E R, x £ X and g  : R  —► G is a curve in the structure group 
G of the bundle X. In other words, I — IT selects differential forms which react to 
the changes along the base space ignoring 'gauge' changes along the fibre.
The existence of strong connections is equivalent to the existence of various 
other objects.
Proposition 2.2 .2. (Proposition 2.6 [8].) Let P(B)C be a C-coalgebra Galois extension. 
View Cl1 BP C B <S> P as a C-comodule via the coaction on the second factor. Then there 
exists a bijective correspondence between the following sets.
1. The set of strong connections on P.
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2. The set of strong covariant derivatives on P, i.e., maps D : P —> Cl1 BP, such that 
D( 1) =  0 flnrf D(bp) = d(b)p -f bD(p), for all b e  B, p e P.
3. Left B-linear, right C-colinear and unital splittings cr : P —> B 0  P of the multipli­
cation m : B <8> P —> P.
This correspondence is given as follows. Given a strong covariant derivative D, as in 
the point 2, define the strong connection IIo  : 0 1P —> Q 1P, pdq pdq — pD(q).
Conversely, given a strong connection U, define the strong covariant derivative Du = 
d — T l o d  : P Q}BP.
Similarly, the strong covariant derivative Da : P —> Q 1BP, p 1 <g> p — cr(p)
corresponds to a map cr : P —+ B<g>P with the properties as in the point 3. Conversely, given 
a strong covariant derivative D, ive define splitting : P —> B <g>P, p > 1 ® p — D(p).
By the point 3 of the above proposition, the existence of a strong connection 
implies C-equivariant projectivity of P (Lemma 1.4.1). On the other hand, if the 
ground ring K  is a field and P(B)C is an e-copointed C-coalgebra Galois exten­
sion, then C-equivariant projectivity of P implies existence of a strong connection 
(Proposition 2.9 [8]).
Definition 2.2.3. Suppose that P(B)*f is an e-copointed symmetric C-coalgebra Ga­
lois extension. A map I : C —► P <8> P is called a strong connection form if it satisfies 
the following properties:
1(e) =  1 p <8> lp, (2.17)
canp o i(c) = 1 ® c, (2.18)
( C | ° > p c »  ®  P )  0  ^ ( c )  =  c ( l )  ®  l ( c (2))>  ( 2 - 1 9 )
(P 0  pc ) o 1(c) = e{c(1)) 0  c(2), (2.20)
for all c e  C, where Cpxpcan is the left coaction defined in (1.32) and canp is the lifting 
of the canonical map, defined in (2.3). We use a 'Sweedler-like' notation for a strong 
connection form:
1(c) =  <g> cQ, for all c e  C, (2 .21)
where an implicit summation is understood. Note that in the special case when C is 
a Hopf algebra with the bijective antipode, and P(B)C is a C-Hopf Galois extension, 
condition (2.19) reads (cf. (1.33))
c—(i) ® c~ (0) ® c~  =  ^C(i) ® C(2)— ® c(2)—/ f°r c € £ . (2.22)
Lemma 2.2.4. (Lemma 2.3 [8].) Let P(B) f  be a symmetric e-copointed C-coalgebra Galois 
extension. There exists a bijection between the set of strong connection forms l o n P  and the 
set of left B-linear right C-colinear unital splittings cr : P —* B ® P  of left multiplication 
ofP  by B. This bijection and its inverse are explicitly given by the formulae:
c r ^  ( L c m  cW<r(S)) ,  l \ ^  (cr : p ^  p(0)£(p( i)))- (2.23)
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Definition 2.2.5. A symmetric and e-copointed C-coalgebra Galois extension P(B)£ 
is called a principal coalgebra-Galois extension if there exists a strong connection on 
P.
Theorem 2.2.6. (Theorem 2.5 [7].) Let P ( B b e  a principal C-coalgebra Galois extension 
over afield K. Then P is a faithfully flat left and right B-module.
Recall that a coalgebra C is said to be coseparable if there exists a (C, C)-bicolinear 
retraction of the comultiplication, i.e., a map 5 : C <g> C —* C such that 5 o A =  C. If C 
is a coseparable coalgebra, then C-coalgebra Galois extensions have the following 
property.
Theorem 2.2.7. ([4], Theorem 4.6) Let K be a field and Pe(B,C,ip) be an e-copointed 
(P, C)ip-extension with ip bijective. I f C is a coseparable coalgebra and the lifted canonical 
map canp : P 0  P —> P ® C is surjective, then the canonical map can £ :P ® b P -* P ® C  
is bijective and P(B) f  is a principal C-coalgebra Galois extension.
Proposition 2.2.8. Let Kbea  field. Suppose that H, K are Hopf algebras and that f  : H  —> 
K is a surjective Hopf algebra morphism. Let P be an H-comodule algebra. Obviously P 
and H  are right K-comodule algebras with the right K-coactions
P p : P - + P ® K ,  p i-. p( o) ® / ( p (!)), 
pf j  H  —. H  ® K,  h i —. ® /X^(2))'
and similarity H  is a left K-comodule algebra with the left K-coaction
Kp x  • H  —> K <S> H, h I—► /(/i(i)) ® fr(2)-
Let B=PcoH and A  =  PcoK. Suppose that H coK =  coKH. Then the following conditions are 
satisfied.
1. H coK is a Hopf subalgebra of H.
2. A  is an H coK comodule subalgebra of P.
3. B = A c°(HC0K).
4. I f P(B)h is an H-Hopf Galois extension, and P is flat as a left and right B-module, 
then A (B )hcoK is an H coK-Hopf Galois extension.
5. I fP(B)H isa principal extension, then A (B) HC°K is a principal extension.
Proof. 1) Let h e H coK =  coKH. Then
(H ® pfj) o A(h) = fc(1)(1) ® /i(1)(2) ® f ( h {2)) =  A(h) ® 1, 
and similarily,
(KpH ® H ) o A(h) = /(/Z(i)) <g> /Z(2)(l) ® /l(2)(2) =  1 ® A(^)-
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Hence A(HcoK) C coKH  0  Hco*\ Furthermore,
Ph ° Sh W  = SH(h)(i) 0 / ( S h (h)(2)) = s Hh(2) ® SK(f(h( i))) =  SHh 0  Sk(1).
2) Let a e A.  Then
( A ® p ^ ) o p H(a) =  a(0)(0) ®fl(0)(i) ® /(«(i)) = p H(a)® 1, 
hence pH(A)  C P <0 HcoX, and then
( p $ ® H coK) o p H(a) =  fl(0) 0 / ( f l ( i ) ( i ) )  ® f l ( i ) ( 2) =  «(o) ®  l ® « ( i ) /  
hence pH(A)  C A 0  H coK.
3) Obviously, B C Aco(HC°*) C A. On the other hand, by the previous point, 
pHCoK(A)  =  pH(A) C A 0  HcoiC, therefore, Aco(HC°*) =  AcoH =  A IT B =  B.
4) Suppose that h G H coK. Then
(■P ® B P p ) ° r F ( h ) =  r p { h {1)) ® f ( h {2)) =  r j ? ( h ) ® l ,
and
( T p , H ° P p  ®B P ) o T p ( h )  =  f ( h ^ l \ i ) )  0 ^ ( 0 )  0 > B ^  =  / ( S f f f y l ) )  0 ^ ( 2 ) ^  ® B ^ ( 2 ) ^
=  S K f ( h ( l ) )  0  ^(2) [1] ®B fr(2)[2] =  1 0  Tp (h ) '
where Tpn • P 0 H —> H 0  P, p ®h  i—> h <S> p is the flip map. Therefore, by the 
flatness of P as a right and left B-module, T p ( H coK) C A 0 g A.
5) If £p : H -+ P 0  P is a strong connection form on P, then ^  =  ^p|Hcok : HcoK —> 
A 0  A is a strong connection form on A. The proof that ^  is well-defined and has 
all the required properties is analogues to the proof in the previous point. □
2.3 Quantum vector bundles and associated bundles
2.3.1 Vector bundles
Suppose that K=C. Let M and X be locally compact Hausdorff topological spaces, 
and let V  be a finitely dimensional vector space. Let n  : X —> M be a surjective 
continuous map. The bundle (X, M, n)  is called a (locally trivial) vector bundle if 
there exists a family of open sets Ua C M , cc e I covering M, i.e., Ua and
such that, for all a. G I, there exists a homeomorphism
<*>„ : Tr-^U*) IT* x V, (2.24)
such that, for each a, G I, there exists a continuous map : Ua fl Up —> GL(V),  
where GL(V)  denotes the group of linear invertible transformations of V, such that 
the transition map has the form
(U n Us)*v : n  x  v  (U* n  U^  x  v ' (m ,v ) ^
“ (2.25)
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where we assumed that GL(V) acts on V  on the right.
A continuous section of a vector bundle is a map s : M  —> X, such that, for 
all m G M, n  o s(m) = m. We denote by To(X) the set of continuous sections of 
X. Note that, for all m G M, n ~ l (m) has the natural structure of a vector space. 
Indeed, let x ,y  G 7Z~l (m), a,b G C, and suppose that m G Ua. Then we define 
ax +  bxf =  ^ ( ( m , w  +  bv')), where (m ,v ) = (px(x), (m ,v ') = <£>a(x'). It is clear 
that this definition does not depend on the choice of cl. Using this, To(X) has a 
natural structure of a left Co(M)-module with pointwise multiplication, i.e., for all 
m G M, /  G Co(M) and s G Tq(X), (f s ) ( m ) =  f(m )s(m ).
In fact, it turns out that, if M is compact, To (X) is a finitely generated projective 
C(M)-module. Conversely, by the Serre-Swan Theorem, any finitely generated pro­
jective module of the algebra C(M) of continuous functions on a compact space M, 
corresponds to a locally trivial vector bundle with the base space M.
Turning to noncommutative geometry, for a commutative ground ring K  and 
unital K-algebra A, we define a quantum vector bundle over the quantum space A  as 
a finitely generated projective A-module.
2.3.2 Associated vector bundles
Suppose that G is a topological group and X is a G-principal bundle with the base 
space M, where G acts on X on the right. Let q : G —> GL(V) be a representation of 
G as linear operators acting on the right on a finitely dimensional C-vector space 
V. Define the right G-action on X x V  by
(X x V) x G 9 {{x,v),g)  ~  (xg ,vQ(g)) e X x V .  (2.26)
Then the space of orbits (X x V) /G  is called an associated vector bundle and it can be 
shown that, under certain topological conditions, it is a locally trivial vector bundle 
with a base space M.
Note that continuous sections s G To((X x T )/G ) are in bijective correspon­
dence with continuous functions /  G Cq(X,V), where
C,(X, V) =  { / : X V I V*eX,geG, f ( x g )  = f(x)Q(g)}. (2.27)
Turning to noncommutative geometry, we can dualise the notion of Cq(X, V) to 
obtain the following definition. In what follows in this subsection, we assume that 
the ground ring K  is a field.
Definition 2.3.1. Suppose that P(B)C is a C-coalgebra Galois extension. Let V  be a 
finite dimensional vector space and a right C-comodule. Then we call Homc (V', P) 
a quantum associated bundle .
The following theorem states that, under certain conditions, quantum associ­
ated vector bundles are quantum vector bundles, i.e., finitely generated projective 
modules.
Theorem 2.3.2. (Theorem 2.13 [8].) Suppose that P(B)f is a principal C-coalgebra Galois 
extension and V  is a finitely dimensional vector space and a C-comodule. Let (o\)i^\x...,n
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be a basis of V, and suppose that pc (e{) = £jj=1 ek ® ekv where ejj e  C, i,j = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,n. 
Choose some dual basis py e P, p^ : P —> IK, p £ I of the K-vector space P. Take any 
left B-module morphism g : P —► B, such that g( 1) =  1, which exists by Proposition 2.2.2 
and (1.25). Let £ : C —* P ® P, c ® c^ J- be a strong connection form on P. Then
Homc (V, P) is a finitely generated left B-module. In particular, it has a dual basis, which 
explicitly reads:
fpk e Homc (V,P), et i->
P *  : Homc (V,P) -  B , f  ~  g ( f ( e k)P)l), 
p e l ,  k = 1
where ] = {v e  / | 31<Ki<np''{eki^-)eki^  £  0 }. (2.28)
In particular by (1.22) this yields an idempotent
E(„,•)(,/) =  r K f y i )  =  g W e ^ t i ^ - p y ) .  (2.29)
Let us apply the above theorem to the special case of associated line bundles,
i.e., to the situation when V  is one dimensional. Then, for any nonzero v G V, 
pc (v) =  v (8) u, where u e  C is necessarily group-like. Write value of the strong 
connection form at u explicitly as
m
Z(u ) =  I ]  ® r (W)*' (Z3°)
1 = 1
where {l(u)j, 1 < i < m} and {r(u)j, 1 < i < m} are (separately) linearly inde­
pendent sets of vectors in P. In particular, we can extend {Z(w);,l < i < m} to 
the basis of P. If we use this basis, the formula for the idempotent (2.29) becomes
E ij  =  g ( r ( u ) i l ( u ) j )>1 < h j  <
We will prove that r(u)jl(u)j E B for all 1 < i,j  < m. Indeed, as w is group-like, 
the properties (2.19) and (2.20), and the linear independence of {/(w)z, 1 < i < m} 
and {r(u)i, 1 < i < m} yield
^can(UM)i ® e) = u 9° (r(u)i) = r (u)i (g> u, for all z =  1 ,2 ,... ,  m. (2.31)
Therefore, for all i , j  = 1,2 , . . . , m ,
pc (r{u)il(u)j) =  r(u)m f can(r(u)i(1) ®l{u)j)
= r{u)iipcan(u (2) l(u)j) = r(u)jl(u)j ® e.
Hence we have proven that, in the case of associated line bundles, an idempotent 
(2.29) has the form
= r(u)il(u)j, 1 < i,j  < m. (2.32)
Let us consider Theorem 2.3.2 in yet another situation.
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Corollary 2.3.3. (to Proposition 2 . 2 . 8 . )  Suppose that C is a Hopf algebra, and P(B)C is a 
principal Hopf Galois extension. Suppose further that there exists a surjective morphism of 
Hopf algebras f  : C —> K, which makes C a (K, K)-bicomodule and P a right K-comodule 
algebra (cf. Proposition 2 . 2 . 8 ) .  Assume that the antipode in K is bijective and that CcoK = 
coKC, i.e., all the assumptions of Proposition 2 . 2 . 8  are satisfied. Furthermore, suppose that 
the C-coaction pc : V  —> V  ® C on the finite dimensional vector space V  is such that 
pc (V) C  V  <S> CcoK, i.e., e i j  G CcoC, i,j  = 1 , 2  , . . . , n  (cf. Proposition 2 . 2 . 8 ) .  Then the 
formulae ( 2 . 2 8 )  and ( 2 . 2 9 )  define, respectively, a dual basis and a projector for a quantum 
vector bundle associated to the principal extension PcoC(B)cc°K.
2.4 Example: A noncommutative Hopf fibration
2.4.1 Introduction
View the classical three-sphere as
S3 =  {(zi,z2) e  C2 I |z i |2 4- |z2|2 =  1}. (2.33)
There is a free action of the group 17(1) on S3:
S3 X 17(1) -  S3, ( (z j .z z ) ,^ )  ~  ( Z ^ 'W * ) -  (2.34)
It is easy to see that S3/U ( l )  ~  S2, where the two sphere
S2 =  {(r, z ) G R j  x C | r2 + |z |2 =  1}, (2.35)
and thus S3 is a principal bundle over the two-sphere S2, with the fibre 17(1). This 
fibration of S3 is called the Hopf fibration.
Furthermore, there exists a right Z>/-action on S3 given by
P m , n  : s 3 X Z N -> S3, ( ( z i ,z2) ,kN) !-> (zie2mJ^ , z 2e2m^ ) ,  ( 2 . 3 6 )
where 1 < m, n < N  and m, n are relatively prime with N. The quotient space of 
this action >n = S3 /  ( ’Pm,n) is called the lens space. Clearly, there exists a free action 
of 17(1) on
Lm,n x U (l) -*  LJU ([(Zi,z2) ] ,^ )  i  ^ 0 < <p < 2 n ,
and „ is a principal bundle over S2.
The Dirac monopole is a solution to Maxwell's equations, which describes a point 
source of a magnetic field. The vector potential of this magnetic field is not well 
defined on the whole of the space. It was however recognised ([43]) that this vector 
potential can be reinterpreted as a connection form on a nontrivial principal 17(1)- 
bundle over the two-sphere S2. The quantised magnetic charge n = 1 corresponds 
to the connection on the Hopf fibration. The magnetic charges of all the other 
(integer) values n correspond to connections on the lens spaces Ln = L”v
The results in the remaining part of this section were published as [5]. We work 
over complex numbers, i.e., K  = C.
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2.4.2 A quantum Hopf fibration
The aim of this section is to show that the quantum contact 3-sphere defined in [33] 
is a Hopf-Galois extension of its algebra of coinvariants. The latter is the algebra of 
functions of the quantum 2-sphere also defined in [33].
The polynomial *-algebra A(S^)  that underlies the Omori-Maeda-Miyazaki- 
Yoshioka quantum contact 3-sphere is generated by a selfadjoint y and by a, b, a*, b* 
with relations
ba = ab, ab* =  (1 — y)b*a, (2.37a)
ya — ay = yay, yb — by — yby, (2.37b)
aa* — (1 — }i)a*a = y, bb* — (1 -  y)b*b =  y, (2.37c)
a* a +  b*b = 1. (2.37d)
From the above relations it follows that
aa* + bb* = l  + y. (2.38)
Note also that (2.37b) is equivalent to
ya (l  +  ky) =  (1 +  (fc + 1  )y)ay, yb( 1 +  ky) =  (1 +  (k +  1 )y)by,
for all k e  Z. We denote by A'(S^) the polynomial *-algebra A(S3) with the gen­
erator y  required to be invertible (i.e. with adjoined y ~ l ).
It turns out convenient for our purposes to employ a certain y-regulated smooth 
algebra A°°(S^), which is defined and studied in [33]. The algebra A°°(S^), called 
noncommutative contact algebra on S3, contains densely the polynomial *-algebra 
A'(S3). Also, it contains f ( y )  for any formal power series / ,  and the following 
relations are fulfilled
«/(k) =  f W a =  (239a)
b f W  = U^) b ,  m b  = b f ( J i - ) .  (2.39b)
In particular, for all k G Z , the elements 1 + ky are invertible and have square root 
in i4°°(S3). In the sequel we shall need their inverses as well as the square roots, 
which satisfy the following relations, for all k G Z,
ay{ 1 +  ky)~ l = y(  1 + (k + 1 )y )~ 1a, by( 1 +  ky)~ l = y (  1 + (k + 1 ) y )_1b
(2.40)
and
a ^ n r H =  y i + ^ + D ^  b ^ T T k i  =  V-1 + (fc+ l> b. (2.41) 
v  1 +   ^ \ / l  +  ^
Although is a generator it can be regarded as a noncentral formal parameter, 
cf. [33] for a precise meaning of this statement. Also, from the defining relations of
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(2.37) it is apparent that A°°(S^) is a Z-graded algebra with the grading defined by 
setting
deg(fl) =  deg(b) = 1, deg(a*) =  deg(b*) = - 1, deg(p) =  0 .
This in turn allows us to view A co(S^l) as a comodule algebra of the Hopf algebra H  
of functions on LJT(l). Explicitly, H  =  <C[w, u~l ] is the algebra of Laurent polynomi­
als in one variable u (i.e., u~l is the multiplicative inverse of u ), and it is a *-algebra 
with u* = u~l . A  Hopf algebra structure of H  is determined by A(w) =  u ® u,  
e(u) =  1 and S(u) = u~l . The grading of A 00(S^) makes it a right comodule alge­
bra with the coaction given on homogeneous elements by
pH(x) = X  0  Mdes(*).
Thus explicitly on generators the coaction comes out as
pH(a) =  a 0  u, pH(b) = b<g>u, 
pH{a*) = a* ® u~x, pH(b*) — b* 0  u ~l , pH{p) = p ® 1.
Note that the coaction pH is compatible with the ^-structure (it is a *-algebra ho­
momorphism).
The definition of the coaction in terms of the grading immediately implies that 
the coinvariant subalgebra coincides with the zero-degree subalgebra, i.e.,
A -(S j)  := {x  6 A~(S*) I pH{x) = x ® 1} =  {x  € A ~ (% )  | deg(*) =  0 }.
Using equation (2.40) it is immediate to verify that p is a central element in A°°(S^). 
It can be also seen that A°°(Sj-) is the commutant of p in A°°(SjJ).
The relations (2.37), (2.40) and (2.41) provide us with a deeper insight into
the structure of A°°(Sjl). With their help we can establish that contains
a (dense) polynomial *-algebra A'(S^) generated by
X  = X* = aa* -  (p + l ) /2 ,  Z =  ab*, Z* = ba*,
and self-adjoint (invertible) element p. Notice that A'(S^)  is contained strictly in 
the commutant of p in A'(S^), which coincides with the grade zero subalgebra of 
A'(S^) and also with the H-coinvariant subalgebra of A'(S^). Similar observations 
hold for A(S^), defined as the *-algebra obtained from A'(S*) by omitting the in- 
vertibility of p.
The relations in A°°(S^) are derived from the relations in A°°(S^) and come out
as
p X  — X p  =  0, p Z  — Zp — 0, (2.42a)
XZ -  ZX =  - p Z ,  (2.42b)
ZZ* -  Z*Z  =  —2pX, (2.42c)
2 i( x  +  | )  +  ZZ* =  (2.42d)
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Note that from the relations above it follows that there is also a second radial rela­
tion
( X - | ) 2 +  Z*Z =  i
Since ]i is central, it could be possible to consider ]i as a formal parameter and 
specify it to a numerical value, we shall comment on this issue in the final part of 
this section.
We claim that in a 'dual' sense the quantum contact three sphere SjJ is a total 
space of a quantum Lf(l)-principal bundle over the quantum two-sphere S i.e., 
A“ (S2)(A~(S2))h  is an H-Hopf Galois extension. This claim is proven by explicit 
construction of the inverse to the canonical map canp.
To relieve the notation we write P for i4°°(S^), B for A°°(S^) and can for canp. 
Consider the map can-1 : P <g> H  —> P P defined, for all x £ P and n £ N , by
c a n - V a u " )  =  £  ( rf ) x ( a y - k(b, )k ®B bkan~k, (2.43a)
Jfc=0 '  '
can~l (x<g>u~n) = x ( l  +  (b*)k(a*)n~k, (2.43b)
k = o
where (^) are the usual binomial coefficients. Directly from the definition it follows 
that can-1 is a left P-module map. Furthermore, the degree counting on the right 
hand side and the comparison of the powers of u immediately confirm that can-1 
is a right H-comodule map. Before we prove that can-1 is the inverse map to can 
we note that, for all n E N ,
£ ;  ( f )  =  1, (2.44a)
k = 0
E  ( l ) a n~kbk(b*)k(at )n- k =  1 + np. (2.44b)
k = 0
The formulae (2.44) are most easily proven by induction. They are clearly satisfied
for n = 1. Next, assume that they hold for n — 1 with n > 2. Using equations
(2.37d), (2.38) and the well-known formula
observe that
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Then using (2.40) we conclude that equations (2.44a, 2.44b) hold for all n. Now we 
are in position to prove that can-1 is the inverse of can. Take x 6 P and n E N. 
Then
can(can-1 (x 0  un)) =  can ( ^ J x {a*)n~k{b*)k 0 g bkan~k
= E  ( l )  x(a*)n~k(b*)kbkan- k ® u n = x ® u n, 
k = 0
where the last equality follows from (2.44a). Similarly, the use of (2.44b) confirms 
that
can(can-1(;e 0  w- ”)) =  x 0  u~n.
Conversely we need to check the equality can- 1(can(:r 0 g y)) =  x  0 g y for all 
x ,y  £ P. Since P is a Z-graded algebra, it suffices to take homogeneous y  of degree 
n. Suppose n > 0. Then
can_1((can(x 0 g y)) =  can- 1(ri/ 0  un) =  (* f\  xy(a*)n~k{b*)k 0 g bkan~k.
k = o
Since deg(y) =  n, each of the y(a*)n~k(b*)k has degree 0, hence it is in B and we 
can write
can- 1((can(x ®B y)) = £  Q  * ®B y (a*)" “‘ (&*)1V a""*  =  * ®B y,
by (2.44a). In the case of homogeneous y  of negative degree, we use equation 
(2.44b) to obtain the assertion. Thus we have proven that can is a bijective map,
i.e., A°°(Sp) is a Hopf-Galois extension of A°°(S^) as claimed.
2.4.3 Monopole connection and projectors of charge n
The antipode of the Hopf algebra H  of functions on I i(l)  is involutive, i.e. S o S = 
H, hence, in particular, invertible, and so P(B)H is a symmetric H -Hopf Galois 
extension. Hence it makes sense to seek the strong connection form I : H  —► P 0  P 
(Definition 2.2.3).
The left coaction (1.33) for P =  A°°(S^) comes out in terms of the Z-grading as
Hp{x) = M“des(*) 0  x,
for any homogeneous x € P. We define the strong connection form £ : H  —► P 0  P 
by
l (u n) =  £  ( " )  (a*)n- k( V f  ® bkan~k, (2.46a)
it=o V*/
' f («-") =  (1 +  ny ) - 1 £  ( f )  flB- V  ® (&*) V ) " " * /  (2.46b)
fc=0
*(1) =  1® 1, (2.46c)
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for n e  N . Note that this is simply the expression for can-1(l 0  h) lifted to P 0  
P by omitting the decoration g on 0 g (cf. equation (2.43)), and therefore similar 
arguments to those used to prove that can-1 is the right inverse of can ensure that 
the equation (2.18) is satisfied. Next, by the definition of i ,  the equation (2.17) is 
satisfied (e =  1). Moreover, similarly as in the discussion after the definition of 
can-1, by counting the degree, it follows that I  is a right H-colinear map, hence the 
equation (2.20) holds. Finally, since deg((fl*)”-fc(fr*) ) =  — n and deg (an~kbk) = n 
one easily realises that the map i  is also left H-colinear, so that the equation (2.19) 
is satisfied. Thus we have constructed a strong connection in the quantum contact 
Hopf fibration with the strong connection form t.
In the case of the Hopf-Galois extension A co(S^l)(A co(S2))H, each of the un is 
a grouplike element. Therefore the map I =  XJLq l(un)i 0  r(un)j defined by for­
mulae (2.46) gives an infinite family of idempotents E{un), n e Z , defined using 
the formula (2.32). Each of the E(w”) is an (|n| +  1) x (|w| +  1)-matrix with entries 
from A co(S2) (the latter claim can be easily confirmed by the degree counting). 
Obviously there is an ambiguity in factorising £ into ^ ”=0 l{un)i <0 r(un),■ (scalar co­
efficients can be factorised in infinitely many ways into legs of a tensor product). 
However if one requires E(un) to be Hermitian (i.e. projectors in B) then the unique 
possibility turns out to be
£(1) =  1 0 1 ,
<(«") =  E
k = 0
e (u-n) =  £
k =0
n ' (a, )n~k(b*)k - k „ n —k (2.47a)
(2.47b)
for n 6 N . This choice leads to an infinite family of Hermitian projectors with 
entries from A m(Sj,). Explicitly, E(l) =  1, and
£(«")« =
E(«‘
k„n—k („* \n—l/u*\ l( « y ‘ (b 'y . (2.48a)
(2.48b)
for all n e  N . At this point it is interesting to mention that apparently these formu­
lae are polynomial in a, b, a*, b*, and polynomial only in (1 +  with n E N ,
but not in ]i (e.g. (2.48b)). However, their entries have to be properly rearranged 
in order to express them in terms of the generators X, Z, Z*. In A°°(S^) this can be 
always done with the help of relations (2.37) and (2.40) at the cost of creating new 
expressions (1 +  n y)~ x in (2.48a) and (1 — n}i)~l in (2.48b), with n £ N . Altogether 
the whole set of projectors can be rewritten in terms of X, Z, Z* and all (1 +  k}i)~l 
with k £ Z. (The reason for this behaviour is that the elements X, Z, Z* and ]i 
do not generate the whole of grade-zero polynomial subalgebra of A (S^).) For in­
stance the first few projectors E(u), E(u-1), E(u2), E(u~2) come out in a matrix
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form as
E ( u ) = ( k 1 + r i  + X  , Z
V z * K i  +  f O - x  
1 1 I  Z U l - H ) - X
(2.49a)
(2.49b)
£(u2) =
1 fi
( (x + i± £ )(x + ^ )  v ^ X + i^ Z
X
z2 \
v/2Z*(x+Uj^) 2( ^ + x ) ( i^ - X )  V2( ^ - X ) z
(z*)2 >/2Z *(i^ -x ) ( ^ - x ) ( i ^ - x )  J
(2.49c)
E(u 2) =
1 - j i
(  ( x + ^ ) ( x + ^ )  v/2(x + ^ ) z *
V
y/i z (x + h ^ )  2( l^ + x ) ( l^ - x )
Z2 V2z ( t * - x )
(Z*)2 \
\/2(^ -X )z * (2.49d)
Note an interesting symmetry between E(wn) and E(u~n) for low values of n. 
The projector E{u~n) is obtained from the projector E(un) by replacing ]i by — ]i and 
interchanging of Z with Z*. This is true for any value of charge n as can be verified 
directly from the explicit expressions for greater charges n, which can be presented. 
However this follows also from the following symmetry properties. First observe 
that the transformation
Z i—► Z*, Z* i—> Z, X  i—> X, ji i—> —ji, (2.50)
does not affect the defining relations (2.42) and defines an automorphism of the 
algebra A°°(S2). This symmetry of A°°(S2) comes in fact from the following sym­
metry of A°° (S^). Using the elements y/1 +  k\i e A°°(S^), their inverses 1 /^ /1  +  k]i 
fo rk  G Z  and the relations (2.41) we see that the map
© : A°°(S^) -► A°°(Sp), a ^ A  = y /T ^ jia * ,  b ^ B  = ^ l ^ j i b * ,
(2.51)
extends to an algebra automorphism. Note that 0  maps degree n elements to de­
gree —n elements, and on the level of degree 0 elements corresponds to the auto­
morphism of A°°(S2) given by (2.50). Now, using the relations
an( i - p ) 1 +  n]i bn{ l - ] i )  =  1 + / "  l ^ bn, n > 0'  r /  1 + tifi
(2.52)
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and the fact that y  is central in A°°(S2) we find that
©(p(un)kl) = E(u~n)kl. (2.53)
Thus the authomorphism ©l^oo^j : A°°(S2) —> A°°(S2) turns the degree w pro­
jectors into degree — n projectors, and its existence proves the stated symmetry of 
monopole projectors.
2.4.4 Remarks about adjoining elements and representations
If y is not required to be invertibile the underlying polynomial *-algebra A(S3) 
admits a specification to y  = 0, after which it coincides with the usual *-algebra of 
polynomials on the 'classical' S3. As far as the polynomial *-algebra A'(S2) is con­
cerned, since y  is central, it can be specified to any nonzero real value. This yields 
a family of quantum 2-spheres isomorphic to the universal enveloping algebra of 
su(2) with a constrained value 1 / y 2 of the quadratic Casimir element (cf. [20]). 
The *-algebra A(S2) (i.e., when the invertibility of y  is not assumed) admits in ad­
dition a specification to y = 0, which clearly corresponds to polynomials on the 
'classical' S2. Note that the equations (2.48) with y  considered as a real deforma­
tion parameter rather than as a central generator define also a family of projectors 
p(un) over such quantum 2-spheres. In particular, when y — 0, the projectors p(un) 
correspond to the line bundle projectors of the monopole charge n over S2. Note 
also, that then 0  defined by (2.51) is the orientation reversing automorphism of S3.
It can be seen that the *-algebras A(S^) and A(S^) admit certain (^-algebra­
ic completions. Although intuitively resembling some topological quantum four 
(resp. three) dimensional spaces rather than 3-spheres (resp. 2-spheres), they nev­
ertheless would constitute interesting examples. Unfortunately, there is one ob­
stacle for this task. In order to write our formulae (2.43) for the inverse of the 
canonical map and then for the connection and the projectors we should adjoin to 
A(S3) and to A(S2) an infinite number of elements (1 +  k y ) ' 1, k e Z . (To be able 
to implement the symmetry discussed at the end of Section 2.4.3, we should adjoin 
additionally the elements yj  1 +  ky  and l / > / l  +  ky.) It can be seen that this spoils 
not only the C*-algebraic completion but even the *-algebraic version. This fol­
lows from the representation theory of e.g. A(Sjj), which can be inferred from that 
of su(2). In fact all bounded representations decompose into finite dimensional ir­
reducible ones. These in turn are as follows. There is a family of one-dimensional 
representations (characters) parametrised by the points of S2, which represent y  by 
0 (they obviously do not extend to A'(S^)). In addition, in each dimension N  e  N
there are two *-representations, labelled by cr = ± 1, which represent y either by
1 /N  or by — 1/N . Namely, they are given by
y Vm = JJ Vmr
Y  71 —  a m  7TA Vm ~  N V™L_________  (2 54)
Z v m = £j  ( N  +  1 — 2m ) ( N  — 1 +  2m) vm-i,
Z * v™ = -  1 -  2m)(N +  1 +  2m) vm+i,
with respect to an orthonormal basis vm, where m e { — • • •,
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This excludes a possibility of adjoining the needed elements if we want our 
C*-algebra to describe more than merely the commutative S2. At this point it is 
interesting to make the following observation. Had we constrained ourselves to 
construct just certain subclass of projectors, say for a selected class of charges, we 
might have a chance to accomplish a nondegenerate *-algebra extended by some 
(but not all) elements (1 + k y ) -1 and then also its C*-algebraic version. For instance 
restricting only to the positive charges n leaves at our disposal the series of all 
representations that represent y  by 1 /  N. It is not clear however what could be a 
possible interpretation of such a breaking of the (magnetic) charge conjugation by 
the contact structure quantisation with a noncentral parmeter.
2.5 Cleft extensions
An interesting class of coalgebra-Galois extensions is provided by cleft extensions. 
These can be characterised as such extensions that every associated module (in the 
sense of Definition 2.3.1) is a free module.
Definition 2.5.1. Let C be a coalgebra, P be an algebra and a right C-comodule. 
A convolution invertible and a right C-colinear map 7  : C —> P is called a cleaving 
map. A  C-coalgebra Galois extension P(B)C such that there exists a cleaving map 7  : 
C —► P is called a cleft coalgebra Galois extension and is denoted by P(B)^. Similarly 
a cleft (P, C)xp-extension P7(B, C, 1p) is a (P, C)^-extension with a cleaving map 7 .
Observe that if P(B)C is cleft, then the inverse of the canonical map has the form
(canp)_1(p <g> c) =  p7 - 1(c(i)) ®g 7 (c(2))/ for all c G C,p  G P, (2.55)
where 7 -1 means the convolution inverse.
Lemma 2.5.2. (cf [3], proof of the Proposition 2.3) I f  P7 (B,C,rp) is a cleft (P,C)y- 
extension then, for any c G C,
l) ® T_1(C(2))) =  7 ' 1(c)PC(1p)/ (2-56)
i.e., ifip is bijective, then 7 -1 is left C-colinear with respect to the left C-coaction (1.32). 
Moreover if C is a Hopf algebra and P is a right C-comodule algebra, then, for any cleaving 
map 7  : C —> P and c G C,
PC(7 -1 (C)) =  7 -1 (c{2)) ® Sc(i). (2.57)
Observe that if P(B)^ is a cleft C-Hopf Galois extension and the antipode in C 
is bijective, then statements (2.56) and (2.57) are mutually equivalent.
Note that if P(B)^e is a symmetric e-copointed cleft C-coalgebra Galois exten­
sion, then, by (2.57), it is a principal extension, with a strong connection form
i ' . C —>P<S>P, c h  7  1(c(1)) ®7(c(2))- (2.58)
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Proposition 2.5.3. (Proposition 2.3 [3].) Let C be a coalgebra, P be a right comodule and 
B = p coC. If there exists a cleaving map y  : C —> P, then the following are equivalent:
1. P(B)C is a C-coalgebra Galois extension.
2. There exists an entwining ip such that P(B, C, ip) is a (P, C) ^ -extension.
3. For all p e  P, P(0)7_1(P(i)) e  B.
I f  any of the above conditions hold, then P ~  B <8> C in bM c , where the isomorphism
07 : P —► B <8> C and its inverse Of1 : B <8 C —► P are given explicitly by
Oy(p) =  P(0)7_1(P(i))®P(2),
e ~ \ b ® c )  = by(c).  (2.59)
Lemma 2.5.4. Assume that P is an (H, C)-bicomodule and H-comodule algebra, where C
is a coalgebra and H  is a Hopf algebra. If there exists a coalgebra map f  : C —> H  and a
cleaving map 7  : C —>• P, such that, for any c e C,
HP(7 (c)) =  f { c ( i)) ® 7 (C(2))/ (2-60)
then, for any c e  C,
=  S /(c (2j) ® T-1 (C(1))/ (2.61)
7 _ 1 ( c ( i ) ) ( - i ) 7 ( c ( 2 ) ) ( - i )  ®  7 _1(c(i))(o) ®  7 (c (2 ) ) (o )  =  1 h  ®  7 _1(c(i)) ®  'r(c(2))-
(2.62)
Proof. Applying
(m ® P) o (H <g> Tp'tf) o (H <8> m ® H) o (Hp ® 7 -1 ® (S o /) ) ,
where Tprn  : P ® H 3 p ® h ^ h < 8 > p e H < g ) P i s a .  flip map, to the both sides of the 
identity
7 -1(c(1))7 (c(2)) ® C(3) <8> C(4) = lp (g) C(!) (8) C(2)/ 
yields (2.61). Then
7 _1(c(i))(-i)7(c(2))(-i) ® 7 - 1(c(i))(o) ® 7(c(2))(o)
=  S/ ( C(2))/(C(3)> ® 7 “ 1(C(1)) ®7(C(4)) =  Ijf ® 7 _1(c(1)) ® 7 (e(2))-
□
Lemma 2.5.5. Suppose that P(B)y is a cleft C-coalgebra Galois extension, and that 7  : 
C —> P is a cleaving map on P. The map
y ' = m o (r  <8> 7 ) ° A, (2.63)
where T : C —> Bis a convolution invertible map called a gauge transformation, is also a 
cleaving map on P, and any other cleaving map on P has this form.
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2.5.1 The quantum solid torus
The quantum solid torus is an example of a cleft Hopf-Galois extension.
Denote by h the unitary and central generator of the coordinate algebra of the 
unit circle ^(S1).
Solid torus is the Cartesian product D x S1 of the unit disc and the unit circle. 
Therefore, one can define a coordinate algebra of quantum torus as the tensor prod­
uct $(Dp)  0  ^(S1) of the coordinate algebra of the quantum unit disc eq. (1.4) and 
the coordinate algebra of the unit circle. One can introduce a further quantisation 
parameter by making the tensor product noncommutative, i.e., by requesting that 
the subalgebras #(Dp) 0  1 and 1 0  ^(S1) do not mutually commute. We identify 
the generators x 0  1 and 1 0  h with x and h respectively. The coordinate algebra 
of the quantum solid torus #(D p Xq S1), 0 < p < 1, 0 < 6 < 2n, is generated as a 
*-algebra by x and h, subject to the relations
hh* =  1 =  h*h, x*x -  pxx* = 1 -  p,
hx  =  eldxh, hx* = e~l9x*h. (2.64)
The linear basis of #(Dp x d S 1) consists of the elements of the form
(1 -  xx*)kx mhn, k e N 0, m ,n e  Z. (2.65)
Observe that there exists a surjective *-algebra morphism
n d : ti(Dp x q S1) -> ti{Te), n d(h) =  Uf n d{x) =  V, (2.66)
of the quantum solid torus onto the quantum torus (eq. (1.15)), i.e., the quantum 
torus is the boundary of the quantum solid torus.
Enveloping C*-algebra C(Dp x e S1) can be obtained from f i(Dp xq S1) using C* 
representations. It is possible as ||x|| =  1 and \\h\\ =  1 for any representation, and 
hence the norms of polynomials in h and x are bounded for all representations. Ir­
reducible representations of #(Dp X q S 1 )  include those unitarily isomorphic either 
to the representation obtained by composing one of the irreducible representations 
of the quantum torus with the map n a as well one of the representations 
<?£,„ : *(£>,, x„ S1) -  where 0 is generated by orthonormal vectors Yn,
n 6  No, and
Q%e(x )Y n = ^ 1 -P » + 1 Y „+1/ =  v ' l ^ ' p r „_1 if n > 0,
e;,g (x ')Y0 = 0, <?“ „(/*=“ ) =  e±i(“+nS)Y„. (2.67)
Denote b y H  =  &(U(1)) the coordinate algebra of 11(1) and let u be the unitary 
generator of H.  The algebra #(Dp Xq S1) is clearly a right H-comodule *-algebra, 
with the coaction defined on the generators by
pH(x) =  r 0 l ,  pH{h) — h ^ u . (2 .68)
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It is easy to see that, #(Dp x d S1)00** =  $( Dp) and #(Dp xq S1)(^(D p))^r is a cleft 
H -Hopf Galois extension, where, for all n e  Z ,
7 T : H ^ t f ( D p XflS1), un ^ h n, 
j j 1 : H  —► tf(Dp x 0 S1), w" ^  f r" ,  (2.69)
(2.70)
are the cleaving map and its convolution inverse, respectively.
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Chapter 3 
Cotensor products of quantum 
principal bundles.
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a method of constructing new quantum principal bundles 
from the given ones, using a cotensor product. The method was inspired by a 
recent proposal for the development of homotopy theory of general Hopf-Galois 
extensions in [26].
Let M G M c and N  e CM .  The cotensor product M DcN is defined by the 
following exact sequence:
pc®N
0 ^MDCN  -M  (8) N  " M  (g> C <g> N. (3.1)
M®cp
The general idea of the method is as follows. Let C be a coalgebra and H a Hopf 
algebra. Assume that A  is an H-Hopf Galois extension of B, and P is a C-coalgebra 
Galois extension of D and also an (H, C)-bicomodule and an H-comodule algebra. 
One can form the cotensor product A D ^ P  of A  and P. It is easy to see that A D h P 
is an algebra and a right C-comodule. It turns out that, under a number of not very 
restrictive conditions, A D ^ P  is a C-coalgebra Galois extension of ADhD.
Classically, the cotensor product of two algebras of functions on compact Haus- 
dorff topological spaces corresponds to the algebra of functions on the Cartesian 
product of spaces modulo a group action. Note that the discussion here is not 
meant to be mathematically rigorous. Explicitly, let A  =  #(X), P =  #(Y), H  = 
#(G), where G is a topological group, which acts on the right on a topological 
space X, and on the left on a topological space Y, so that H is a Hopf algebra, A  is 
a right H-comodule algebra and P is a left H-comodule algebra. Then the group G 
acts on the right on the Cartesian product X x Y:
( X x Y )  x  G -> X x Y ,  ((x,y) ,g)  *  ( x g .g ^ y ) ,  
and A O h P = #( ( X x Y) / G) .
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Suppose, that the action of G on X is free (i.e., that X is a principal bundle). 
Let M  = X / G  be the base space of this bundle, and let n  •: X —► M be a natural 
projection. Then X is a locally trivial fibre bundle, i.e., there exists an open cover 
(UK)aei of M,  such that 7T- 1(Ura) is homeomorphic to Ua x  G.
On the other hand, it is easy to see that, the surjection
f t : (X x  Y )/G  —► M, (x ,y ) n(x),
is well defined, and that, 7r_1(Ura) = Ua x Y. Hence (X x  Y )/G  is a locally trivial 
fibre bundle, with a base space M and a fibre Y.
Suppose that another group K acts on Y on the right, and that the actions of 
G and K on Y commute (i.e., dually, for C =  #(X), P is an (H,C)-bicomodule). 
Assume also that the action of K on Y is free, i.e., Y is also a principal bundle with a 
structure group K. Under certain conditions, the natural action of X on (X xY )/G :
((x , y ) , k ) i-> (x,yk),
is also free, hence (X x  Y)/G is a principal bundle with the structure group K and 
the base space (X x  (Y / K ) ) / G . Then we can view (X x  Y)/G in two ways as a 
tower of fibre bundles. Firstly, it is a fibre bundle with the base space M and the 
fibre Y, which, in turn, is also a fibre bundle with the base Y / K  and the fibre K. 
Secondly, it is a fibre bundle with the fibre K and the base (X x ( Y / K) ) / G,  which 
in turn is also a fibre bundle with the base M and the fibre Y/ K.
The construction of the cotensor product of quantum principal bundles can be 
thought of as a natural generalisation of prolongations of Hopf-Galois extensions 
(cf. [38]).
Let A be an H-Hopf Galois extension of B and let P be a Hopf algebra. Suppose 
that /  : P —► H  is a surjective Hopf algebra morphism. Define a left H-coaction 
on P by p i—► /(/?(i)) <8> Then (with certain assumptions about flatness over K)
ADhP is a P-Hopf Galois extension of B called a P-prolongation of A. As P is a 
P-Hopf Galois extension of the ground ring, this is a special case of the cotensor 
product of quantum principal bundles.
Another special case of the construction described in this chapter is the cotensor 
product of bigalois objects (cf. [37]).
3.2 The inverse of the canonical map for the cotensor 
product of quantum principal bundles.
Lemma 3.2.1. If  C is a coalgebra, flat as a K-module, P is an (H, C)-bicomodule and A  is 
a right H-comodule, then ADhP is a right C-comodule. Moreover, i fH  is a bialgebra and 
A  and P are H-comodule algebras, then A D hP is an algebra.
Proof. The first statement is the standard result in the coalgebra theory (cf. 11.3 
[13]). We include its proof for completeness.
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There exists a natural right C-comodule structure on A  0  P, given by the coac­
tion on the second factor, '• V l—> pP(p)• Let
- c  _  c  
P a o h p  ~  P a ® p
a o h p
: A B h P A ®  P®C.
By the flatness of C over K, the exactness of the defining sequence,
Pa®P
0- ■a d h p - ■A 0  P ’
A ® H p p
A ®  H ® P , (3.2)
implies the exactness of the top row of the following diagram:
p % ® P <8>C
0  ( A D h P) ® C  ^ A ® P ® C A ® H ® P ® C . (3.3)
P a o h p
A B h P
_c A®h pp®C
P a d h p
As P is an (H, C)-bicomodule,
(pH ® P ® C  -  A ®  HpP ®C) o  p a 0hP
= ( A ® H ®  pp) o (pH ® P  -  A ®  Hpp)
a o h p
= 0,
by the definition of A d # ? . Hence, by the universal property of the kernel, there is 
a unique factorisation Pa \j hp (c^ diag. (3-3))*
One defines the multiplication on A D h P first by restricting the usual tensor 
product multiplication (a ® p) ® (a’ ® //)  •—► (aa' ® pp') to mAUHP : ( AHh P) <0 
( ADh P) —► (A ® P). Then, using that A  and P are H-comodule algebras, one 
proves that it gives zero when composed with the equalising map, so there exists a 
unique factorisation mAUHp : ( ADh P) <® ( A H h P) —*■ ( ADh P)- □
The following lemma is probably well-known in ring and module theory. How­
ever, since we were not able to find an exact reference, we carefully provide an 
explicit proof.
Lemma 3.2.2. Suppose that A  and B are algebras, M  is a right A-module and N  is a 
right B-module. Then M ® N  is a right A  ® B module, with the obvious tensor action 
(m ®  n) • (a®  b) i—► ma ®nb. On the other hand, if P is a left A  ® B-module, it is 
also a left A- and B-module, with the left A-action a • p »-> (a ® ls)p , and the left B- 
action b • p i—► (lp 0  b)p. Obviously, these A- and B-actions commute. Furthermore 
(N  ®b P) G a M ,  with the left A-action a • (n 0 g p) ► n ®b (ap). The following 
statements are true:
1. For all P in a ®bM ,  the map
(f>P : M  ®a (N  ®b P) —* (M 0  N) ®a ®b P>
m ®A (n ®b p) •-» (m ®  n) ®a®b V (3-4)
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is a 'K-linear isomorphism, with the inverse given explicitly by:
4>P1 : (M ® N) ®a » b P -> M ®A (N  ®B P),
(m ® n) ®a ®b V l-> m ®a (n ®s p)- (3.5)
2. I f  M  is a flat right A-module and N  is a flat right B-module, then M ® N  is a flat 
right A  ® B-module.
3. I f  M  is a faithfully flat right A-module and N  is a faithfully flat right B-module, then 
M  ® N  is a faithfully flat right A  ® B-module.
Proof. 1. First we show that (pp is well defined. Indeed, consider the map
f a  : M ® { N ® P )  ( M ® N )  ® a ®b  P,
m ® ( n ® p )  i-> (m <g> n) ® a ®b  V-
The map (f)p is the composition of the associativity isomorphism from the tensor 
product over K  with the canonical surjection from the tensor product over K to the 
tensor product over A ®  B, hence it is well defined.
Since the tensor product functor is right exact, the top row in the following dia­
gram is exact, as it is obtained by applying the functor M ® • to the exact sequence 
defining the tensor product over B.
M ® p b ®P
M ®  (N ®B ®P)  * M ®  ( N ® P )  ^ M ®  ( N ®b P )  ► 0. (3.6)
m ® n ® bp =  ^ "
<pp -
" (pp
(M ® N)  ® a ® b  P
By the universal property of a cokemel, in order to prove that (pp factorises uniquely 
through f a  and the canonical surjection onto the tensor product over B, it is enough
to show that __ __
(pp o (M ® pp P) = (pp ° ( M ® N  ® pp)•
Indeed, for all m ® (n ® b ® p) e  M ® ( N  ® B ®  P),
f a  o ( M ® p b  ® P){m ® (n ® b ® p)) = f a ( m  ® (nb ® p))
= { m® nb) ® a ®b  p =  ( m®  n)( 1A <8> b) ® a ®b  V 
= { m ®n )  ® a ®b  (1 a ® b)p = ( m ® n )  ® a ® b  bp
= f a ( m ® ( n® bp)) = f a o  ( M ® N ®  BP)im ® { n ® b ®  p)). 
Similarly, (in the diagram below, with Q =  N  ® b  P),
Pa ® Q
M ®  A ®  Q _______ ^ M  ® Q ------------^ M ® a Q -----0
M®Ap _
+ " <Pp 
(M ® N) ®a ®b P/
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one shows that, for all m 0  a 0  (n 0 b p) £ M  <8> A  & (N  ®b P)/
<Pp ° (Pa ® {N  0 b P))(m p)) = ~cpp(ma 0  (n 0 b p))
=  (ma 0  n ) 0 a ® b  p =  ( m 0 n ) ( a 0 1 B) 0 a ® b  V =  ( m  0  n) <8>a ®b  a p
— (pp(m 0 (w 0 ap)) = f p o ( M 0  Ap){m 0 0 0 (n 0 b p)),
hence the map (pp exists, and it is the unique factorisation of (pp, through the canon­
ical surjection onto the tensor product over B.
In the same way one proves that (pp1 is well defined. Indeed, the map
(pp1 : (M  0  N) 0  P -*■ M  0 a (N 0b P),
(m 0  n) 0  p i—► m 0  a (w 0b p) (3.7)
is a composition of the associativity bijection for the tensor product over IK with
the two surjections onto the tensor product over A  and B. Furthermore, for all
(m 0  n) 0  (a 0  fr) 0  p e (M  0  N) 0  (A  0  B) 0  P,
<PPl ° (p A ® B  0> P)((m 0  n) 0  (a 0  fe) 0  p )  = (pp 1((ma 0  nb) 0  p )
= ma ®a (nb 0 b p) =  wi 0 a (w 0 b flbp) =  0 a  (« 0 b ((« 0  b)p))
= </)p 1((m 0  n ) 0  ((fl ® fc)p)) = ^p 1 o ((M 0  N )  0  A ® B p ) ( ( m  ®> n) 0  (a 0  &) 0  p),
hence the map <pp1 exists and it is a unique factorisation of (pp1 through the surjec­
tion onto the tensor product over A  0  B.
Since, for all m 0 A (n 0 b p) £ M 0 a  (N 0 b P), (m' 0  n') 0 a ®b p' £ (M 0  
N) 0 a ®b P,
(pp1 o (pP(m 0 a  (n 0 B p)) = (pp'dm  0  n) 0 a®b p) = m ® A (« ®b p),
<Pp ° <Ppl ((m' ® n ') ® a ®b p') =  <pp(m' 0 a  («' 0 b p')) =  (m' ® ® a ®b p'/
the map <pp is a linear bijection and (pp1 is its inverse.
Let P,P ',E"  6 a ®bM -  The following diagram will be used in the remaining 
part of proof:
0 — * M ® a ( N ® b P) — ^ M 0 a (N 0 B P') — ► M 0 a (N 0 B P") — ► 0 (3.8)
<pP <pFt typ"
0 - > ( M 0 N) 0 a ®b P —  (M 0  N) 0 a 0 b P' —► (M 0  N) 0 a ®b P" -*■ 0.
2. Suppose we are given an exact sequence of left A 0  B-modules:
0 — ---- >0 (3.9)
If the maps in the top row of the diagram (3.8) are M 0 a  (N 0 b / )  and M 0 a  (N 0 b 
g), then, since M  and N  are flat modules, the top row sequence in (3.8) is exact. If
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the diagram (3.8) is commutative, then, as the vertical maps are linear bijections, 
the bottom row is also exact. And the bottom horizontal maps are
(ppt o (M (g)^  (N 0 B / ) )  o cpp1 = ( M ® N )  ®a ®b f ,
(ppn O (M 0 A (N  0 B g)) 0 ^p/1 =  (M 0  N) (8>a ®b g- (3.10)
Hence M 0  N is a flat A 0  B-module.
3. By the previous part of the lemma, M 0  N  is a flat A  0  B module. Suppose that, 
given a, not necessarily exact, sequence of maps (3.9), the induced sequence in the 
bottom row of diagram (3.8) is exact. Let the maps in the top row be
<pp.} ° ( (M ® N) ®a®b f)°<pp = (M  (N ®B/) ) ,  
<ppi o ( (M ® N) g) o (pP, = (M  ®^ (N ®B g)),
so that the diagram (3.8) is commutative. Since the vertical maps are bijective and 
the bottom row is exact, the top row is exact as well. Then, using the faithful 
flatness of M and N, one can reconstruct the sequence (3.9) from the top row of 
(3.8), knowing it has to be exact. Hence M  0  N  is faithfully flat as a right A  0  B- 
module. □
The following lemma is a generalisation of a known property of Hopf Galois 
extensions.
Lemma 3.2.3. (cf. [38]) Let A( B) H be an H-Hopf Galois extension (in particular A  £ 
B-Mjj), and let V £ HMp>. I f  A  is faithfully flat as a right B-module and V is aflat right 
D-module, then A D h V  is a flat right B 0  D-module. Moreover, if V  is a faithfully flat 
right D-module, then A\Dh V  is a faithfully flat right B 0  D-module.
Proof A O h V  is a right B 0  D module by restriction of the tensor product action
(A  0  V) 0  (B 0  D) 3 (a 0  v) 0  (b 0  d) \—> ab <g>vd £ A  0  V. There is a chain of 
isomorphisms
C3I1^  (9j ^
A  ® B  (AOhV) ^  (A  ® B  A )D h V ------ 4-> (A  ® H )D h V  ~  A  ® V ,
a ®g Y ^ a'i ® v i ‘----------' Y l aa'i ® vi- (3.11)"
i i
Call this composition / .  The leftmost map in the above composition is the natural 
map
A  0 B ( A B HV)  —> (A 0 B A ) D HV,  a 0 b (s£ j a ' i® v i) ^ ( f l 0 Bfl'i) 0i7f,
i i
which, by ([41],§1) and the assumption that A  is flat as a right B-module, is an 
isomorphism. Observe that the middle transformation is well defined as can^ is a 
right H-colinear map. View A  0 B (ADf/V) as a right B 0  D-module by the action 
on the second factor. Then /  is a right B 0  D-linear map. The assertions of the 
lemma easily follow, using the isomorphism /  and Lemma 3.2.2. □
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Lemma 3.2.4. Let C be a coalgebra and H  be a bialgebra. Let P be an (H , C)-bicomodule 
and an H-comodule algebra, such that the H-coaction is an algebra map.
1. If P(B)C is a C-coalgebra Galois extension such that B C coHp/ then, for any c e C,
c[1](_1}c[2](_!) (8) CW(0) C[2](0) =  1H ® c[1] 0 B c ^ \  (3.12)
where cW =  (canp)-1(l 0  c).
2. If, in addition, H  is a Hopf algebra, then, for any c e  C,
®cW(0) 0 gC^ =  S c^(-l) 0 C^ 0 BC (^O). (3.13)
Proof. Note that conditions (3.12) and (3.13) make sense. Indeed, view H  0  P as 
a (B, B)-bimodule with b • (h 0  p) ■ b' =  h 0  bpb'. The assumptions that a left H- 
coaction is an algebra map and B C coHP together imply that the left H-coaction 
on P is a (B, B)-bimodule map.
1. This follows by applying (H  0  (canp)-1) o (Hp 0  C) to both sides of identity 
(2.5). Explicitly, take any c e C and compute
(H  0  (canp)-1) o (Hp 0  C)(clllc[21(0) 0  c ^ (1))
= (H® (can^)-1)(c|1| (_1)c[2|(0)(_1) ® c[11(0)cl2l(0)(o) ® d 2](1))
= (H® (can^)-1)(c[1| (_1)cl2| (_ i) ® ® c|2l(0)(i))
=  c[11(_1)cl2!(_1) ®cW(0) ®s cl2| (o).
On the other hand,
(H  0  (canp)-1) o (Hp 0  C)(lp 0  c) = (H  0  (canp)-1)( ln  0  lp  0  c)
=  1h 0  C^1' 0 B c^ ,
hence the required assertion (3.12) follows.
2. Apply (m 0  P 0  P) o (S 0  Hp 0  P) to both sides of (3.12). □
The following theorem is the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.2.5. Suppose that:
1. A( B) h is an H-Hopf Galois extension such that A  is faithfully flat as a right B- 
module and flat as a left B-module,
2. C is a coalgebra that is flat as a K-module,
3. P(D)C is a C-coalgebra Galois extension, such that P is a faithfully flat right D- 
module and aflat left D-module,
4. P is an (H , C)-bicomodule and an H-comodule algebra,
5. D C  coHP.
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Then (A\3h P)(B ® D)c zs 0 C-coalgebra Galois extension, and A U h P is a faithfully flat 
right B 0  D-module. Explicitly, the inverse of the canonical map is given by:
(canADHp) 1 : ® C —> (ADhP) <8>b®d (^O h ^)/
( E fl< ® Pi) ® c E ^ ' f - D 111 ® P«'cI11) ®B®D (c'2| ( - i )121 ® c,2| (0))- (3-14)
Proo/. A and P satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 3.2.1, hence ADhP is an algebra 
and a right C-comodule. Obviously B 0  D C (AIHhP)coC, and, by Lemma 3.2.3, 
A D h P is a faithfully flat right B 0  D-module, hence if can5dhp is bijective, then, 
by Lemma 2.1.1, (A[HhP)c (B 0  D) is a C-coalgebra Galois extension.
To verify the explicit form of the inverse of the canonical map we first prove that 
(can^g^p) -1 is well defined. Observe that the fact that D is a subalgebra of coHP
together with the assumption that P is an H-comodule algebra mean that P e % M ,  
hence formula (3.14) makes sense. Denote by
(can^n^p) 1 : (A\Dh P) 0  C —> (A  0  P) <8>b®d ® P)
the colifting of (can$nHp)-1/ and (for brevity) let R = B 0  D, Q = A  0  P. Since 
A is a flat left B-module and P is a flat left D-module, Q is a flat left R-module by 
Lemma 3.2.2. Hence the top row of the following diagram is exact:
(pH<S>P)<S>Q
(ADffP) O r Q  ► (A  0  P) 0 k Q (A 0  H  0  P) 0 p Q (3.15)
v A (A®Hp)®Q
(can$DHp)_1 " X
(ADhP) ® C
(canADup)~1
Hence, in order to prove that there exists the unique factorisation (can^-^p ) -1 of
(can^j-j^p) -1 (as indicated in the above diagram), it is enough, by the universal 
property of a kernel, to prove that
((|0H ® P )® Q )o(canC QHp)- i  =  ((> l® Hp)® Q )o(canC n ^ ) - i_
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Take any YU(ai ® Pi) ( ADh P) ® C and write,
((/l ® Hp ) ® Q) o (can^QHp)_1 ( E ( ai ® Pi) ® c)
=  E ( fl-'cl21( - i ) 111 ® P>(-i)e|1|( - 1) ® Pi(0)C[11(0)) ®R ( c |2|( - i ) ,Z| ® c (21(0))
2
[ use eq. (3.13) and that a,- ® pl(_rj ® pi(0) =  E ;  “'(0) ® a i( i)  ® P>" I
=  E ( fli (o )cl21( - i ) 111 ®  a ' ( i ) S c — (-2 )  ® P-'c[11) ® R  ( c[2 |( - i ) 121 ® c l2 |(0))
i
[ use eq. (2.10) for c ^ (-i)  ]
=  E ( a>'(0)C12!(- l) lll(0) ® «i(l)C[2,( - l) [11(l) ® PiC[1]) ®R (cl2,( - i) [21 <8 c[21(0))
= ((pH ® P) ® Q) O (can5DHp )-1( ( E fli ® Pi) ® c)-
Denote Q' =  ADhP. As A is a right faithfully flat B-module, and P is a right 
faithfully flat D-module, then, by Lemma 3.2.3, Q' is a right faithfully flat, hence 
flat, R-module. Therefore the top row in the diagram below is exact:
Q'®(p h®P)
0 ---------► Q' <8>r (ADh P ) -----------► Q' ® r  (A 0  P) T Q '® r (A ® B ®  P).
Q'®(A®Hp)
<canSn„p) *
(cananHp) 1
(ADh P) ® C 
Moreover, for any E;(«i ® Pi) ® c € (j4DhP) ® C,
(Q ' ® (pH ® P)) o (can^0jjp ) '1(]E(ai ® Pi) ® c)
=  D ^ t - D 111 ®  Pi c W ) ® R (c,21( - i ) 12|(0) ®  c |2 |( - l ) |2 |(l) ®  c|2’ (0))
2
[ use the right H-colinearity of the translation map for A H(B) (eq. (2.6)) ] 
=  E ( a'C’21(-2)!1] ® C [1)) 0 R  ( c [21(_ 2 )121 ®  C|21(_ !)  ®  C|21(0))
= (Q' ® (A ® Hp)) o (can5nffp ) - 1(E (« i  ® pi) ® c)-
I
By the universal property of a kernel, there exists the unique factorization 
(carlan Hp) -1 of (canaDHp) _1 as required.
It remains to be proven that (can^qhp) -1 is the inverse of c a n p -  For all
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L i f a  ® Pi) ® c € (ADh P) 0  C, 
canSnHP ° (canAnHp )"1( E ( ^  ® Pi) ® c) =
[use (2.7)] =  E flz£H(c[2](-i)) 0  P/c[11c[2](o) 0  c[2](i) 
i
=  E « i  ® PiC[1ICl2l(o) 0  c[2](1) =  ® Pi) 0  C.
i i
On the other hand, for any YLij{ai 0  Pi) ®R (a'j 0  p'j) £ (ADhP) 0 r  (ADhP)/
(canADHp)_1 0 canS o „ p (E (fl'- ® P«) ®P (fl/; ® p 'j'))
z7
=  E ( fl«'a';'P'j(i),2|( - i ) [11 ® P<P'/(0)P'j(i)111) ®R (p';(i)|21( - i)121 ® P';(i)[2|(0))
'7
[ use (2.8) ] =  E ( flifl'jP';(-i)111 ® Pi) ®R (p'j( - i)[21 ® P'j(O)) 
z7
[use that a'j(0) 0  a';(1) 0  p )  =  E ;- ®  ® P ' j ( 0) 1
=  E ( azfl';(o)fl/;(i)111 0  P i )  ® R  («';(i)[2] 0  P ' j )  
i)
[ use (2.8) ] =  ]E(fli ® Pi) («'/ 0> P'j)-
ij
Thus, we conclude that (can^g^p) -1 is the inverse of can^QwP as stated. This com­
pletes the proof of the theorem. □
The assumption about the faithful flatness of A  and P, although quite restric­
tive, is a usual assumption made for Galois-type extensions to be able to view them 
as bona fide generalisations of torsors or principal bundles. Indeed, if one wants to 
develop a differential geometry on Galois-type extensions in terms of strong con­
nections, the faithful flatness becomes necessary (cf. Theorem 2.5 [7]).
Example 3.2.6. ([38] Remark 3.11 (2)) Let A  be an H-Hopf Galois extension of B, 
faithfully flat as a right B-module, and let P be a Hopf algebra faithfully flat as a 
K-module. Suppose that /  : P —» H  is a Hopf algebra morphism. Define a left 
H-coaction on P by p i—> /(/?(i)) 0  p^)- As D = PcoP = K ip  and K ip C coHP, all 
the assumptions of Theorem 3.2.5 are satisfied, and so A D h P is a P-Hopf Galois 
extension of B ® K ip ~  B. This P-Hopf Galois extension is called a P-prolongation 
of A  if /  is surjective.
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3.3 Example: The cotensor product of Matsumoto 
spheres I
The coordinate algebra of the Matsumoto sphere ([30],[31]), denoted d(Sjj), is the 
*-algebra over C generated by the elements a and b which satisfy the relations
aa* = a* a, bb* = b*b, ab =  \ba ,  ab* — Xb*a, aa* + bb* = 1, (3.16)
where A =  e2md, 0 G 1R. Note that there exists a Z-grading on $(Sq) defined on 
generators by
deg(fl) = 1, deg(fl*) =  -1 , deg (b) = 1, deg(b*) =  -1 , (3.17)
which agrees with the *-operation in the sense that, for all homogeneous p G d(S^ ), 
deg (p*) =  - deg (p).
Denote by # ( ti( l) )  the coordinate *-Hopf algebra of U(  1), generated by the 
unitary and grouplike element u, i.e.,
uu* = u*u = 1, A(«) =m®m,  Su = u*, e ( u ) = l .  (3.18)
The Z-grading (3.17) naturally makes $(Sq) a #(lf(l))-com odule algebra by defin­
ing a coaction
pI?(lJ(1))(p) =  p 0 ude^ x\  for all homogeneous p G $(Sq). (3.19)
It is easy to see that the subalgebra of coinvariants of this coaction, (S^)001* ^ 1)) = 
{x e d(Sj))| deg(x) =  0}, is a commutative *-algebra generated by the elements 
z =  aa*, x + = ba*, x_ =  (x+)* = ab*, which satisfy the relation
z2 + x+x - = l ,  (3.20)
and hence it can be identified with the coordinate algebra i9(S2) of the classical 
two-sphere.
Let us adopt the notational convention a~n = (0*)”, b~n = (b*)n, (x+)~ n = 
(* -)”, for all n G N . It is obvious that the monomials
(aa*)na n v, n G N 0, p ,v  G Z , (3.21)
span i?(Sg) as a vector space. Moreover, if pv  < 0, then
(aa*)”al‘bv =  Mi^ +t‘vz n{x+ya>‘JrV if |v| < \p\,
( a a ' ^ a W  = A~l:ieT]1z n(x+)-Vb>‘+v if ]v| > \p\. (3.22)
It can be shown ([12]) that i?(Sg)(^(S2))l?^ ^ 1^  is a principal # (ii(l))-H opf Ga­
lois extension with the inverse of the canonical map given, for any p G t?(S^) and 
n G No, by
can*j“ ()1))( p ® « " ) =  £  (' ^ j p b ,ma*n- m ® Ban- mbm,
can^ })(p ® u,n) = V  ( n \ p b man~m am - mb*m. (3.23)
1 mio \ m J
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Consider two copies of the Matsumoto sphere and Sg, with not necessarily 
equal deformation parameters. To relieve the notation, we denote A = i9(Sq) , P = 
H  = #(lf( 1)), B =  A coH, D = PcoH. Furthermore, for all n E Z , let A n 
(resp. Pn) denote the grade n part of A  (resp. P). Moreover, we put the apostrophe 
at the elements of the coordinate algebra of the Matsumoto sphere P =  to
distinguish them from the respective elements of A  — ^ ( S q), i.e., the elements a, b 
are the generators of A  which satisfy the relations (3.16), and the elements a' and b' 
are the generators of P which satisfy the relations
a'a'* =  a'* a', b'b'* = b'*b', a'b' =  Mb'a’, alb'* -  X'b'*a', a'a’* + b'b'* = 1, (3.24)
where A' =  e2m9' . Similarily, we denote z' = a'*a', x'+ = b' a!*, x C  =  a'b'*.
Define the left *-comodule algebra H-coaction on P by
Hp(p) = u 0  p for all homogeneous elements p e  P. (3.25)
Note that coHP = B = PcoH.
Obviously, the cotensor product
ADffP =  A n  ®  P —nr
n€.1 ,
and hence it is generated as a vector space by the elements of the form (cf. (3.21)), 
(aa*)ma*bP 0  (a'a'*)na,}lb'v, m ,n  e  No, C L , p , p , v  E Z , c l  +  p  +  p .  +  v =  0. (3.26) 
Denote
cc = a®a'*, p = b®b'*, y =  a®b'*, 5 = b®a'*, (3.27)
It is easy to see using (3.16) and (3.24) that
z <g> 1 =  c l *  c l  +  7 *7 , x + ® 1 =  6a* +  py*, X- ® 1 =  cc5* +  yp*,
1 ® z '  =  c l * c l  +  5 * 5 ,  1 ®  *'+  =  7 *a +  p*5, 1 ®  x C  =  cc*y E  5*p. (3.28)
Therefore, using (3.22), it is clear that c l ,  p ,  7 , 5 generate AD hP as a *-algebra.
One easily checks that c l ,  p, 7 , 5 satisfy the following commutation relations
CLCL* = CL* CL, pp* = p*p, 7 7 * =  7 *7 , 55* =  5*5,
CLP =  XX' pa, ap* =  X \ ' P * cl, a y  = X'ya, ay* = X’y  *cl,
cl5  = X5a, cl5*  =  A 5* cl, p y  = Xy p, P y* = Xy*p,
P5 = X'5p, p5* = X'5*p, 7  5 = XX'5y, 7  5* =  XX'5*y, (3.29)
and, in addition,
<x*C L  + p*p + y*y + 5*5 = l, 
xp  =  A'7<5. (3.30)
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Let A  (resp. P) be the free *-algebra generated by the elements a and b (resp. a', 
b'). Let us identify a with a <g> 1, a1 with 1 ® a!, etc. Then A  0  P is isomorphic to 
A 0  P / I  where I is the ideal in A  0  P generated by the relations (3.16) and (3.24). 
Accordingly, A D h P  is isomorphic to A D h P / ( I  n ADhP)- Argument based on 
the grading allows for easy identification of I D AD hP ,  and then the tedious but 
simple check proves that I n A D hP  C  /, where /  is the ideal in A D h P  generated 
by relations (3.29) and (3.30). Hence A D h P  is isomorphic to the free *-algebra 
generated by oc, /3, 7 ,5  modulo the relations (3.29) and (3.30).
By Theorem 2.2.6 and the existence of a strong connection on the Matsumoto 
sphere ([12]), A  and P are faithfully flat as right and left B-modules. Therefore, by 
Theorem 3.2.5, ( ADh P)h (B 0  D) is an H -Hopf Galois extension. Let n E N . Sub­
stituting expressions (3.23) for translation maps of A  and P in the formula (3.14), 
yields
p,m=Q  /  \ mS
® b « d  ( ( a * ) n ~ r ( b y  
T & hp (« _ ") =  t  ( p )
®B®D {an - pbp ® (a ' , )n - m (b ' , )m ).
Finally, expressing the above results in terms of generators cl,  /3, 7  gives
n p - 1
E E
p=0 m—Q
* „ p ( « " )  =  e  E  0  ( n \ n- pdp- mr ® ^ B r ^ v- m^ v
-  = 0  \ P /
+  E  E  ( n ) ( ’1) x n - m7 m- pP p ® B ® B P ‘ p7 , m - p« ," ' - m, 
p=0 m=p \ P J  \ m J
p = 0  m=0 v ” /  Vm /
(3.31)
" n ‘ n \  1 n
(3.32)
+  E  E
p = Q m = p  X P J  \ m >
3.4 Strong connections and cotensor products
The previous section was concerned with the cotensor product A D h P  of an H~ 
Hopf Galois extension A  and a C-coalgebra Galois extension P such that P is an 
(H, C)-bicomodule and PcoC C  coHP. In the present section we drop the latter as­
sumption. The formula for the inverse of the canonical map (3.14) becomes now 
badly defined, because the left coaction of H  on P no longer commutes with the 
multiplication by elements of PcoC. Hence we need a quantity associated with the 
inverse of the canonical map, but with image in the tensor product over the ground
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ring. The obvious candidate is the strong connection form (Definition 2.2.3). How­
ever, in order to formulate our results as generally as possible, we introduce a more 
general notion.
Definition 3.4.1. Let C be a coalgebra and P be an algebra and a right C-comodule. 
Let canp : P ® P - >  P®C,  p ® p '  —► p p \o) ® p \ l) a lifting of the canonical map.
A linear morphism fp : C —> P 0  P, such that, for all c £ C, cahp(fp(c)) =  lp 0  c, 
is called a colifting of the translation map. For convenience in computations we use 
a 'S weedler-like' notation, fp (c) =  c& 0  c^- (summation understood), similar to 
that for a strong connection form (eq. (2 .21)).
The following lemma is the core of the results of this section.
Lemma 3.4.2. Let H be a Hopf algebra and C be a coalgebra flat as a K-module. Let A  be 
a right H-comodule algebra, and P be an (H, C)-bicomodule such that the left H-coaction 
is an algebra map. Assume that A  0  P and A D h P are flat 'K-modules. Suppose that the 
following conditions are satisfied.
1. There exists on A  a colifting : H  —► A  <0 A, h h^- 0  hB- of the translation 
map, such that, for any h e H,
(A 0  pH) o (h) =  f^(/z(i)) 0  /Z(2) (right covariance), (3.33)
fc—(i) 0  fa—(o) 0  =  Sfyi) 0  /i(2)— 0> ^(2)— deft covariance). (3.34)
2. T/iere exists on P a colifting fp : C —► P 0  P, c i—> 0  cfi o/Pze translation map, 
such that, for any c e C,
c—(-1) 0  ciil(o) 0  cQ = Sc—(-i) 0  cl i^ 0  c^-(0). (3.35)
Then ADhP is an algebra and a right C-comodule and the map
*aohp : C ( A O h P) 0  (A G HP ), 
c i-» ( c ^ ^ M  0  clli) 0  0  cS-(o)), (3.36)
is a colifting of the translation map on A D h P, i.e.,
cS n Ad„P °  f £ o „ p ( c ) =  ( ! a  ®  I ? )  ®  C.
Proof A D h P is an algebra and a right C-comodule by Lemma 3.2.1. Since, by 
assumption, A  0  P and ADhP are flat as K-modules, in order to prove that the 
map f p ,  defined by (3.36), has its image in (ADhP) 0  (ADhP)/ it is enough to 
show that
((pH 0  P) 0  (A ® P)) o t£ DhP =  ((/I ® Hp) ® (A 0  P)) o fCD(jP
and
( (A 0  P) 0  (pH 0  P)) o t^ 0hp = ( ( A 0 P ) 0 ( A 0 h p ) ) o f^ Dffp
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(cf. the proof of Theorem 3.2.5). 
Take any c G C and compute
((pH ® P) ® (A ® P)) o t^ DhP(c)
[use (3.34)] =  (c21(_1)(2)1H ® S cd (_1)(1) ® cd) ® (c d (_1)(2)d  ® c d (0))
= (cS-(0)(-i)—  ® ScS(_1) ®  cd) ®  ( c d ^ ^ d  ® cd(0)(0))
[ use 3.35 ] =  ® c d (_j. ® c d (0)) ® ( c d ^ j j d  ® c d ^ )
= ((A ® H/>) ® (A ® P)) o t^ DhP (c).
Furthermore,
( ( / l  ®  P )  ®  (pH ®  P ) )  O f ^ Dtfp ( c )
=  ® (e d (_1)Pl(0) ® c d (_1)2 !(1) ® c d (0))
[ use (3.33) ] =  (cd j_2)HI® cd )  ® (cd(_2)d  ® cd(_jj  ® c d ^ j)
= ((.A ® P )  ® ( A  ®  H p ) )  o f £ n „ p ( c ) .
Finally we check whether (3.36) is a colifting of the translation map for A O h P. 
Note that m o t ^ ( c )  =  e(c), for any c E C, hence
canSoHp ° fAO„p(e) = ® cdcd(0)(0) ® cd(0)(1)
= ®  cd cd (0)(0) ® cd(0)(1)
=  ( U  ®  1 P ) ®  c.
This completes the proof of the lemma. □
We want to study the rules governing the existence of a strong connection on 
A\3 h P, depending on the existence and properties of strong connection forms on 
A  and P. However, for the definition of a strong connection form to make sense, 
we first need an entwining.
Let (P, C)y be an entwining structure. Assume that P is a left H-comodule for a 
coalgebra H. We say that entwining ip (and its inverse if it exists) commutes with the 
left H-coaction if ip is a left H-colinear map, where we view C 0  P and P 0  C as left 
H-comodules via the left H-coaction on the P-leg of the respective tensor products.
Lemma 3.4.3. Let H be a bialgebra, and (P, C)y be an entwining structure such that P is 
an entwined module. Suppose that P is a left H-comodule algebra such that ip commutes 
with the left H-coaction. Then P is an (H, C)-bicomodule if and only if
(Hp 0  C) o pc (lp) =  l H 0 p C(lp). (3.37)
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Proof. Since P G A4p(tp), the right coaction pc : P —> P 0  C is necessarily given by 
p  i—> l(0)V7(l(i) ® V)' Hence, for all p  G P,
(Hp ® C ) o p c (p)
= H|O(l(0))H|O(pa)®l(i)a 
=  1 h P « ( - i )  ®  l(o )P * (o )  ®  l ( i ) a 
=  P(-l) ® !(0)P(0)« ® 1(1)“
=  (H 0 p c ) o Hp(p)
H (since P G Mp(tp)) 
(since Hp is algebraic) 
(by (3.37))
(since ip commutes with H-coaction) 
(since P G Mp(ip)).
Obviously, if P is an (H, C)-bicomodule, then (3.37) is satisfied, since Hp (lp ) =
Note that condition (3.37) is automatically satisfied if there exists a grouplike 
element e G C such that, pc (l) = 1 0  e (thus, in particular, for e-copointed C- 
coalgebra Galois extensions).
Lemma 3.4.4. Let P(B, C, ip) be a (P, C)^-extension and let H  be a Hopf algebra. Let P 
be an (H , C)-bicomodule and an H-comodule algebra. Suppose that either:
or
(b) P(B)C is a C-coalgebra Galois extension and B C coHP.
Then the entwining tp commutes with the left H-coaction Hp : P —* H  0  P.
Proof. Assume that there exists a colifting satisfying condition (3.38). Since P is an 
(H, C)-bicomodule,
tp(c 0  P )  =  cIliCM(0)^(cM(1) <g> p) =  CMpC(c % ) =  C—lp (0)^ (lp (1) 0  c % ),
1h  ® 1 p- □
(a) there exists a colifting fp  : c i—> 0  c^- of the translation map such that, /or any
P(_i) ® lp(0)V?(lp(i) ® P(o)) =  Pa(-i) ® lp(0)P«(0) ® !p(i)a/ (3.39)
for any p G P and c G C. By the definition of a colifting, c ^ c ^ o )  ® c~(i) =  lp ® c, 
hence we can write,
where the second and third equalities are consequences of the fact that P is an
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entwined module. Take any c E C, p G P, and compute
P(_ 1) ® f ( c  0  p(0)) =  P(_1) ® cfiiip(0)tp (lp (1) ® cMp(0))
[ use (3.38) ] =  cM(_1)CM(_1)P(_1) ® cfil(0)lp(o)^(lp(i) ® c—(o)P(o))
=  C“ (-1)(C“ P)(-1) ® c ^ (o)lp(o)</’(lp(i) ® (c-P )(0))
[use (3.39)] =  c—(_!)(c—p)a(_j) 0  cfil(0)lp (0) (c % )It(0) 0 1P(1)“
[ Hp is algebraic, hence 1 h  ® lp(o) ® lp(i) =  lp(_i) ® lp(o) ® lp(l) 1 
= (c—!p(0)c—«P^)(-i) ® (c—lp(o)c—uP/3)(0) ® lp(i)“^
[ notice that c—lp(o)C—« ® lp(i)a =  c—pC(c£l) =  1 0  c ]
=  Pp(-l)®P/J(0)® ^ -
Note the similarity of the condition (3.38) to the property (3.12) of the translation 
map. Indeed, (3.12) has the same form as (3.38), but with the adorned tensor prod­
ucts. Thus a similar argument to the one above, but with the translation map in­
stead of the colifting of the translation map can be used to show that the hypothesis 
(b) implies the assertion. □
Conditions (3.38) or B C coHp  are not necessary. For instance, if C is a Hopf 
algebra and P(B)C is a C-Hopf Galois extension, then, for the canonical entwin­
ing associated to P(B)C, tpcan(c <g> p) =  canp((can£)-1(l ® c)p) — p(0) ® P(1)G to 
commute with the left H-coaction, it is enough that P is an (H, C)-bicomodule.
The following lemma is concerned with the existence of an entwining structure 
on the cotensor product ADhP, induced by the entwining structure on P.
Lemma 3.4.5. Suppose that H  is a bialgebra and C is a coalgebra flat as a K-module. Let 
A ,  P be, respectively, right and left H-comodule algebras. Let (P,C)y be an entwining 
structure such that ip commutes with the left H-coaction. Then the following statements 
are true.
1 . (A D h P )!/>□ is an entwining structure with
ipn ' C <S> (A D h P) —5> (A D h P) ® C,
c  <8>  ( ] £ « , -  ®  p i )  i - *  J 2 ( a i  ®  Pie t)  ®  ( 3 - 4 0 )
i i
2. I f  ip is invertible then is also an invertible map. Explicitly
\p\j~ 1 : (ADhP) ® C —> C ® (ADhP),
(Y ^ai®Pi) ® c »-> cA ® ( E  a<®PiA)- (3-41)
i  i
3. I fP  e Mp(ip) and (Hp® C ) o p c ( l P) = 1h ® P C(1p), then 
A D h P e M ^ DHP(tpn).
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4. If  P is e-copointed then A D h P is e-copointed.
Proof As C is a flat K-module, in order to prove that xp\j has its image in (A D hP )®  
C, it is enough to show that (pH 0  P 0  C) o xpQ = (A  0  Hp 0  C) o xp\j. For any 
c 0  (Ei ai ® pi) e C 0  (A D HP)'-
(pH 0  P 0  C) o xpa (c 0  0  p ^ )  =  Y^(am  ® 0  Vice) ® ea
i i
=  J^(ai 0 P«(-l) 0 P*'(0)«) 0 0 Pi«(-1) 0 P*«(0)) ®
i i
= (A  0  Hp 0  C)^q(c 0  0  p/)).
i
That tfn is an entwining follows easily from the definition of xpQ. Moreover, if xp 
is invertible, t/>-1 also commutes with the left H-coaction, and one can prove, with 
the similar computations as those for xpQ, that the map xpg 1 has its image in ADhP- 
Obviously xp^ 1 is the inverse of tpQ.
Assume that P G Mp(xp) and (Hp 0  C) o pc (lp) =  1h 0  /0C(Ip). Then, by 
Lemma 3.4.3, P is an (H,C)-bicomodule, hence A D h P  is an algebra and a C- 
comodule (by Lemma 3.2.1). Moreover, for any E; ai 0  Pit Ey a'j 0  p7y £ AD hP,
Pc ( ( L ai 0  Vi)iYLa' i 0  p'j)) = Y u W ’j 0  pc (pipfj) 
i i  ij
=  J 2 aia'j ® Pi(0)^ (Pf(l) 0 P'O 
ij
= ( Y j ai ® Pi)(o)^n((X] a«'0  p*)(i)0  (L X ; 0  p;/)) '
* i j
hence ADpP G ^  ^  is e-copointed, then
PC(1a 0  lp) =  I A 0  pc (lp) =  (1a 0> lp) 0  e =  1ad hp 0  e,
hence A D h P is e-copointed. □
In what follows we shall need this simple corollary to Theorem 2.2.7.
Corollary 3.4.6. I f K  is afield, C is a coseparahle coalgebra, Pe(B, C, xp) is an e-copointed 
(P,C) ^ -extension with bijective xp, and there exists a colifting tp  : C —> P 0  P of the 
translation map, then canp : P 0 p P —> P 0  C is bijective and P (B )f is a principal 
C-coalgebra Galois extension.
Proof Define the map
/ : P 0 C 9 p 0 c  i-> pfp(c)  G P 0  P.
By the definition of fp , canp o /  = P 0  C, hence canp must be surjective and asser­
tion follows by Theorem 2.2.7. □
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Lemma 3.4.7. If  P isa  left H-comodule, where H  is a Hopf algebra, then for all £,■ Pi ® cji £ 
P 0  P, the following two conditions are equivalent:
E  Pi(-i)*fc(-i) ® Pi(0) ® <7»(0) =  1h ® YL Vi ® Vu (3.42)
i i
Y^Pi(-i) ® Pi(0) ® <7z =  1) ® Pi ® 7^*(o)* (3-43)
z z
Proof. (3.42) =>(3.43) Apply (m ® P ® P) o (S ® Hp ® P) to both sides of (3.42).
(3.43)=s>(3.42)
E  Pi(-l)fc(-l) ® Pi(0) ® <7z(0)
z
=  [ use (3.43) ] E Si? z(—l)^z(0)(—1) ® Pi ® <7f(0)(0)
z
=  ] C % ( - 1)(1)^ '(-1)(2) ® Pi® 9/(0) =  1h ® X] Pi ® ft.
z z
□
The following two theorems state conditions for the existence and give an ex­
plicit form of the strong connection form.
Theorem 3.4.8. Assume that:
1. IK is afield, H  is a Hopf algebra, and C is a coseparable coalgebra.
2. A  is a right H-comodule algebra.
3. P is an (H , C)-bicomodule and a left H-comodule algebra. Also, there exists a grou­
plike e E C and a bijective entwining xp : C <g> P —> P <S> C such that pc {p) = 
xp(e ® p),for any p e  P.
4. There exist coliftings : H  —♦ A  ® A, tp  : C —> P <g> P of the translation maps 
which satisfy conditions (3.33-3.35) in Lemma 3.4.2.
Then (A D h P)(R)c , where R = (A D h P)coC, is a principal extension.
Proof. Since K is a field, any K-module is flat. Hence all the assumptions of Lem­
ma 3.4.2 are satisfied and we know that there exists a colifting p : C —>
(A D h P) ® (A D h P) of the translation map. Moreover the existence of tp  which 
satisfies condition (3.35) implies, by Lemma 3.4.4 and Lemma 3.4.7, that xp com­
mutes with the left H-coaction. Hence, by Lemma 3.4.5, there exists an invertible 
entwining xp\j on A D h P and (ADnP)e(R,C,xp[j) is an e-copointed (A D h P, Q v tf  
extension. Then the assertion follows by Corollary 3.4.6. □
Theorem 3.4.9. If
1. C is a coalgebra and H  is a Hopf algebra with a bijective antipode,
2. A  is a right H-comodule algebra and P is a left H-comodule algebra,
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3. Pe(B,C,ip) is an e-copointed (P,C) ^ -extension with a bijective entwining map, 
which commutes with the left H-coaction,
4. C, A ®  P, A D h P are flat K-modules,
5. there exist strong connection forms : H —> A  0  A and ip  : C —> P 0  P,
6 . for all c e  C,
c—(-1) 0> c—(o) <8> c^- = Sc—(_i) <8 c^- 0  c—(op (3.44)
where (8 c— = ip(c),
then (ADHP)e(R/C,ipn)* where R = (A D h P)coH, is an e-copointed
(A D h P, C)^-extension with a bijective entwining (Lemma 3.4.5), and
£adhp : C (^^h-P) <8> (A D h P),
c i—> (cM(_1 0  cl I^) 0  (c— 0  c—(o)) (3.45)
is a strong connection form.
Note that while Definition 2.2.3 assumes that strong connection forms are de­
fined for coalgebra Galois extensions, the actual definition of a strong connection 
form as a map satisfying conditions (2.17)-(2.20) does not require the Galois condi­
tion.
Proof. By Lemma 3.4.3, the left H-coaction commutes with the right C-coaction.
Observe that had we assumed that P is an (H, C)-bicomodule, then commuting
of ip with the H-coaction would follow from (3.44) and Lemmas 3.4.7 and 3.4.4. 
Hence, by Lemma 3.4.5, (ADHP)e(R, C, ipo) is an e-copointed (ADhP, C)lj)a-exten­
sion with a bijective entwining.
In particular, i a  and ip  are coliftings of translation map, which satisfy all of the 
assumptions of Lemma 3.4.2, hence, by Lemma 3.4.2, the map iAOHP given by (3.45) 
is a well defined colifting of the translation map on ADhP- It remains to prove that 
(3.45) satisfies the remaining axioms (2.17, 2.19, 2.20) of a strong connection form. 
First compute
^□ „p(e) =  (e^-(_1)IH0 eM) 0  (gl2I(_1)l?1 0 eM(o))
— (lp(-i)—  ® lp) ® (lp(-i)—  <8 lp(o)) = (Iff—  ® lp) ® (Iff—  ® lp)
=  (1a ® lp) ® (1a ® lp) =  1adhp ® 1adhP/
where we used that ^a (Ia ) = 1a ® 1a an(l  £p(e) =  lp  0> lp- Hence, the map iADHp 
is normalised on e as required for (2.17).
Take any c G C and compute,
((A 0  P) 0  pC) o iAnHp(c) = (cM(_i)Hl0 cfiI) 0  (CM(_1)l?l0cM(o)) 0 cM(1)
[by (2.20) for i P] = (c(1)M(_1)HI 0  C(1)Hi) 0  (c(1)M(_1)l?i 0  c(i)^ (0)) 0  c(2)
=  ^AD h p (C(1)) 0 C ( 2 ) .
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Therefore £aohp is a right C-comodule map, i.e., the condition (2.20) is satisfied. 
Finally, for all c G C,
(c fap ® {A ®> P)) o ^ n „ p (c )  =  ® (c—(-1)— ® c—'A) ® (c—(-1)— ® c~ (0))
[use (2.19) for = c(1) ® ® cpjM) ® <g> C(2)-^ -{o))
= c(l) ® ^tOHp(e(2))-
Therefore, £auhp is a left C-comodule map, i.e., the condition (2.19) is satisfied. 
Thus we conclude that £au hp is a strong connection form as required. □
Let P{B)C be a C-coalgebra Galois extension, with a strong connection form 
£ : C —* P 8  Pr c i—► <8 Clearly, the map
(p (g) c) i—► pc1^1 8 b c— : P 8  C —> P 8 b P
is a right inverse of can£. But canp is invertible, hence the right inverse of canp 
must be equal to (canp)-1 . Hence, an explicit formula for the inverse of the canon­
ical map is determined by the explicit formula for a strong connection form and by 
the knowledge of the subalgebra of coinvariants. The next lemma determines the 
subalgebra of coinvariants of AD/jP.
Lemma 3.4.10. Suppose that H  is a bialgebra and C is a coalgebra, both flat as a K- 
modules. Let A b e  a right H-comodule algebra and let P be a left H-comodule algebra and 
an (H, C)-bicomodule. Moreover, suppose that (P, C)^ is an entwining structure such that 
P is an entwined module and xp commutes with the left H-coaction. Then
( ^ □ HP)“ C =  ^ □ H(P“ C)- (3.46)
Proof. As P is an entwined module, subalgebra of coinvariants is uniquely deter­
mined by the exactness of the following sequence:
P c
0 ---- ► pcoC ► P I P 8 C. (3.47)
View P 8 C as a left H-comodule by the left H-coaction on the first factor. The 
functor A D h '  : HM  —> M  is left exact, and, furthermore, since C is flat as a K- 
module, A D h{P  8  C) ~  (ADhP) 8  C (cf. [41]). Hence, cotensoring the sequence 
(3.47) with A, yields the following exact sequence
A<g>pc
0 ---   A D h ( P coC) ----- - A U h P 7  ( A D h P)  8  C. (3.48)
By Lemmas 3.2.1 and 3.4.5, ADhP is an algebra and an entwined module, hence 
the sequence (3.48) defines uniquely the algebra of coinvariants (A\3j-[P)coC = 
A D h {PcoC). □
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3.5 Example: The cotensor product of Matsumoto 
spheres II
Let us keep the notation from Section 3.3 unless indicated otherwise. There exists 
an alternative Z-grading on P:
deg(fl') =  -1 , deg(a'*) =  1, deg(fe') = 1, deg(fr'*) =  -1 . (3.49)
For n G Z, let nP denote the degree n part of P with respect to the above grading. 
Let H  = H. We define an alternative left H-coaction Hp : P —* H  0  P:
**p(p) =  udeg(p) 0  p for all homogeneous p G P, (3.50)
where we use the bar over H  to indicate it is coaction different from the one defined 
by (eq. 3.19).
Note that clearly
A D „P =  ® / 1 , ® , P .  (3.51)
n £  Z
Let (p G R. There exists an isomorphism of the *-algebras f<p : #(S^) —>► ^ (S ^ )  
defined on the generators by
/*(&) =  & * ,/* («)= « , (3.52)
where we used the same symbols for the generators of #(Sj) and # (S ^ ) . It follows
that A  0  is a *-algebra isomorphism from AD H ^(S3_el) to ADpP. It is therefore 
clear that, as a *-algebra, ADpP is generated by the elements
a =  a 0  a*, = b® b, y  = a® b, 5 = b 0  a*, (3.53)
which satisfy the following commutation relations
aa* =  a*a, = £*£, 7 7 * = 7 *7 , <W* =  <T<5,
a/3 =  AA'/3a, a/3* =  AA'/3*a, a 7  =  A ^a, a7 * =  X'y*cc,
a£ =  AJa, a<T = A<5*a, £ 7  =  Xy$, £7 * = Xy*fi,
[55 = X'Sfi, f>5* = X'5*p, yd  = XX'Sy, yd* = XX'd*y, (3.54)
and, in addition,
a*a +  +  7*7  +  <$*£ =  1, (3.55)
ocfi = X'yd, (3.56)
where A =  e2m0 and X' =  e2/n0/, and we used the same letters a, /3, 7 , £ as for the 
generators of AQfjP  in Section 3.3.
By Lemma 3.4.10, the algebra of coinvariants R = (A D ^P )coH =  A D ^D .  For 
all n G 2Z, let nD denote the degree n part of D with respect to the restriction to D 
of the grading (3.49). Note that deg(a'±) =  ±2, deg(z') =  0. It is clear that
A D h D = ^  A n 0  nD.
n£  2Z
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Note that the monomials (a*a)ma^bri, m E No, £,rj e Z ,  form a basis of A  and the 
monomials z 'n(x'+y ,  n E No, ]i E Z , form a basis of D. Therefore the family of 
monomials
{a*a)ma ^  ® z 'n{ x \ y ,  m ,n  E N 0, £,77 E Z , f  +  jy = 2^ (3.57)
is a basis oi R = A D ^ D  as a C-vector space. Denote by
z1 =  z 0 1  =  a*a +  7 *7 , z2 =  1 ® z' =  aa* -f <W*,
=  * +  0 1  =  Soc* +  £ 7 *, x]_ =  X -  0 1  =  a£* +  7 /3*, 
a+ =  aa <g> *'+ = 7 a, a i  =  a*fl* ® x!-  = a*7 *,
4  0  *'+ = pS, x b_ = b*b* <g> =  <5*£*. (3.58)
Observe that
ab = ab(aa* +  bb*) = A (ba*)(aa) +  (ab*)(bb). (3.59)
Suppose that m, n E No, £, 77, ^  E Z  and £ +  77 =  2^. It can easily be checked that 
the following equations are satisfied.
1. If 7^7 > 0 and £ and rj are even, then
{a*a)ma ^  ® z", (x’+)>‘ = (z1)m(z2)"(*+)^(*+A  (3-60)
2. If 7^7 > 0 and £ and rj are odd, then, by (3.59),
(fl*fl)mfl^ ’'® z /"(z'+)'‘ =  (z1)m(z2)'!( A ^ 4 « ) £71( 4 ) 1?
+  A~c+1x L ( 4 ) £i 1( 4 - ) In -  (3-61)
3. If £77 < 0 and \£\ < \rj\, then, by (3.22),
(a’a)mtfiW ® z ,n(x'+ y  =  A -a^ a (z1)m(z2)"(x1_ )?( 4 ) ' ' .  (3.62)
4. If £77 < 0 and |£| > \rj\, then, by (3.22),
® z'n(x’+)i‘ =  A2it li+f’ (z1)m(z2) " ( 4 ) ’' ( 4 ) ' ‘. (3.63)
Hence it is clear that the elements z1, z2, a±, x±, x h± generate R = A D ^ D  as a 
*-algebra. One also easily checks that they satisfy the following commutation rela­
tions:
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and z1 and z2 are central in R. In addition to relations (3.64), the generators z1, z2, 
x±, x±, x b±, satisfy the following 'geometric' relations:
x \ x l_ + (z1)2 =  z1, (3.65)
xa+xa_ =  (zx)2z2(l -  z2), (3.66)
x \ x b_ =  (1 -  zx)2z2(l -  z2), (3.67)
= X(x]_)2z2(l -  z2), (3.68)
and the following 'auxiliary' relations:
A(1 — z 1 )x l+x+ = z l x l_ xb+, (3.69)
A(1 - z 1)2*^ =  {xl_)2 x b+, (3.70)
X { x \ ) 2xa+ = {zl )2x b+. (3.71)
Denote by R the quotient of a free algebra generated by the elements z1, z2, 
x l±, x±, x b± by the ideal generated by the relations (3.64)-(3.71). By definition, there 
exists an algebra surjection R —> R, mapping the generators of R to the respective 
generators of jR. Therefore, in order to prove that R  and R are mutually isomorphic, 
it is enough to prove that, as a C-vector space, R is spanned by the expressions 
occurring on the right hand sides of the equations (3.60)-(3.63).
It is immediately clear that the monomials
(.z1)m(z2 )n(x1+)ii {xa+)S(xb_)v, m ,n  e N 0/ p,Q,v e  Z ,  gv > 0, (3.72)
span R . In R, we can express monomials (3.72) in terms of the right hand sides 
of the equations (3.60-3.63) by substituting (3.58) and then using equations (3.60- 
3.63). One can check that thus obtained formulae follow from the relations (3.64)- 
(3.71). Therefore, we also expressed monomials (3.72), viewed as elements of R , in 
terms of the right hand sides of the equations (3.60)-(3.63), viewed as elements of 
R, which ends the proof.
The above procedure requires dividing the set of possible combinations of val­
ues of indices }i, g, v in (3.72) into groups which allow for using one of the formulae 
(3.60-3.63). The following is the basic division.
Case 1: ]i — 0. Case 2 : ]i ^  0, g = 0, }iv > 0.
Case 3: ^  0, jig < 0, }iv < 0. Case 4: ]i ^  0, }ig > 0, ]iv > 0.
Case 5: }i ^  0, < 0, v = 0.
Note that 'Case 1' (resp. 'Case 2 ', 'Case 5') monomials (3.72) are already in the form 
of the right hand side of the equation (3.60) (resp. (3.62), (3.63)). Cases 3 and 4 
branch into further subcases, but those subdivisions are obvious as soon as one 
writes the formulae, so we do not write them explicitly here. As an example, we 
will prove that one of the subsets of 'Case 4' monomials (3.72) is spanned by the 
right hand sides of ((3.60)-(3.63)). We leave the other cases to the reader.
Substituting (3.58) to (3.72) yields
(z1)m(z2) " ( 4 ) ' , ( 4 ) S ( ^ ) u =  Aeil7 11- 2s>, (a, a)ma-i,a2W b 2v ® z" l(x,+)S+v =  (*).
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Suppose that indices y., g, v G Z  belong to Case 4. There are two subcases: \ji\ > \2g\ 
and \}i\ < \2g\. We shall examine the second possibility. In this case
(*) =  A ^ - 2^ (a* a)m+Wfl2S-'‘b2‘'+>< ® z'" (* '+)C+<' =  (**).
Note that it is enough to consider only the case ]i > 0, as the case with ]i < 0 is 
the *-conjugate of the former. There are again two cases. If y. is even, we can apply 
(3.60). If }i is odd, we can apply (3.61). In the latter case
(**) =  X ^ - 2W{z1)m+^{z2 )n{ \ ^ - t ‘x \ { x \ f - ' ^ { x b¥y ^
+  A''_2s+1x l  (xh+ )"+!T1).
We are to prove that the equation in R, obtained above, is also satisfied in R. By
factoring out the common factors (x+)c_iV (* + )u (we assumed above that }i > 0) 
on both sides of the above formula, one sees that it is equivalent to the following 
equation in R:
[x \ Y { x\ ) }Lt ' =  +  x?ix+)(x+)H2~. (3.73)
Note that (zl Y(x^_)t^~ = z 1 ((z1)2x b+) Er \  Hence, by (3.71), equation (3.73) is equiv­
alent to
(z1* !* ^  -  A(1 -  z l )x 1+xa+) ( x \ ) }i~l (xa+) ILi~ = o.
But, by (3.69) the expression in parenthesis is equal to zero. Hence the above equa­
tion is satisfied in R.
To gain a better geometric understanding of the algebra AL3hD, we look at 
the classical case, whereby 9 = O' = 0. In accordance with the remarks in the 
introduction about the classical interpretation of the cotensor product, the algebra 
of the coinvariants A£3hD is the commutative algebra of functions on a fibered 
space with the base S2 and the fibre S2. Denote this space by S22, i.e.,
S52 =  {(^+ ,^+ ,x+ ,z1,z 2) e  C3 x R 2| eq's (3.65)-(3.68) are satisfied},
where we set A =  A' =  1 in equations (3.65)-(3.68).
Observe that the 'auxiliary' equations (3.69)-(3.71) with 0 set to zero, follow 
from equations (3.65)-(3.68). Indeed, multiplying (3.67) by x \ x \ ,  and then using 
(3.65) and (3.68) yields
z2(l -  z2)(l -  z l )2x l+x \  = z2(l -  z2)(l -  z 1 )z1x 1_ xb+,
which is a multiple of (3.69) by z2(l — z2)(l — z1). Note that, by (3.66) and (3.67), 
if z2(l — z2) =  0 then x \  =  0 and x b+ = 0, and then equation (3.69) is satisfied. 
Similarly, if z1 =  1, then x \  =  0 and the equation (3.69) is also satisfied. Similarly 
we derive the formulae (3.70) and (3.71).
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It is easy to see that the parameters x±, z1 and the relation (3.65) describe the 
base space of the fibre bundle S22. Hence we can define a surjection on the base 
space 71: S22 —> S2, by
Define also Uq, U\ C  S2, 1 4  = {(x+/z) G S2\z ^ k ) .
For any parameter a. G 1R+, the equation
x +x -  =  ocz(l — z),
where z g R / x _ = x ^ T g C / describes an ellipsoid with the equatorial radius 
and the longitudal diameter 1, which is obviously homeomorphic to S2 by 
the substitution (x +/z ) i—> (^=,z). Define two continuous maps (po : 7r_1(lio) —>-
U q x  S2 and (pi : 7r_1(Uri) —► U q x  S2, by
These maps have the inverses
( ( p o) ' 1 : ( ( x \ / z 1) , ( x +, z ) )  ( ^ , ^ , ^ , z 1,z2) =  ( x \ , z l x + , ( x \ ) z ^ , z 1,z) ,
and
: ((ar+,2:1),(jc+,z )) h-» { x \ , x%, x i+ l z 1, z 2)
= (*+, (x- ) 2fZ ^ T ' C1 “
which are also continuous. Hence, the maps (po and (pi are homeomorphisms which 
define the local trivialisations of the fibre bundle S22. Moreover they cannot be 
extended to the whole of S22, hence it is our conjecture that S2Z is a nontrivial 
fibre bundle, though we were unable to prove it strictly. A d ^ D  is a quantum 
deformation of the algebra of functions on the fibre bundle S22.
For any 0 G 1R, the H-Hopf Galois extension $(Sq)(i9(S2))h  admits a strong 
connection form given explicitly by
£(«”) =  J2 ( n )b*ma*n- m ® an- mbm, (3.74)
m=0 \mJ
£(«*“) =  £  ( ” j b ma "-m ®a*’’- mb*m, (3.75)
for all n G N  (cf. [12]). Hence A  — ti(Sg) and P = t?(Sg,) admit strong connection 
forms I a and lp, given by the above formulae. Observe that ip  satisfies condition
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(3.44) of Theorem 3.4.9. Hence, by Theorem 3.4.9, there exists a strong connection 
form iADffP on A d fjP .  Explicitly, by (3.45), (3.74) and (3.75), for any n e  N ,
LlJ n - 2 m  _
2m -k (S)b/*mar*n-m'
\  m  I \  I f  I  x
m —0 k =0
* n - 2 m - k u * k  J n - m i ^ i m . '
(3.76)
+ E  E  ( i . )(b*ka, 2m- n- k ® b ',ma',n - m)\  2^ n ( n \ ( 2 m - n
m = [ j J + l  i t = 0  ^ W 7  V  b  
® (a 2m- n- kbk ®a'’' - mb'm),
and
LlJ n —2 m
(3.77)
W ( « " ”) =  E l f  ( ” ) ( "  ( & * ® fc""fl'" - m)
® (fl"-2m- V  ® a'*',- mb'*m)
+  E  2 E 7 ” ) ( 2 m Jr n ) ( b V ' " - " - * ® b ' ' " a ' " - ' " )
m=LfJ+i fc=o \  K /
® (a*2m- n- kb*k ® a'*”- ”1# * ”1).
In order to express the above formulae in terms of the generators (3.53), observe 
that
a * n - 2 m - k b * k  0  a > n - m b , m  =  a * n - 2 m - k b * k ( a * a  +  0
=  E  ( m \ x ^ +m~ V n_2m_fc+V m+fc_V&m~'
t =0 V f /
_ ^  ^ n 'S^ ^ t ( k + m - t ) l^ * n - 2m - k + t f i * r n + k - t ry t p m - t
Similarly, consider the second factor of the tensor product in the second summand 
in (3.76). If 0 < k < 2m — n and J < m < n, then k < m. It follows that
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Hence
IJN n - 2 m  m m / n \ / n _  2mx , w \
5,1 C) (”" ”)(”)
. P + m - t ^ t f i k + m - t ^ n - l m - k + t  ^  ^ * n - 2 m - k + s  ^ * k + m - S y S  ^ m - s
+  £  , w „  » w „
m=L5J+l fc=0 t=0 s=0 Vm/ V * /  V r /  V s /
_ y * 2 m - n - k + t p t n - m + k - t f i n - m - t ^ t  
0  0i*sS*n~m~s^ n~m~s+k'y2m~n~k+s
(3.78)
Similarly we prove that
L!J n—2m m m
(« - )= £  "if £  £  (T) fB-A D /jP t"  / t__j L -! L -i L -t \ m  ) \  b )  \  t  I \ s  J
m = 0 k = 0 f = 0 s = 0  Vm /  V K /  \ r /  V s /
# ^ n ^ m - k + s f i + k + m - s ^ s p m - s  ^  ^ * m - t ^ * t ^ k + m - t ^ n ^ m - k + t
• CC*$5 *n~m~s {$ n-m-s+^ y^2m-n-fc+s
^  ^ * 2 m - n - k + t p t n - m + k - t f i n - m - t ^ t
(3.79)
Since H  = &{U( 1)) is a coseparable Hopf algebra, Theorem 3.4.8 implies that 
(A njjP)(A D jjD )H is an H-Hopf Galois extension.
3.6 Cotensor products and cleft extensions
In the present section we examine the case of cotensor products of cleft extensions. 
Proposition 3.6.1. Assume that
1 . H  is a Hopf algebra and C is a coalgebra flat as a K-module.
2. A is a right H-comodule algebra and P is an (H,C)-bicomodule and a left H- 
comodule algebra.
3. There exist cleaving maps J a : H  —> A, 'yp : C —+ P.
4. There exists a coalgebra map f  : C —> H  such that, for any c G C,
HP(7p (c)) =  f{C(l)) ® 7p(C(2))- (3-80)
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Then linear functions j A n Hp> 7 AnHp : ^  given explicitly as
7 a o h p (c) = 7 a ( J { c(i ) ) )  ® 7p(c(2))/ (3.81)
7 a d hp (c ) =  ^ l ( / ( c (2))) ®  7 F 1(C(1))' (3-8 2 )
for all c £ C, are, respectively, the cleaving map and its inverse. Furthermore, if P satisfies 
any of the equivalent conditions in Proposition 2.5.3 (for instance assume that P(D)^p is
a C-coalgebra Galois extension, where D = PcoC), then (ADHP)(R)yAa p, where R =
(v4DhP)coC, is a C-coalgebra Galois extension.
Proof. We first prove that 7 a d h p ( C ) ,  7 a d h p ( C )  ^  ADhP- Indeed, for any c £ C,
(pH ® P) 0 7 a d h p ( c)  =  7 A(f(c(i)))(0) ® 7 a ( / ( c(i ) ) ) ( i ) ® 7 p { c ( i ) )
=  7 a ( / ( c ( ! ) ) )  ® f ( c (2)) ®  7p(c(3) )  =  ( A ®  h p)  O  7 /tnHp(c),
and
(pH ® P) O 7 ^q hp(c) =  7 a 1(/(c(2)))(0) ® 7 a 1( / ( c(2)))(i) ® 7 p 1(c(i))
[use (2.57) for 7 ^ ]  =  7 ^ ( f ( c (3))) ® S /(c(2)) ® 7 ? 1(c(i))
[use (2.61) for 7 p*] =  ( A  ® Hp) o 7^Dffp(c)-
By Lemma 3.2.1, A D hP is an algebra and a right C-comodule. For any c £ C,
7AaHp(C(l))7AaHp(C(2)) =  (7a(/(C(1))) ® 7 p ( C ( 2 ) ) ) ( 7 a 1( / ( c (4)))  ®  TF1(c(3)))
=  7 a ( / ( C ( 1 ) ) ) 7 a 1 ( / ( c( 4 ) ) )  ®  7 p ( C ( 2 ) ) ? p 1 (C(3)) =  7/t(/(C(l)))7A1( / ( c(2))) ® Ip
=  e ( / (c ) ) !^  ® lp =  e(c)lyiDHp,
and
7AD„p(C(l))7AnHp(C(2)) =  (7 a1( / ( c<2))) ® 7 F 1(C(l)))(7/l(/(C(3))) ® 7 p (C(4)))
=  7 a1( / ( c(2)))7a (/(C(3))) ® 7 p 1(c(1))7 p (c(4)) =  1A ® 7 F 1(c(i ) )7 p (c(2))
=  e(c ) lA ® lp  =  s(c)1/1Dhp /
hence 7 F q h p  is the convolution inverse of 7 a d h p  as claimed. Moreover, 7 a d h p  is 
also a right colinear map:
PC ° 7 AD„p(c) =  7a(/(C(1))) ® 7p(C(2))(0) ® 7p(C(2))(1)
=  7 a ( / ( C ( 1 ) ) )  ®  7 p ( c(2)) ®  c (3) =  7 A D h p (C(1)) 0 C ( 2 j ,
for any c £ C.
Assume that P satisfies one of the equivalent conditions of Proposition 2.5.3. 
In particular, by Proposition 2.5.3, there exists an entwining tp : C 0  P —> P <g> C 
such that P is a (P, C)^-entwined module. Observe that 7 p 1(C(i)) <8> 7p(C(2)) is a
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colifting of the translation map on P, which, by (2.62), satisfies the assumptions of 
Lemma 3.4.4, and hence, by Lemma 3.4.4, the entwining xp commutes with the left 
H-coaction. This implies that, by Lemma 3.4.5, there exists an entwining xpQ such 
that A D h P 6 ^ A D Hp(t/;n)- ^ ence/ by Proposition 2.5.3, A\3HP(R)y p, where
R = (ADhP)coC, is a cleft C-coalgebra Galois extension. □
Proposition 3.6.2. Suppose that
1. H  is a bialgebra and C is a coalgebra flat as a K-module;
2. A  is a right H-comodule algebra and P is an (H,C)-bicomodule and a left H- 
comodule algebra;
3 .  there exists a cleaving map 7 p : C —> P;
4. There exists a linear map y A : H  —► A, which is unital (i.e. 7a  (1h) =  W /
multiplicative (i.e. 7 a  ( ^ 0  = r)A(f l)TA^)> f°rallh ,h! e  H), and right H-colinear 
(i.e. pH(yA (h)) = y A {h{1)) ® h {2),for allh e  H).
Then linear functions 7  a d hP/ 7 ad hp : ^  given explicitly for any c e C as
7 AnHp(c) = 7 a (7 p (c)(- i))  ® 7p(c)(0)/ (3.83)
7 ad„p (c) =  7 a (7 p : (c) ( - ij) ® 7 p 1(c)(o)/ (3.84)
are a cleaving map and its inverse, respectively.
Moreover, if there exists an entwining map xp : C 0  P —> P ® C, such that P is a 
(P,C)xp-entwined module and the entwining map xp commutes with the left H-coaction, 
then (A D h P )(P )^ DwP, where R =  (AE\h P)coC, is a C-coalgebra Galois extension.
Proof. We first prove that 7 a d hp(C), 7 a d hp(C) £= -ADhP- Indeed, for all c e C ,
(pH ® P) o 7 a d hp(c) = 7 a (7 p (c)(-i))(0) ® 7 a (7 p (c)(-i))(i)  ® 7p(c)(o)
=  7 a ( 7 p ( c ) ( - 2)) ® 7 p (c ) ( - i>  ®  7 p ( c )(o) =  (A  ® Hp) o 7 a d hp(c)
and
(pH ® P) o 7Fdhp(c) =  7 / i (7 p 1(c)(-i))(o) ® 7 /i (7 p 1(c)(-i))(i)  ® 7? 1(c)(0)
=  7 a ( 7 p 1(c)(-2)) ® 7F X(c)(-i) ® 7 p 1(c)(0) =  (A ® H,o) o 7^qhP(c),
where we used the H-colinearity of 7a  •
By Lemma 3.2.1, A D h P is an algebra and a right C-comodule. For any c E C,
7AnHp(C(i))7ADHp(c(2))
=  (7 a (7p (c(i))(_ i )) ® 7 p (c(i ))(o)) ® (7 a (7 p 1(c(2))(-i )) ® 7 p 1(c(2))(o))
=  7 a ( 7 p ( c(i ) ) ( - i ) ) 7 a ( 7 p 1( c( 2 ) ) ( - i }) ® 7p(c(i))(o)7p1(c(2))(o)
[use that 7 a  and Hp are algebra maps]
=  7 a ( (7 p (c(i) )7 p 1(c(2)))(-i )) ® (7 p (c(i) )7 p X(C(2)))(0)
=  e(c)7 /i( lp (- i) )  ® lp(o) =  «(c)7 a (1h ) ® lp  =  e (c )U  ® lp.
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and, similarly,
T'AD„P(C(1))TADHP(C(2))
=  Ta (Tp 1 (c(i)) (Tp (c(2))(-1)) ® 7 p 1(c(i))(0)7p(e(2))(0)
=  7 a ( (7 p 1(c(1))7 p (c(2)))(_ i)) ® (7p 1(c(i))7p(c(2)))(0)
=  £(<7)1  ^<8> lp,
hence 7 a d hp convolution inverse of 7 a d hp as claimed. Moreover, 7 a\jhp is 
right colinear:
PC °  7 a o hp (c) =  7 a ( 7 p ( c ) ( - i ) )  ® 7p(c)(0) ® 7 p M (1 )
=  7a(7p(C(1))(-1)) ® 7p(C(1))(0) ®C(2) =  1 aohp (c(i )) ® c(2)
Hence 7 adhp is a cleaving map for A U h P.
Assume now that P e Mp(ip)  and that the entwining ip commutes with the 
left H-coaction. Then, by Lemma 3.4.5, there exists an entwining ipQ such that 
A U h P E Hp(ipo)- Hence, by Proposition 2.5.3, (ADj/P) (R )!^  is a cleft 
C-coalgebra Galois extension. □
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Chapter 4 
Locally C-coalgebra Galois extensions
4.1 Introduction
Constructing new topological spaces by gluing together several known ones, or 
studying the properties of a given space by presenting it as a patching of topolog­
ical spaces of a simpler structure, is the standard method in the classical topology 
which was frequently adapted to the noncommutative geometry. Examples in­
clude the quantum real projective sphere ([25]), and the PodleS sphere (defined 
in [35], it was proven in [40] and [25] that it is C*-isomorphic with gluing of two 
quantum discs), the Matsumoto sphere and the quantum lens space ([30] and [31]).
The basic idea about covering quantum spaces by quantum subsets stems from 
the observation that an ideal of the algebra of functions on a given quantum space 
can be interpreted as consisting of those functions, which assume the value zero on 
some quantum subset. Then the quotient algebra can be viewed as the algebra of 
functions on this quantum subset.
Suppose that the algebra of functions on some quantum space has a family of 
ideals, which intersect at zero. Dually it means that the corresponding quantum 
subsets cover the whole of quantum space.
The covering and gluing of C*-algebras and the notion of a locally trivial quan­
tum  principal bundles in the context of C*-algebras were introduced in [14]. The 
purely algebraic theory of covering and gluing of algebras and differential alge­
bras was presented in [15], which was followed by the purely algebraic definition 
of locally trivial quantum principal bundles in [16]. An example of a locally trivial 
principal bundle was produced in [16] and further elaborated in [24]. The theory 
resembling locally cleft extensions, based on sheaf theory was independently de­
veloped in [34].
In what follows we introduce the concept of locally coalgebra Galois extensions 
which, without going into technical details, are the algebras and comodules which 
have covers such that each of the quotient spaces are coalgebra-Galois extensions. 
Of a particular interest are the conditions which ensure that a locally coalgebra- 
Galois extension is a (global) coalgebra-Galois extension. Later we concentrate on 
the special case, in which all the quotient spaces of the cover of a locally Galois 
extension are cleft, which can be considered as the natural generalisation of locally
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trivial quantum principal bundles introduced in [16].
4.2 Covering of modules and algebras
In this and the next section we recall basic definitions and theorems from [15]. Note 
that the covering and gluing of modules was actually introduced in [17].
In what follows, all algebraic objects, unless specified otherwise, are K-modules, 
where K is a unital commutative ring such that K 9 2 ^ 0 , K 9 3 / 0 ,  and any 
K-module M considered is such that 2M =  M, 3M =  M.
Definition 4.2.1. Let A, B be algebras and let C be a coalgebra. Suppose that M 
is an (A, B)-bimodule (resp. a right C-comodule, an algebra, an algebra and a 
right C-comodule, etc.) Let I be a finite index set, and let (J,-)iei be a family of 
sub-bimodules (resp. C-sub-comodules, ideals, ideals which are also right C-sub- 
comodules, etc.) of M , such that
=  (4-1)
iel
Then the family (Ji)iei is called a cover or a covering of M.
In what follows we will only consider finite covers, i.e., in the statement '(Ji)iGj
is a covering' it should be implicitly understood that the index set I is finite. 
Observe that the quotient modules
Mjj = M / ( J i  +  Jj), M ijk = M / U i  + Jj + Jk)  (4-2)
are (A, B)-bimodules (resp. C-comodules, algebras, algebras and right C-como- 
dules, etc.), and hence, for all i,j, k e I, the canonical surjections
71/: M  — > Mj, m i-»- m +  J f ,  n : M  —► My, m  »-» m  -f Ji  +  J f ,
n ijk : A4 —► My*, m m + Jj + Jj + Jk', . . . ;
7lj : bAj —> hAj\j, 771 +  /i I—► 771 + Jj +  Jj', 
n \k * M-i Mjjk, 771 -f- Jj I—> 777 4- Jj + Jj 4- Jk', • • • (4.3)
are morphisms in the respective categories. Note that, for all z,;, k G I, Mjj = Mj =
Mm, Mjjj =  Mjj, Mjj = Mjj, etc., and also
7Zii = 7Tj, TZjj =  7T;/, =  Mf, 7lj o 7Tf =  7TJ;-, 7Tljk O 7Zj = 7ljjk, etc., (4.4)
A module
=  {(">,),€I 6 0 Mj I Vy6f 7t'j(mj) =  Tif(my)} (4.5)
i€l
is called a covering completion of M. Observe that Mc =  ker Ym, where
Ym : 0  Mj -> 0  M i j ,  ^  (7tj(mf) -  4 ( m;))yeI- (4-6)
ieJ i,jel
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The map
(4.7)
is clearly injective (as ker %m = fl/e/ ^er n i =  Die: Ji — {0})- If km is also surjective, 
then the cover (Jz)zGj of M is called a complete cover.
Note that the definitions of the module Mc and the map km make sense even if 
the family (/z)zej is not a cover. Accordingly, in what follows, we shall make use of 
the term covering completion Mc and the map k m  also when f ] i e I  Jj ^  {0}. In fact, 
km is injective if and only if (/z)z6j is a cover.
If M is an algebra with unit (and i e I, are ideals), then Mc is an algebra, with 
unit ( 1 m , ) z g J  a n d
The map km is then an algebra morphism. Similarly, if C is a coalgebra, flat as a 
K-module, and M is a C-comodule (and (Jz)zej is a family of sub-comodules), then 
M c is naturally a C-comodule with the coaction
With respect to this coaction km is a right C-colinear map.
The following two propositions give criterions for a cover to be a complete one.
Lemma 4.2.2. (Proposition 1, [15].) Let M b e a  K-module, and let J \ ,h  C M  be K-sub- 
modules. Then the map km : M  —> M c defined by (4.7) is surjective. In particular, any 
covering by two subspaces is complete.
Lemma 4.2.3. (Proposition 3, [15].) Let M b e a  K-module and let (Jz)zGj be a covering of 
M. Assume that the index set is I = {1,2, . . .  ,n }  and that, for all k e I, the submodules 
satisfy
Then the covering is complete.
The condition (4.10) is not necessary. Note however that the closed ideals of a 
C*-algebra form a net with respect to intersection and addition, which is stronger 
condition than (4.10). Moreover, a similar but weaker than (4.10) condition is a 
necessary condition.
Lemma 4.2.4. (Proposition 4, [15].) Let M b e  a K-module, and let (Jz)zej be a complete 
covering of M. Then, for all k e I,
('»;).'£/ ■ («/);€/ =  h for 311 (mi)isb  («/)/£/ € Mc. (4.8)
pc : M c -* Mc ® C, ( ,  >-> (mi(0) ® m i( (4.9)
(4.10)
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4.3 Gluing of modules and algebras
Let Mi, i,j  £ I, be a finite family of modules, and let tc1- : Mj —> M\j be a family
of surjective homomorphisms such that Mu =  Mj, Mjj = Myz and 7T- = Mj, for all 
i ,j  £ Z. Then the module
0  M, =  |  e  0  Mf | Vii;s,7r)(mi) =  7ij(mj) 1 (4.12)
Ttj I iel  >
is called a gluing of the modules with respect to n j (Definition 3 [15]).
Similarly as in the case of covering completions, if the modules Mj, M/y, i, j  £ I 
are (unital) algebras and maps rcl- are (unital) algebra maps, then gluing © ^  Mj is 
an algebra. If C is a coalgebra flat as a K-module, and modules Mj, M/y are right 
C-comodules and the maps n l- are right C-colinear, then ©  ni Mj is naturally a right 
C-comodule.
Proposition 4.3.1. (Proposition 8  [15].) Suppose that M  = ©  i Mj. For all i £ I, let
j
P i  M z, (my)yeJ mf. (4.13)
Then (ker(pi))iei Is a complete covering of M.
The maps pi, i £ I, defined above are not in general surjective. The reason,
given in [15], is that our definition of gluing (4.12) does not exclude self-gluing. The 
following proposition gives sufficient condition for surjectivity of maps pi, i £ Z.
Proposition 4.3.2. (Proposition 9 [15].) Let M  =  ©  ,- Mj. Assume that the epimor-
i
phisms n • : Mj —» Mjj? have the following properties.
For all i , j ,k  £ Z, 7Ty(ker7rJ.) =  7rj(ker7ri). (4.14)
Define isomorphisms
: M j/ (ker zrj + ker rz[) —► M i j / n lj (ker n lk), 
mi +  ker 7rj +  ker 7ik i-> 7rj(mj) +  7Ty(ker zrj.). (4.15)
TTzerz assume that the isomorphisms
$ j  =  (^ J fc  ) - 1  °  0 Jt : ( k e r  t c [  + ker 7i() - »  M j/ (ker 7rj- +  ker n [ )  (4.16)
satisfy
4 k  =  4 ’0 al1 i ' k e L  4^-17^
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Let I = {1 ,2 , . . .  ,n} . I fn  > 3, assume that,for a l l l  < k  < n and 1 < i < k,
P| (ker 7Ty+1 + ker n ^ )  =  j p | kerzrp1 j + k er7Tp1. (4.18) 
i <;<»' \ i  <;<*' /
Then, for all i e I, the maps pi (4.13) are surjective.
Remark. Note that, for all i , j ,k  e  I, mj e  Mj, (p^{mj +  ker(7rj) +  ker(7r[)) = m,- + 
ker(7rj.) + ker(7r[), where m j  is any element of M j  such that 7Ty(m,-) = 7i|(my).
4.4 Locally C-coalgebra Galois extensions
In what follows we shall frequently use the following two simple observations.
Lemma 4.4.1. Suppose that A  and B are algebras, and that n  : A  —> B is a surjective 
algebra morphism. Take any N  e  bMb- Clearly N  e a-MIa wdh left and right A-actions 
defined by a -n -  a' =  n(a)nn(a!),for all a, a! e  A, n e  N. Then we can identify N  ® b N  
with N  ®a N.
Lemma 4.4.2. Suppose that P(B)C is a C-coalgebra Galois extension. Let A  be an algebra 
and a right C-comodule, and suppose that n  : P —> A  is an algebra and a right C-comodule 
morphism. l fn (B )  = A coC, then A (n (B ) )c is a C-coalgebra Galois extension.
Proof. It is clear that the map
= (7T (8>b 7T) O Tp : C A (8>b .4 ~  A A  (4.19)
is the translation map on A, where tp is the translation map on P, and we used the 
identification of A  <S>b A with A 0^(b) A (Lemma 4.4.1). □
Observe that it is not true in general that for an arbitrary coalgebra C and alge­
bras and right C-comodules P and A, such that there exists an algebra surjection 
7T : P —> A,  we have AcoC = n (P coC). As an example take C being a commutative 
Hopf algebra generated by a single primitive element x, i.e., A(x) = l ® x - f ; e ® l  
and e(x) =  0. Let P be a free commutative algebra generated by two elements b and 
a, and let us define a right C-coaction pc : P —► P 0  C as an algebra map defined 
by an algebra extension of the relations
pc (b) = b® 1, pc (a) = a 0  1 +  b 0 x. (4.20)
It is clear that PcoC is a subalgebra of P generated by the element b.  Let A = P/(Pb),
i.e., A is a free commutative algebra generated by a + Pb, and let n  : P —> A be the 
canonical surjection on the quotient space. The map n  is clearly right C-colinear, 
and moreover, C acts trivially on A, i.e, AcoC = A. However, 7r(PcoC) = K.
Unfortunately P is not a C-Hopf Galois extension, and we were unable either 
to prove that AcoC =  n (P coC) when P is a C-coalgebra Galois extension, nor to 
produce a counterexample. The following lemma, however, shows that, under a 
not very restrictive condition, AcoC = n(P coC) when P is a cleft extension.
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Lemma 4.4.3. Suppose that P(B)C is a cleft C-coalgebra Galois extension, and that n  : 
P —> A  is a surjective algebra and right C-comodule morphism. Let j P : C —* P be a 
cleaving map in P. If  7r(l(o)7p1(l(i))) has a right inverse in 7r(B), then A (n (B ) )c is a 
cleft C-coalgebra Galois extension.
Proof. The map 74  =  n  o y P : C —> A  is right C-colinear as the composition of 
two C-colinear maps, and it is convolution invertible, with the convolution inverse 
given by 7 ^  =  Tiojp1. Moreover, since n  is surjective, for all a e A, there exists 
p e P such that a — n(p), and then
a(o)i7(«(i)) =  HP(o)'rpiP(i)))  e  n(B) c  ^ coC.
Therefore, by Proposition 2.5.3, it remains to prove that A coC =  71( B ) .  Consider the 
map
, p (421)
which is surjective by Proposition 2.5.3. Therefore, in particular, for all s G A coC, 
there exists bi ® q  e  B ® C, such that s = 7r (£ z- b/7 p(c,-)) =  £ 2 Tc{bi)'Y/i (ci). The 
C-coinvariants of A  are characterised by the property pc (s) = spc ( 1), therefore,
E 7r(b') l''l(c>)1(0) ® !(1) =  T n(bi)yA(ci(l)) ® ci(2)-
i i
Applying m o (P ®  7 ^ )  to both sides of the above equation yields
E 7T(bi)T'^(ci)1(0)T'A1(1(i)) ='E7r(biMcih
i i
hence, if ^as a right inverse R  € then
s = £ /e(ci)n (b i)R  € n(B), 
i
which ends the proof. □
Note that if P(B)£7p is an e — copointed cleft C-coalgebra Galois extension, then 
l(o)7p1(l(i)) — 7p1(e)/ which is invertible in B with (7 p 1(e) )_1 =  7 P(e) G B.
Definition 4.4.4. A pair (P(B)C, (/z)iej) is called a locally C-coalgebra Galois extension 
if the following conditions are satisfied.
1. P is an algebra and a right C-comodule and B =  PcoC.
2. The family of ideals and right C-subcomodules of P is a complete cover 
of the algebra P.
3. For all i G I, 7ij(B) = PicoC, and Pj(7r2(B))c is a C-coalgebra Galois extension.
4. For all i , j  G I, 7T2; (B) =  Pf°c .
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Note that while (Bfl J i ) i e i  is a cover of B  it does not need to be a complete cover.
Indeed, in general B  n Ji + B  n J; ^  +  therefore n \  ^  tc) , where
°  1 '  v ] J  J '  1 B / ( B n j i )
Ttj : B/(B n Ji) -+ B /(B n /;  +  B n  J j), & + B n Ji ^  b +  B n Ji + B n Jj.
The following lemma is very technical and apparently obvious. However, we 
shall make use of it several times in critical places and we want to state it explicitly.
Lemma 4.4.5. Let I, J be index sets and suppose that C, M,-, i £ I, N j ,  j  G J, are K- 
modules. There is a well known canonical identification
® C), 7 ® c (m,- 0  c)iej,
i'e l z'e/
similarly : (© ;€; N/) 0  C ~  ©ye/(N/ ® C). Lef F? : Mz- —> Ny, i £ I , j  £ Jbea  
family ofK-linear morphisms. Define maps
F ■ ® M i -* ©  -  ( E (4-22)
ieZ jej
G : ® ( M ; ® C) -  ®  (N;- ® C), (m,- ® c.-J/e/ ~  ( E ^ K )  ® ci W  (4-23)
fe: jej i
Then G o o (F 0  C).
Lemma 4.4.6. Suppose that (P(B)C, (J,■),■£/) zs a locally C-coalgebra Galois extension. For 
all i £ I, denote by r, : C —> Pz 0 s P, Fze translation map in Pz. Then, for all i,j £ I,
(7Ty 0B 7Ty) O Ti = (n{®B 7l\) o Ty. (4.24)
Proo/. By Lemma 4.4.2, both sides of (4.24) are translation maps in Pzy. But the 
translation map, if it exists, is unique, hence the equality. □
We use an indexed summation notation for the translation map. For all i £ I 
and c £ C,
t z (c) =  0 g c^'-, (4.25)
implicit summation (not over i though!) is understood.
Proposition 4.4.7. Let (P(B)C (/;)ie i) be a locally C-coalgebra Galois extension and sup­
pose that C is flat as a K-module. Then P is a (P, C)^ entwined module with
i/>:C0 P - > P 0 C, c<S>p i-> (Kp1 0 C )( (^ (c 0  7Zi(p)))iei), (4.26)
where, for all i £ I, ipj is the canonical entwining on Pi (2.13).
Proof. First we prove that the map ip is well defined. Using (4.24) we show that, for 
all i ,j  £ I, c £ C, p £ P,
(7tj 0  C) O tpi(c 0  7Zi(p)) = (n\ 0  C) OIpj(c 0  7ij(p)). (4.27)
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Indeed,
(7Ty (8) C) O Xpi(c 0  7T/(p)) =  (7Ty 0  C )(c^f/0C(c^ 1,7Ti(p)))
=  n)(cll]i)PC(n 'i(cl2]i)n 'j(n i(p))) =
= (ni ® C)(cl1l//9c ( c ^ '7r; (p))) = (ni®C)  o tpj(c ® 7Ty(p)).
Define the map
# : C ® P ^ 0 ( P , -  0 C ) ,  C®p^-+ (tpi{c®7Zi(p)))iel. 
i e l
By (4.27) and Lemma 4.4.5, Im(i/?) C ker(Yp 0  C) =  ker(Yp) 0  C =  Pc 0  C, where 
Yp is as in (4.6), and we used the flatness of C and the definition of Pc =  ker(Yp). 
Hence the map ip = (k^ 1 0  C) o xp is well defined.
In order to distinguish between different entwining maps we use indexed sum­
mation notation \pj(c 0  7TZ(/?)) =  7Tz-(p)a. 0  ca*, for all z 6 I, p G P, c G C, together 
with the usual notation ip(c®p) = px 0  cx, an implicit summation understood. We 
need to check whether ip satisfies the bow-tie diagram condition (1.26). Indeed, for 
any c G C,
V>(c®lp) =  (jCpl ® C)((ipi(c® lpf))ig/) =  (Kp1 <S> C)((lp.f)iei ® c) — lp ® c, 
where we used that Kp (hence Kp ) is a unital map. Similarly, for all c e  C, p £ P,
(P 0  e) o tp(c ® p) =  (Kp1 ®e)((V>,(c® 7Ti(p)))ie;)
=  (Kp1 ® C)(((P; ® s) o ^ ( c  ® 7Ti(p)))ie;) =K p1((7r;(p))i£,£(c)) =  pe(c).
Observe that, for all z G /,
(ttz 0  C) o 1/7 =  t/>z o (C 0  7rz). (4.28)
Explicitly, for all c G C, p G P, i  G I, ni{pa) 0 d  =  7Tz-(p)a. <0ca,‘. Hence, for all
c € C, p, p ' € P,
(pp')« ® c* =  (Kp X ® C)((7t i(pp')«i ® ca,)ie/)
=  (Kp1 ® c)((n,(p)«,.7r,(p')ft ®
= (Kp1 ® C)((Ki(p«)Kf(p'p) ® c“^)i£() =  pap'p ® C^.
Similarly, for all p G P, c G C,
p«®c*(1)®c*(2) =  (Kp1 ® C ® C )((7T,(pa)® c “(1)® c“(2))iei)
=  (Kp1 ® C ® C)((7Ti(p)«j ® c“' (1) ® C*‘(2))iel)
= (Kp1 ® C ® C)((7Tj(p)a.p. ® c(1)ft ® C(2)*')iel)
=  (Kp1 ® C ® C)((7Ti(p^) ® C(1)P ® C(2)‘,)iel) =  p«p ® C(1/  ® C(2)“.
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It remains to prove that P is an entwined module. Indeed, using the coaction (4.9), 
for all p, p' E P,
P C ( P P ' )  =  P C ( K P 1 °  k p ( P P ’ ) )  =  (Kp1 ® C ) o p C o  Kp(pp')
=  ( Kp 1 ® C ) ( ( p C(7Ti (p)7ri ( p ' ) ) ) i 6 l )  =  ( Kp1 ® C)( (7rI( p ) (0)V>i(7Ti(P)(l) ®  ^ l ( p ' ) ) ) i € l )
=  (Kp1 ®  C ) ( ( n j ( p {0) ) x p i ( p {1) ® 7r,(p'))),€ / ) =  P(0)(KpX ® C ) ( ( t f > j ( p w  ® 7Tj(p')))i€l)
=  P ( 0 ) ' P ( P ( 1 ) ® P 1) -
a
Although a locally coalgebra Galois extension is built out of Galois extensions 
it is not necessarily a (global) coalgebra Galois extension. The next theorem, which 
is the main result of this section, gives (sufficient and necessary in the case of a 
flat coalgebra) conditions for when a locally coalgebra Galois extension is a global 
coalgebra Galois extension.
Theorem 4.4.8. Let (P(B)C, (Jz)zej) be a locally C-coalgebra Galois extension.
1. I f  (ker(7ij 0 B 7ii))iei *s complete covering ofP  0 B P and
ker(7iij Ob Tiif) = ker(7T,- Ob 7TZ) +  ker(7r;- Ob nf), (4.29)
ffcen P(B)C is a C-coalgebra Galois extension.
2. Suppose that the coalgebra C is flat as a K module. The family (ker(zrz Ob zrz))zej 
is fl couer o/P 0 B P z/zmd orcZy if canp is injective.
3. I f  P(B)C is a C-coalgebra Galois extension and C is flat as a K-module, then the 
condition (4.29) is satisfied and (ker(7Tz Ob n i)) ie iIS a complete covering ofP  Ob P.
Proof. Observe that, for all i , j  E I, modules Pz Ob Pz and Pzy Ob Pi// as the images 
of the surjective maps zrz Ob tt* and 7rzy Ob tt;/ respectively, can be identified with 
the respective quotient spaces P Ob P /  ker (7rz Ob tt;) and P Ob P /  ker (7Tzy Ob tTj:/)• 
Under this identification the maps 7rz Ob tt,- and 7Tzy Ob TTf/ can be viewed as quotient 
maps.
1). Suppose first that (ker (7TZ Ob ^i))iei is a complete cover of P Ob P and that re­
lation (4.29) is satisfied. The condition (4.29) means that Pzy Ob Py can be identified 
with P Ob P /(k e r(7rz Ob tt/) +  ker(zry Ob tt/))- The map zrj Ob ttJ is surjective and 
( n l- Ob Trj) ° (ttz Ob tt*) =  7rzy Ob tt;/- Therefore, the map n l- Ob ttJ- can be viewed as 
a quotient map
n ) ® Bk ) '  Pi ®B Pi —► Py Py/ 
x +  ker(7rz Ob TTj) i-+ x -I- ker(7iz Ob tt*) +  ker(zry Ob Tcf). (4.30)
It follows that the covering completion of P Ob P can be equivalently defined as
(P ®B P)C =  {(*i)ier e 0  P,- ®B Pi I Vy6i (7lj- ®B 7r})(Ki) =  (nj ®B 7tj)(Xj)}, (4.31)
iel
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and then, by assumption, the map (cf. (4.7))
% BP : ^  P w  (P ®B X >—> ((71 i®B 7ti)(x ))iel (4.32)
is bijective. Define a map
tc : C -> (P 0 B p y , c (Ti ( c ) ) ieI/ (4.33)
where r z- : C i—> Pz 0 B Pz is the translation map on Pz, i E I. Equation (4.24) ensures
that this map has image in (P 0 g P)c. We claim that the map
(canp)~l : P ® C P V ® c ^  PKp®Bp ° tC(c) (4-34)
is the inverse of the canonical map can£ : P 0 b P —> P 0  C of P. Indeed, denote
can : (P 0 B P)c —» © p , ® c ,  (Pi <]i)iei ^  (M i(0) ® qi(i))iei- (4.35) 
iel
It is easy to see that
(Kp 0  C) o canp =  can o Kp0 Bp, (4.36)
and therefore, for all p E P and c E C,
canp o (canp)-1(p 0  c) =  (x^ 1 0  C) o can o Kp0 Bp(/?Kp^Bp o tC(c))
= (Kp1 0C ) ocan((7TI(p)TI(c))l€j) =  (Kp1 0C)((7Tf(p) 0  c)iej) =  p 0  C.
Similarly, for all p,  ^ E P,
(canp) -1 o canp(p ®B q) = (can£)_1(p(7(0) ® ?(ij) =  P9(o)kp®bp 0 t c(?(i))
= KP®Bp((7r'(P)7ri(‘?)(0)Ti(7ri(‘?)(l)))ie/) =  Kpl,Bp(n i(P) ®B n M ) )  =  P ®  B <?,
where in the fourth equality we used (2.8), and for the third equality we observed
that pKp1sp((*j)i£j) = kp®„p { {^ i i v )xi)iel)>for a11 P S P, (x,)iSJ 6 (P ® b P)c.
2.) Suppose that C is flat as a K-module. It is clear that
can((P 0 g P)c) C ker(Yp 0  C) =  Pc 0  C,
where the last equality follows by the flatness of C and the definition of Pc (4.31) 
and YP (4.6). Define
canc : (P 0 g P)c —> Pc 0  C, x i-> can(x). (4.37)
It is clear that canc is invertible with the inverse
(canc) -1 : Pc 0  C (P 0 B P)c, (pi)iei<8 >c ((can£.)- 1(pz 0  c))zGj. (4.38)
Using (4.36), and noticing that Kp 0  C is bijective, it is easy to see that Kp0Bp is in­
jective if and only if canp is. But the injectivity of Kp0Bp is equivalent to (ker (7TZ 0 B 
n i))iei being a cover.
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3. For brevity, we denote can/ — canp., can/y =  canp,. By Lemma 4.4.2, for all
i,j e 1,
/-»
can i  o (7r,- 0 b  7T/) =  ( t t / (8) C) o  canp, 
can/y o (TCij 0  b 7Zij) = (TCij 0  C) o canp.
(4.39)
(4.40)
Hence, as the maps canp, can/, can/y are bijective and C is flat as a K-module, it 
follows that
ker(7T/;- 0 g TCij) =  (canp)-1 (ker(zr/y ®C)) =  (canp )-1 (ker (zr/y) 0  C)
=  (canp)-1 (ker(7T/) 0  C +  ker(7Ty) 0  C)
=  (canp)-1 (ker(71/ 0  C)) +  (canp)-1 (ker(ziy 0  C))
=  ker(7T/ 0fi 71/) +  ker(7Ty 0>B 7Ty).
Furthermore, by (4.36), as the maps canc, Kp 0  C and canp are bijective, we 
obtain that
Kp®Bp =  (canc) -1 o (kp 0 ) C) o canp 
is invertible, hence the family (ker(71/ 0b 7T /) ) /g j  is a complete cover of P 0b P. □
Lemma 4.4.9. Let (P(B)C, (J/)/€;) be a locally C-coalgebra Galois extension, and suppose 
that the ground ring K is afield. Then the condition (4.29) is satisfied.
Proof. For all i, j, k € I, the diagrams
0 PdBP P ® P ©p F 0 b F  ► 0 (4.41)
n i ® n i \p d B P T C j® 7tj
' -  „P/ 0  P/
and
0 ------► PdBP P 0  P
© p P 0 B F (4.42)
7r,'y®7Ti'; IpdBP TC ij®  TCij
® P i i  _  '
0 P/ydBP/y F/y 0  F/y F/y 0B F/y > 0 ,
where 0m  : M 0 M —> M 0 b M, M G b-Mb is a natural surjection on the quotient 
space, and d denotes the universal differential, are clearly commutative and have 
exact rows.
Since the maps 71/ 0  7T/|pdBp and 7T/y 0  zr/y|FdBP are surjective, the application of 
the Snake Lemma to the above diagrams yields that the maps
(4.43)
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and
©plkerfTTi,®^) : ker(7r;/ ® Tt i j )  -> k e r ® b 7ri;) (4.44)
are well defined and surjective. Observe that as IK is a field, for all i , j E I,
ker(zrf ® 7T/) =  ker(7Ti) ® P +  P ® ker(7rz),
and
ker (7Tfy ® 7T/y) =  ker (7T/y) ® P +  P ® ker (7Tzy)
=  ker(7iz) ® P +  ker(7iy) ® P +  P <8> ker(7iz) +  P ® ker(zry) 
=  ker(7Tz- ® 71/) +  ker(7Ty ® 7Ty).
Hence, for all i , j  E /,
ker(7Tfy ®B 7tij) = 0p(ker(7Tfy <8> 7T/y))
=  ©p(ker(7Tj ® 71/)) +  ©p(ker(7Ty <8> 7r; )) =  ker(7rz ®b tt/) +  ker(zry ®b nf).
□
Therefore, Lemma 4.4.9 implies that, when working over a field, which is prob­
ably the most interesting case from a non-commutative geometry point of view, 
to verify whether a locally Galois extension is globally Galois, it suffices to check
whether the covering (ker (71/ ®b ThOX'ei is a complete covering of P ®b P- More
precisely we can state:
Corollary 4.4.10. Suppose that the ground ring K  is a field and that (P(B)C, (J/)/ei) is a 
locally C-coalgebra Galois extension. Then P(B)C is a C-coalgebra Galois extension if and 
only i f ( k e i ( 7ii (S>b 7ti))ieizs a complete cover ofP  < 8> b  P-
In view of Corollary 4.4.10 it is important to study when a cover is a complete 
cover.
Lemma 4.4.11. Let B be an algebra, and let (Kj)jGj be a family of ideals ofB. Denote the 
quotient spaces by Bz =  B /K if Bzy =  B /(K Z +  Kf), i ,j E I, and by
TZi . B ► B/, 7T/y . B y B/y, 7Ty . B/ ► B/y, Z, y E f
Pze canonical surjections. Suppose that M  E b-M, M/ E BfA4, Mzy E b^ M ,  i , j  E I, zs a 
family of modules such that M/y =  Mjiffor all i , j  E I, zmd t/zzzt
Xi : M  —> M if Xij ’ M  -* Mij, x) : M/ M/y, z,; E I, 
is a family of surjective K-linear morphisms with the properties
ker(;Hj) = ker(Xi) +  kerfay), (4.45)
Xtj ° X i  = Xii = x ’i ° X p  (4-46)
Xi(bm) =  Ki(b)xi{m), Xij(bm) =  nij{b)xij(m), (4.47)
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for all i , j  e  I ,b  e  B ,m  e  M.
Let 1 = {1 ,2 , . . .  , n } ,n  > 2. Suppose that, for all 2  < k < n,
f] » ( k e r t e ) ) C  (ff **(«,) W  (4.48)
ze{l,2,...,Jt-l} \* '=l /
Then, for all 2 < k < n,
f l  (kert e )  +  k e r to ))  =  ( f l  kert o ) J  + kerto ) -  (4.49)
Proof. Note that by (4.46) and (4.45), for all i, j  £ J ,k e r(^ ) =  Xi(ker(Xj))- Therefore, 
for all 2 < k < n,
n  (kerto )  +  kerto ) )  =  P l ker(^a) = k e r
ze{l/2/...,A:-l} ie{l,2,...,k-l} V f=l /
=  ker =  (Xk) - 1 ^ker ^ 0 X f j j
=  t o ) -1 (  f l  ker(^ f) ) =  (Xlfc) -1 f  f l  Xk(ker(Xi))
\ze{l,2,..Jt-i} /  \z€{l,2,...,*:-l}
£ to)-1 ((n**«)) = (nK >j M+kerto)
C I P l ker(Xi) I +  ker(^it).
The inclusion relation in the opposite direction is always satisfied. □
Proposition 4.4.12. Suppose that the ground ring K is afield. Let (P(B)C, (/i)IGj) he a 
locally C-coalgebra Galois extension, and let U[ : P —> Pi =  P /  Ji, etc., be the surjections 
on the quotient spaces. Let Ki = B n  Jj, i £ I. Suppose that I = {1 ,2 ,.. . ,n }  and, for all 
2  < k < n,
P l  M h )  c  ( ] > * ( * ) )  f t -  (4 -5 ° )
ze{l,2,...,fc-l} V=1 '
Then if the family (ker (re i 7r,))lG/ is a cover o fP  P, then it is a complete cover.
Proof. For all i , j  £ I, denote Bj = B/K{, Bq = B /K q  and define maps
Xi = can/ o (rci ®B nf) : P ®b P Pi ® C, (4.51)
Xi] =  can,-y o (71 jj ® B 7iij) : P P —* Pq ®  C, (4.52)
X) =  ttJ- ® C : Pi® C -> Py 0  C, (4.53)
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which clearly satisfy the conditions (4.46)-(4.47). Moreover, as the maps canz and 
can jj are bijective, it follows that ker(xi) =  ker(7rz ®B tt,-) and
kerfcy) =  ker(7ii;- <g>B zrzy) =  ker(7rf ®B 7TZ) +  ker(7r;- ®B nf) =  k er(^ ) +  ker fay),
where the second equality follows from Lemma 4.4.9. Moreover, for all 2 < k < n,
f l  Xk(ker(Xi)) = P | ker(7rf ® C) =  f ]  ker(7tf) ® C
ie{l,2,...,k—l} ie{l,2,...,k-l} ie{l,2,...,k-l}
= ker (^ 0 7 rA  ® c = |  p  n k(Ji) J <8>C C f jQ  n k{Ki)\ {Pk ® C).
\ i '= i  /  \ i e { i ,2 ... fc-i} /  \ I=1 J
Therefore, by Lemma 4.4.11, for all 2 < k < n,
P  ( ker(7T; ® B 7Tf) + ker(7Tjt ® B n k)) 
ie{l,2,...,k-l}
P  ker(7rf ®B TCi) +  ker(7ijt ®B n k)f.
^ € { 1 ,2 ,...^ -!}  J
and hence, by Lemma 4.2.3, the family (ker(7TZ ®b 7Tz))z6/ is a complete cover of 
P ® BP. □
The following lemma is probably well known, but we were unable to find the 
reference.
Lemma 4.4.13. Let M, M', M" be K-modules and let K ,L C M , K', V  C M', K", L" C 
M " be submodules. Suppose that
f  : K + L - *  K + L , g : K' + L —> K + L 
are K-linear maps such that the sequences
0  * K  —— - K 1----- — — - K " — > 0, (4.54)
0  * L  —— - V ----- ----------------- *0, (4.55)
are well defined and exact. Then the sequence
0 — > JC nL — — ■■ > K' n v  S'K'nL’ >K " n L " — - 0  (4.56)
is exact if and only if the sequence
0 — * K  +  L - — <~K' +  V   — *- K "  +  L "  - 0  (4.57)
is exact.
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Proof. (4.57) =>(4.56). Suppose that the sequence (4.57) is exact. Clearly f \ KnL is 
injective and g\K/nL/ o f \ KnL = 0. Suppose that for some m' £ K' fl L', g(m') = 0. 
By the exactness of (4.54) and (4.55), there exist elements k £ K and Z £ L, such that 
f  (k) = m' = f{ l) ,  i.e., f ( k  — Z) =  0. But /  is, by the assumption, injective, therefore 
k = I £ K n L .  Hence the sequence (4.56) is exact at K' fl L'.
Finally, let m" £ K" n L". By the exactness of (4.54) and (4.55), there exist el­
ements k £ K', I £ I! such that g(k') = m" = g(l'), hence g(k' — I') = 0. By 
the exactness of (4.57) at K' +  I/, there exist elements k £ K, I £ L such that 
/(Jfc +  / ) = * ' -  i.e., k' -  f{k )  = V + / ( / )  e K ' n V  and g(k' -  f (k ) )  = g(kf) = m",
hence g(K! fl L') =  K" fl L".
(4.56) =>(4.57). The map g is clearly surjective, as g(Kf +  I/) =  g(Kf) +  g(L') = K,f + 
L" by the exactness of (4.54) and (4.55). Similarly, for all k £ K, I £ L, g o f { k  +  /) =
g ° f ( k ) + g o f ( l )  - 0.
Suppose that, for some k' £ K ' , I' £ I! , gfk! +  Z') =  0, i.e., g{k!) =  g{—V) £ 
K7' fl L;/. As, by the assumption fl L') =  K" Pi L", there exists m' £ X' n L' 
such that g(m l) = g(kf) = g (—l'), i.e., g(k' — m') = 0 and g(V +  m!) =  0. By the 
exactness of (4.54) and (4.55), there exists k £ K, I £ L, such that f ( k )  = k! — m! and 
/( / )  = V + m'. Therefore f ( k  +  I) = k' — m' +  V +  m! — kf -f V, and we have proven 
that the sequence (4.57) is exact at K! +  I ! .
Finally, suppose that f ( k  +  I) = 0 ,  for some k £ K, I £ L, i.e, /(/c) =  / ( —Z) £ 
iC' fl L'. As g(f{k))  = 0, we have by the exactness of (4.56) at K' n  1/ that there exists 
m £ K n L  such that f (m )  = f ( k )  =  / ( —Z), i.e., f ( k  — m) = 0 and /(Z +  m) =  0. 
However / |^  and / |^  are by assumption injective, hence k — m =  0 and Z -t- m = 0. 
Therefore A: +  Z =  /c — m + Z + m = 0 and we have proven that /  is injective. □
Corollary 4.4.14. We keep the notation and assumptions from the above lemma. Suppose 
that in addition we are given exact sequence ofK-maps
0 ---- > M —^  M' —^  M "  0, (4.58)
such that f  = s|k+l and g = t\Kr+Lt. Then g(Kf fl L') =  K" n  L" if and only if f ( K  + 
L) =  ker(g).
Proof. It is easy to see that, under the assumptions, the sequences (4.56) and (4.57) 
are exact, apart from the conditions g(K( fl L') = K" fl L" and f ( K  +  L) =  ker(g).
□
Lemma 4.4.15. Suppose that K  is a field. Let f  : M  —> N, g : M  —» N ' be K-vector 
space morphisms such that ker(/)  n  ker(g) =  {0}. Then
ker( /  ® / )  n ker(g ® g) =  ker(/)  ® ker(g) +  ker(g) ® ker(/). (4.59)
Proof. As K  is a vector space and ker(/) (T ker(^) =  {0}, we can write
M = M ® ker(/) ® ker(^),
and the assertion of the lemma easily follows. □
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Proposition 4.4.16. Suppose that K is a field and that I = {1,2}. Let (P(B)C, (Jz)zG7) he 
a locally C-coalgebra Galois extension. Suppose that
J. = (B n  ]i)P, for all i e I. (4.60)
Then P(B)C is a C-coalgebra Galois extension if and only if
(ker(7r! 0  7ii) + ker(7T2 0  712)) n  PdBP
= ker(7Ti 0  7Ti) fl PdBP +  ker(7T2 0  n 2) fl PdBP.
Proof. By the Snake Lemma, for all i, j  6 I, the commutative diagrams (4.41) and 
(4.42) with exact rows induce the exact sequences
0 ---- ► ker(7Ti 0  71,) n  PdBP----->- ker(7Tz 0  n f ---- ► ker(7rz 0b n f ---- ► 0 (4.61)
and
0 ---- > ker(7Ti;- 0  Tiif) n  PdBP----^ ker(7rz;- 0  n {f  > ker(7rz;- 0 B n {f  > 0.
(4.62)
By Lemma 4.4.9, the sequence (4.62) can be written as
0 -----► (ker(7rz- 0  n f  +  ker(7i;- 0  nf)) fl PdB P  >- ker(7rz 0  n f  +  ker(nj 0  nf)
 ^ ker(7rz 0 b 7rz) + ker(7ty 0 B n f )  ^ 0 .
It follows immediately from Corollary 4.4.14 that
©p(ker(7Tz 0  7rz) n ker(7T;- 0  n f )  =  ker(7rz 0b  n f  n  ker(7r;- 0b n f ,  (4.63)
where ©p : P 0 P  —► P 0 b P is the natural surjection on the quotient space (cf. 
Lemma 4.4.9), if and only if
(ker(7rz 0  n f  +  ker(7ty 0  n f )  n  PdBP = ker(zrz 0  n f  n  PdBP +  ker(zry 0  n f  n  PdBP.
(4.64)
Let I = {1,2}. Hence ker(7Ti) fl ker(zr2) =  {0}, and so, by Lemma 4.4.15,
ker(7Ti 0  7Ti) fl ker(7T2 0  n f  = ker(7Ti) 0  ker(7i2) +  ker(7i2) 0  ker(zri). (4.65)
Suppose that (4.60) is satisfied. Then by (4.65), @p(ker(7Tz 0  n f  fl ker(zry 0  n f )  = 
©p(ker(7T!) 0  ker(7i2) + ker(7r2) 0  ker(zri)) = Ji 0 b (J2 n B)P + J2 0 b (Ji H B)P = 
0 as J1/2, / 2/1 C Ji n  J2 = {0}. Therefore, if in addition (4.63) is satisfied, then
ker(7ti 0b 7i!) D ker(712 n f  = {0}. □
4.5 Locally cleft extensions
Definition 4.5.1. A locally C-coalgebra Galois extension (P(B)C, (J f i ^ f  is called a 
locally cleft extension if, for all i £ I, the quotient modules Pz are cleft C-coalgebra 
Galois extensions. It is called a proper locally cleft extension if, in addition, for all 
h j  £ L
B n + j f  = B n J i  + B n  Jj. (4.66)
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We adopt the following notation. We denote Pz = P / Ji, Pzy = P / (Ji + J j ) ,  etc., 
as before. In addition, we have quotient modules Bz =  B / ( B  D Ji) ,  Bi j  = B /(( /z n
B) 4- (Jj fl B)), etc., for all i,j G I. We reserve the use of the Greek letter n  with 
various subscripts and superscripts to surjections onto the quotient modules of B, 
i.e., 7Tj : B —> Bi ,  n l- : Bz —> Bzy, b +  B ft /z i—> b +  B n Ji + B n Jj, etc. For quotient 
maps on P, we use sub- and superscripted letter x> i-e-/ Xi : P Pu etc-
For all i G I, we denote by 7 z : C —> Pz a cleaving map on Pz. Moreover, for all 
i , j  G I, we use the notation 7 b =  0 7 z : C —> Pzy.
Note that, for all i e I, b G B, ;fr(fr) = 7Tz-(i7) if we identify Bz with B /Jz C Pz. 
Similarly, we can naturally identify B /(B  D (/z +  Jy)) with B / (Jz +  /y) C Pzy. In 
addition, if the relation (4.66) is satisfied, we can identify Bzy with B / (/z +  Jj) .  Note 
that the condition (4.66) is equivalent to
Xlj(b) = n lj(b), for all i , j  G I, b G B, (4.67)
where we used the above identifications.
The condition (4.67) clearly implies that (B n  Ji)iei is a complete cover of B.
Lemma 4.5.2. (Cf. Lemma 1 [16].) Let P(B)^ be a cleft extension, and let J be an ideal 
in P such that pc (J) C /  ® C. Then there exists a left ideal K in B such that J = Ky(C). 
Moreover, if the element x = l(o)7- 1(l(i)) has & right inverse y  in P (i.e., xy = 1 p), and 
Ky C K, then K is a two-sided ideal and K =  /  n  B.
Proof. Let us define
K = (p P(o)7_1(P(i)))(/)- (4.68)
Note that K C J. Therefore, Ky(C) C J. On the other hand, for all p G /, p =
P(0)7 - 1(P(i)b(P(2)) € K j (C). Hence /  =  £ 7 (0 ).
Let b £ B, p £ J, b' = p(0)7_1(P(i)) e K. Then W  = bp{0)'y~1(p{1)) = 
(bp)(0)7 ~l ((bp)(i)) G K, hence K is a left ideal in B.
Suppose that the element x = l(o)7 - 1(l(i)) has the right inverse y in P, and
Ky C K. As shown above, K C B fl J. On the other hand, let b G B fl /. Then 
b = £ z kij(ci), for some fcz G K, cz G C. It follows that
M(0) ® l(i) =  £fc;7(Ci(i)) ® c<(2)/
i
hence
&1(0)T_1(1(1>) =  X 3 ^ ( Ci(l))^_1(Ci(2)) =  E  fc'£(Ci)'
I z
and therefore fr =  Ez^z'ye(cz) € fC. Hence K = J OB  and it follows that K is a 
two-sided ideal in B. □
From the proof of the above lemma we immediately obtain
Corollary 4.5.3. Suppose that P(B)y is a cleft C-coalgebra Galois extension. Let K be 
an ideal in B, and let J = Ky(C) be an ideal in P. Moreover suppose that the element 
x =  l(o)7 -:l(l(i)) G B has a right inverse in B. Then K = J (IB.
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Definition 4.5.4. Let (P(B)C, (J/)/ej) be a locally cleft extension. Suppose that, for 
all i £ I, the element l(0)7 zr l (l(i)) has a right inverse in Bz. Such a locally cleft 
extension we shall call a semiproper locally cleft extension.
Suppose that (P(B)C, (J/)/ej ) is a semiproper locally cleft extension. Then, by 
Lemma 4.4.3, for all i , j ,k  e I, PfPc =  Xp i )  = X i P ) ,  P $ c = x)k{Bi) = Xijktf), etc.
For all i , j  £ I, ker x lj is an ideal and a right C-subcomodule of P/. Therefore, by 
Lemma 4.5.2, ker xJj = Ky7 /(C), where K • =  ker(^j) n Bz is an ideal in Bz. Note that 
ker 7Ty =  7TZ (ker nf) C K f  Define KI- = n l-(Klf .  Observe that
A locally cleft extension (P(B)C, (J/)/ej) is proper if and only if, for all i , j  £ I, 
Klj = {0} (i.e., Klj = ker n f .  Note that the properness of a locally cleft extension
implies that B/y =  PzyoC, and then
k e i ( x ' j k )  n  Bj  — ker(7ijt ), k e r ^ )  n  B,j  =  ker(71^ ), for all i , j , k  e I. (4.70)
kerCtJt) =  x p e r x j k )  =  X;(kerx; ) +  Xi(kerXk) =  kerfoj) +  ker(4 )
=  ker(7r])7 ,(C) + k e r(4 )7 ,(C) =  k e r ( ^ ) 7 ,(C),
k er(4 ') =  X j°X i(te*X k)  =  xj(ker(74)7 ;(C)) =  7ij(ker4 )7 L(C) =  ker(4 ' ) 7 y(C).
Then the relations (4.70) follow from Corollary 4.5.3. It follows that, for all i,j, k £ I, 
Bjfi = n'l (Bzy) is isomorphic to P ^ c =  x l  (B/y), and can be identified with it. Under 
this identification,
In what follows, we shall examine conditions for a semiproper locally cleft ex­
tension to be a proper locally cleft extension. This requires the study of ideals K f  
i , j  £ I. We generalise steps of the proof of Proposition 2 [16].
For all i , j  £ I, let us define an isomorphism (cf. (2.59))
P’i j : p-7 t f 0 ® c - Pij M e7dPii) = P m W i j )  1(Pij(i)) ® Pij(iy (4-72)
Lemma 4.5.5. (Cf. the proof of Proposition 2 [16].) Suppose that (P(B)C, (/f)i€i) zs a 
semiproper locally cleft extension. Then, for all i , j  £ I, K1- = K f
P fX  =  p B i )  = B i /%  =
_  B j/  ker(7r|) 
; R y  ker ( n f
= n){Bi)/n){K)) = Bij/K). (4.69)
Indeed,
and
(4.71)
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Proof. (Cf. the proof of Proposition 2 [16].) For all i,j E I, define the map
:B, ® C  -> PffC ® C, bt ® c h- o ^ ( 6i7 i(e)). (4.73)
It is easy to see that ker ^  = XJ. 0  C. Consider the maps
Qji ■ Btj -  P f  c, 7r}(b,) ~  ( P f c ® e) o ® 1(2))- (4.74)
Note that, as 7r,-(ker n f  C Xj, and Xj is an ideal, for all i , j  E I, the maps Qji
are well defined. Suppose that bjj E Xj. There exists an element b,- E Xj such 
that 7rj(bi) =  bjj. It follows that b j l ^ y f 1 (l(i)) 0  1(2) G Xj 0  C = ker ^ 7, hence 
Qjiibij) = 0, and so X*. C ker Q;I-, for all z,/ E /. On the other hand, for all i ,j E I 
and b E B,
Q jifa jib ))  = ( i f 0 ® e) o (7Tf (b) l(o) -yf1 (1 (i)) ® 1(2))
=  ( i f C is 8) o 4 te /( f c ) )  =  ( P f c ® £)fc,(fc(0))(7 'y)-1 (i’(l)) ® 6 (2))
=  X'(2I;(6)1(0)7;" 1(1(1))) =  7ri;(6)7rj(l(0)7y"1( l (1))) +Rf.
Suppose that, for some element by E Bjj,  Qj i {bi j )  =  0, i.e., bi;-7ry(l(o)7;r l (l(i))) £ Xj. 
But the element l(o)7 ;r l (l(i))/ by assumption, has a right inverse in By, and K\ is an 
ideal in By, hence by E xj. It follows that k e r ( Q y )  =  xj.
We have proven, that, for all i , j  E I, Xj C Xj, and therefore, for all i ,j  E I,
Xj = Xj. □
Let (P(B)C, (Ji)iei) be a semiproper locally cleft extension such that the coalge­
bra C is flat as a K-module. Recall from the discussion following equation (4.7) 
that Pc is naturally an algebra and right C-comodule, and the map Kp : P —> Pc, 
P (Xi(p))iei is an algebra and a right C-comodule isomorphism. It follows that 
Kp(B) = (Pc)coC. Is is clear that
kp (B) c  B =  {(b,)ie; € 0  Bi I Vyei x}(6f) =  *{(&,•)}• (4-75)
iel
On the other hand, let (b,)IGj E B, then, for all (pi)iei E Pc,
PC((bj)iel(Pj)jel) =  (pC(biPi))i€i =  (bipc (pi))i£i  =  (bi)ieipc ((pj)j€i),
i.e., {bj)iei E (Pc)coC. It follows that B =  (pc)coC = jcp(B).
Suppose that (B H J,-)iei is a complete covering of B. Then
kp(B) =  Bc =  {(&i)i6/ 6 ®  B, I Vy6/ Trj(bi) =  n 'ty )} . (4.76)
iel
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Let : Bjj —> Bjj / K1- = PfPc be the canonical surjections. Observe that x)
Hij o n 1-, for all i ,j  G I. By (4.75) and (4.76), for all (bz)i'ei G © zej Bz-, the condition
(4.77)
is equivalent to
ftjin'jibi) -  n\(bj)) = 0, for all i , j  G I. (4.78)
In particular, we have the following
Proposition 4.5.6. (cf. Proposition 2, [15].) Let (P(B)C, (}{)iei) be a semiproper locally 
cleft extension such that the coalgebra C is flat as a K-module, and I = {1, 2 }. Then 
(P(B)C, is a proper locally cleft extension.
Proof. We prove by contradiction. Suppose that K\ ^  {0}. Then there exists an 
element r e K\ such that n\(r)  0. Let (bi, bf) G Bc, then (b\ +  r, bf) e B and (bi +
r, bf) <£ Bc which, by the discussion preceding the above proposition, is impossible.
Suppose that (P(B)C, (Jz)zG/ ) is a proper and semiproper locally cleft extension. 
Let us define the family of gauge transformations
The gauge transformations S zy, i , j  E I satisfy the following conditions. For all 
i ,  j , k  G I, C G C,
The first two of the above equalities are obvious, to prove the last one observe that, 
using (4.71), we obtain, for all i,j, k e  I,
a p i u p e i  l u e c u i y  u L t M i  v _ - i . u c u g e u r c i  v j c u u i s  e x i t M i s i u i i .  u y  v _ u i u i i c u y  t ± . ‘ ± . ± \ j ,  r  \ ^ d  j  i s  <x
C-coalgebra Galois extension if and only if
We shall devote the remainder of the present section to proving that, under not 
very restrictive assumptions, the above condition is always satisfied.
□
'•ij ■ c  -> Bjj, c >-» 7 -y(c(1)) ( ^ ;.) 1(c(2))/ for all i , j  e I. (4.79)
S u(c) = e(c), E^  =  ( H 1,
n 'l (3 >/(c)) =  n f  (Sffc(cCi))) (Sfc,- (cC2) ))-
(4.80)
(4.81)
^ f(S ft(c (i)))rr‘; (Ejfe;(c(2))) = x f ( 7 {t (C(1))(7 ft)‘ 1(C(2) ) )^ (? it ; (c(3))(Ti/)‘ 1(c(4)))
=  1 (C(2) »xf,('r*r(C(3)) iXifcC'V/'1 (c(4)))
=  Xfc;(7i(C(i))kft(7;r l (C(2))) = 4 , (X/(7;(c(i)))Xi(7;r l (C(2)))
=  x ' l  (7  ij (C( l)) (7ij) 1 (c( 2))) =  n {  (S ij (c)). 
Suppose that the ground ring K is a field and I = {1,2}. Let (P(B)C, (/z)iej) be
kei(xi <g>B  xi) n  k e r f e  0 b  Xi) = { 0 } - (4.82)
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Lemma 4.5.7. Let Mi, M 2, M12 be K-vector spaces, let zrj : Mi —► Myi, n \  : M2 —► 
M12 be surjective linear morphisms. Let M  = {(m ,n ) £ M i® M 2\7i\(m) — n\{n)},and  
denote the projections on the summands of the direct sum by n \ \  M  —> Mi, (m, n) 1—> m 
and 712 - M  M2, {m>n) n. A s K  is afield, ker n \  and ker zrj are direct summands
in M \ and M 2 respectively, i.e., M \ = M \  ® k e r ^ ) ,  M2 =  M2 ® kex(n\), for some
subspaces Mj C Mz, i = 1,2. Let
{mi} be a basis of ker zr^ , {?iz} be a basis of ker n\,
{ihj} be a basis of M \,  {nz} be a basis of M 2 .
Suppose that f  : M \  —► M2 is a linear map such that, for all m £ M \, n \(m )  =  
n \( f{m )) .  Then
the family {(0, nf)} is a basis of ker zii, 
the family {(mz, 0)} is a basis of ker 712, 
the family {(m,-,/(7wz-))} is linearly independent.
Moreover, denote M  = Span({(mz,/(m z))}). Then M =  M © ker(7ii) 0  ker(7T2).
Remark. Observe that the map /  in Lemma 4.5.7 is necessarily injective. Note 
furthermore that the restriction zr^  : Ml —> M12 (resp. zrj : M2 —» M12) of the 
map Txf (resp. zrj) is an isomorphism, and, in particular, the map f  = (zrj) -1 o zr| : 
Mi —► M 2 satisfies the assumptions of the above lemma. Finally, the restriction 
zti2 : M —► M 12 of the map zr^  o zri is an obvious linear isomorphism.
Proof. Suppose that x £ M fi (ker(zii) +  ker(zr2)). Then x = (m,0) + (0,n ) = 
(m,n), for some elements m £ ke^zrj), n £ ker(zr^). On the other hand, x £ 
Span({(mz,/(m z))}), hence x =  Ei af(mZ//(m z)) =  (Ez azmz-,/(Ef «i™i))/ for some 
coefficients az £ K. Consequently, E f^i^f £ ke^zrj). As Span({mz}) f l k e r ^ )  =  
{0 }, we have x  =  0.
Suppose that x £ M. Then there exist unique coefficients &{, j5z, 7 Z, 5\ £ K, such 
that
x  =  Y ^ X i f h i  +  Y JPjm pE  7 ifc»lfc +  E s i n i )
\ i  j k l J
=  E  a i('Riv /('« i)) +  ( a E ^ - Z ^ E ^ ) ]  + E i 3;(m; '0) + E ‘5i(0'";)-
Observe that
n \  ^ E T 'knk ~ f  ^ E ( E w O  “  n2 f E “imi^ =  °-
Therefore there exist coefficients £s £ K, such that Ejt Tk^k ~  /(E i a i^i) — E s ?s^s- 
It follows that M is spanned by vectors of the form (mz, 0), (0, nf), (mz,/(m z)). Their 
linear independence is obvious. □
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Lemma 4.5.8. Assume that the ground ring K  is a field, and suppose that P(B){~ is a cleft 
C-coalgebra Galois extension. Let {bj} be a linear basis of B and let {hj} be a linear basis 
ofC. Then
{bi'Y(hj)®B 7 ( h ) }  (4-83)
is a linear basis ofP  0 g P- 
Proof The map
F : P P P <8> C, p ® B p' ^  ® p \i) ,  (4.84)
is a linear isomorphism (cf. Proposition 2.5.3), such that, for all if j, k,
F(bjj{hj) <S)B 7 ( h ) )  = bjy(hj) <0 hk. (4.85)
Vectors {&i7 (fy) 0  hk} form a basis of P <g> C. We conclude that the family (4.83) is a
basis of P <S>b P- □
Proposition 4.5.9. Suppose that the ground ring IK is a field and that I = {1,2}. Let 
(P(B)C, (Ji)j<=i) be a semiproper locally cleft C-coalgebra Galois extension. Assume that
72(C) ker (7Tj) =  ker(7rJ)7 2(C). (4.86)
Then P{B)C is a C-coalgebra Galois extension.
Remark. Note that if C is a Hopf algebra and P2 =  B2 0 ) C, then one can choose
72 : C —> P2, c 1—► 1 0  c, and then the condition (4.86) is automatically satisfied.
Proof. Suppose that Bi =  B\ © k e r ^ ) ,  B2 =  B2 © ker(7ij)  and
{x;} is a basis of B\, {yz} is a basis of B2, {hj} is a basis of C,
{Xj} is a basis of ker n \ ,  {yz} is a basis of ker rrf.
By Proposition 2.5.3,
Pi =  Bx7 i(C) © ker(7r^)7 i(C), P2 =  B27 2(C) © ker(7rf)7 2(C).
Let Pi =  Bi7 i(C), P2 =  B27 2(C). By Proposition 4.5.6, (P(B)C, (/z)zej ) is a proper 
locally cleft extension. Therefore ker x \  = k e r ^ J ) 71(C) and ker X\ =  ker(n^)72(C). 
It follows that
Pi =  Pi © ker(*2), P2 =  P2 © kerfoi), (4.87)
and then, by Lemma 4.5.8,
{*z7i {hj)} is a basis of Pv  { y m { h j ) } is a basis of P2
{x i7i{hj)} is a basis of k e r(^ ) , {y*7 2(/iy)} is a basis of k e r(^ ) .
For all i, let Xj denote the unique element of B2 such that n \  (xj) = 7rJ(xz). Similar­
ity, for all i, let hj (resp. gj) be the unique element of P2 (resp Pi) with the property
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* 2(71 (hi)) = X ifi i)  (resp. x l i l i ih i ) )  = Let us define the following ele­
ments of P :
X{ =  Kp ((xi,0)), Yj  = Kp ((0,yy))/ Xfc = Kp ((xjc/Xk))/ 4^ 89^
Hs = Kp1 (('ri(hs),hs)), Gt = Kp1 {(gt, 7 2 (h ) ) ) ,
for all i,j, k, s, t. Note that condition (4.86) implies that
Span({Y ; Gf}) =  S p a n ({  GfY; }). (4.90)
Let us define B = Span({X^.}), P =  Span({XfcHs}). It follows immediately from 
Lemma 4.5.7 that
B = B © ker(7ii) © ker (7^ ) , P = P © ker(^i) © ker(x2 ), (4-91)
and
{X J is a basis of ker(7i2), {XZHS} is a basis of k e r ^ ) ,
{ Y j }  is a basis of ker(7Ti), {Y^GJ is a basis of ker(^i), (4.92)
{X*.} is a basis of B, {X^Hg} is a basis of P.
Denote P © b P = Span({XjtHs © b H J). We claim that
P ®B P = P ®B P ® ker(*i ©B X 1) © Ler(x2 ®b Xi ), (4.93)
and _  ______
{Xfc-Hg ®b H J  is a basis of P ©b P,
{XjHg 0 B H J  is a basis of ker(*2 ® b X2)/ (4.94)
{YyGs ©B G J is a basis of ker(xi ©>b Xi )-
First we prove that the above vectors span P <g>B P. Denote (P © b P)' — (Span of 
the vectors (4.94)). By statements (4.92), it is obvious that the vectors
1 ) XfHs ® b  X/Hi, 2 ) XjHs © b YmGt, 3 ) XjHg ©B XfcHf,
4 ) Y m . C s  ©B XjHt, 5 ) YmGs © b XnGt, 6 ) YmGs © b XfrHt,
7 ) X^Hs © g  XjHt, 8 ) XkHs © b YnGt, 9 ) XkHs © b X[Ht,
for all i,j, k, I, m, n, s, t, span P ©b P. Moving B-factors from the right to the left leg 
in each of the above tensor products, and then using the list (4.92), we obtain the 
following results.
The tensor products of types 2) and 4) are simply equal to zero, as 
Ler(xi)ker(7T2) =  ker(*2) ker(TTi) =  {0}.
The tensor products of types 1), 3), 7) clearly belong to
ker(#2) ® b Span({H J) C Span({XfHs © b Ht}) Q (P ® b P)'.
The tensor products of types 5) and 8) clearly belong to
ker(xi) ©B Span({GJ) C Span({Y;Gs ©B G J) C (P ©B P)'.
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The tensor products of type 6) belong to
ker(x i)  ®b Span({H,}) =  Span({Y;Gs}) <®B S pan({H j)
= Span({GsY; }) 0 B Span({H*}) C Span({Gs}) ®b kerfai)
=  Span({Gs}) Span({YyGf})
C Span({YjGs ®b Gt}) C (P ®B P)',
where in the second equality we used eq. (4.90).
The tensor products of type 9) belong to
P ®b Span({H*}) = Span({XfcHs ®b Ht}) © Span({XjHs ®b Ht})
© Span({YjGs <8>b H*}).
In the previous point, we have proven that the last direct summand in the above 
expression is also contained in (P ®B PY- Therefore tensors of type 9) belong to 
(P ®b PY- It follows that the tensors (4.94) span P ®B P-
Suppose that the element z E ker(^i ®b X l) C ker(^2 ®b X2)- As tensors (4.94) 
span P ®b Pf there exists a family of coefficients ajst/ bjSt, E EC, such that
z =  £ « ( S^ , h s ®b h ( +  £  bjstYjGs ®b Gt +  £  ckstX kHs ®B Ht. (4.95)
i,s,t j,s ,t k,s,t
Note that, for all i,j, k, s, '
X i (X/) =  Xi, x i { Y j )  =  0, *i(X*) = Xk, x i ( H s )  = ? i(M /
X2(V)) =  y;v X2(Gs) =  72(^5).
It follows that
o =  (xi ®B *i)(z) = Y ^ a istX i y i ( h s) ®B 7 i(M  + £  CkstXk7 i ( h s) ®B 7 i ( h t ).
i,s,t k,s,t
By Lemma 4.5.8, this implies that flIsf =  c^st = 0, for all i, k, s, t. Then
o = (X2 ®b X2 ) ( z )  =  £  bjsty p 2% )  ® B 72(ht) .  
i,s,t
It follows, by Lemma 4.5.8, that bjst =  0, for a ll;, s, t, i.e., z =  0 and ker(;\q <8>bXi)P 
ker(^2 ®B Xi) — {0}- By Corollary 4.4.10, P(B)C is a C-coalgebra Galois extension. 
Note that we have also proven that the tensors (4.94) are linearly independent, and, 
consequently, they form a basis of P <S>b P- d
4.6 Gluing cleft extensions
The quantum geometry situation, which corresponds to the most usual setting for 
the classical method of constructing principal bundles by patching together trivial 
principal bundles, is as follows. We are given an algebra B, which has a complete
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covering (Kz)zG/, and a coalgebra C. For each of the quotient spaces Bz = B/fQ, 
i € I (resp. Bzy = B / (Kz +  Ky), z,/ G  I), we construct a cleft C-coalgebra Galois 
extension PZ(BZ)C (resp. P,-y(B,-y)^  ). Let us denote by 7i z : B —> Bz, 7r| : Bz —> Bzy, 
i ,j  G  I, etc., the canonical surjections. Then we choose surjective algebra and right 
C-comodule morphisms
*} : Pi -  P zy, i,j G  I, (4.96)
such that x'jtyi) — ^ (b i ) ,  for all i,y G  I, frz G  Bz, and we use them for gluing (cf. 
4.12)
p  =  © pi =  {(Pi)isf e 0 Pi I Vil/€, X/(Pi) =  *{(?;)}• (4-97)
*5 i€l
If the coalgebra C is flat as a K-module then (cf. the discussion in Section 4.3) P is 
naturally a right C-comodule. Then, for each n G  I, we define the algebra and right 
C-comodule map
X n  : P  * P n /. ( P i ) i e i  ^  V n • (4.98)
If all the maps ^ z, z G  I, are surjective then ( P ( B ) C, (ker^;z)zej) is a proper locally 
cleft C-coalgebra Galois extension. Moreover, for all i G  I, P z ~  P /  ker(^z). The 
following lemma gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the maps Xi> * £ L 
to be surjective.
Lemma 4.6.1. Suppose that, for each i G  I, the element l(0)7 zr l (l(i)) € Bz has a right 
inverse in Bz. The algebra and right C-comodule maps (4.96) satisfy the condition x){bi) = 
n){bi),for all i , j  G  I, b\ G  Bz, if and only if there exists a family of convolution invertible 
maps (gauge transformations) Tj. : C —► Bzy, i, j  G  I, such that
X'jiPi) =  7T}(Pi(0)7r1(P i(l)))r /(Pi(2))7i;(Pi(3))' (4-99)
/or fl/Z i , j  G  I, pi G  Pz. Furthermore, assume that the coalgebra C is flat as a K-module. 
Let I = { 1 ,2 ,...,  N ], and suppose that either N  < 3, or the algebra B and its complete 
covering (fCz)zej satisfy the condition (cf eq. (4.18)),
P | (ker7Ty+1 -j-kerzr^1) =  I p |  k e rz rp 1 J H -kerzr^1, (4.100)
i  < j < i  J
for all 1 <  k  <  N  and 1 <  i <  k.  Define gauge transformations 3 zy  :  C — ► Bzy, 
c i—► rj-(c(1)) (T )^ - 1 (c(2)), i,j  £ f (cf eq. (4.79)). Then the maps (4.98) are surjective if 
and only if  the condition (4.81) is satisfied:
7r9(S,7(c)) =  n f  (Sa (c(1)))7rf'(S*;.(c(2))). (4.101)
Remark. It is clear that, while maps T1-, i , j  G  I, define surjections x)> the space 
P  =  ©^/ P z is fully defined by the maps S zy ,  i , j  G  I. Indeed, for all i , j  G  I, pi G  P z ,
pj G  Pj, the condition x)(jpi) — X\(Vj) equivalent to
(p < (o) T f1 (p« (i >)) (Pi (2)) ® Pip) =  ^  (p/(o)'yy"1 (p/(i))) ® v m -  (4-102)
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Proof. Suppose that the algebra and right C-comodule maps (4.96) satisfy the con­
dition x lj(bi) = nflbi), for all i ,j E I, bj E Bj. Then, for all pz E Pi,
x)iVi) =  X/ (Pi (0) 1 (Pi (1)) Tf (Pi (2)))
=  7T/(pi(0)7r1(Pi(l)))A:5'(?i(Pi(2)))7!71(Pi(3))7i;(P.'(4)))-
Defining the maps rj.(c) =  x}(7 i(c(i)))7 ,y1(c(2))/ h j  € I yields eq. (4.99). Con- 
versely, let the maps (4.96) have the form (4.99). Then, for all i , j  E I, b{ E Bz,
x fo i )  = Trj (&i) (1 (0) 1 (1 (1))) r j  (1 (2)) 7-iy (1 (3)) =  rfibdx'jO) = rtjiPi)-
Assume that the coalgebra C is flat as a K-module. We will check that the maps 
(4.96) satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 4.3.2, which in turn will prove that the 
maps (4.98) are surjective.
Note that
ker^j =  ker(7tj)7 z(C), for all i , j  E I. (4.103)
Indeed, by (2.59), x) =  ° (7r!- <8> C) o 0?., which means that ker(^y) = 0"1 (ker(7Ty <g>
7,y J
C)) = 0” 1 (ker(7rj) (8) C) =  ker(7rj)7 z(C), where yL =  X ) ° 7 u  the second 
equality follows from the flatness of C. Observe that (condition (4.14) of Propo­
sition 4.3.2)
x ) ( ^ X k )  = x f a e r ^ ) ,  for all i , j ,k  E I. (4.104)
Indeed, for all i,j, k E I, n l- (ker zrj.) = n\ (ker 7i[), and then, as K-modules 7rj(ker nf)  
are ideals, for all c E C, 7iy(ker 7r[)Szy(c^j) ® C(2) C 7Ty(ker zrj.) ® C = 7^ (ker zr[) ® 
C. Consequently, n l-(ker n lk)7 j.(C) C  7T-(ker n^ k) ^ ( C ) .  Furthermore by (4.103), 
^•(ker^J.) — 7Ty (ker 7r{.)7 |y(C), hence it follows that, for all z, j ,k  e  I, 4  (ker 4 )  C
4 ( k er4 ) -
For each z,;', k E I, the map
wj* : P i/(k er(4 ) +  ker( 4 ) )  Bijk ® C'
P i+ ker( 4 ) + ker( 4 )  ^  7iJt(pi(o)7r1 (pf(i))) ® P'(2)' (4-105)
is an isomorphism. Indeed, since k e r(^ ) -F k e r (^ )  =  ker(7Tyjt)7 z(C), Wyfc is well 
defined. It is also obviously surjective. Moreover, suppose that Wyfc(pz- +  ker(^y) + 
ker(/t^.)) =  0- This means that 07l(pz) £ ker(7Tyfc ® C) =  ker(7rjfc) ® C, hence pz E 
ker(/£y) +  ker(;\^). Note that, for all frz E Bz and c E C,
® C) =  6,-7 i(c) +  ker(xj) +  ker(4 ).
Suppose that the maps
(t f j : P j / (ker4  +  ker4 )  -» P i /(k e r4  +  k e r 4 ) ,  e  I
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are the isomorphisms (4.16), i.e., for all pj G Pj,
+ ker(x{) +  ker(^[)) =  pf +  ker(*p +  k e r(^ ) ,
where pi is any element of Pz- such that x){Vi) = x[(Pj) (cf- Remark after Proposi­
tion 4.3.2). For each i,j, k G I, let us define the isomorphisms
$  = W'k O t f ,  O ( w j , ) - 1 : Bijk® c  -  B,a  ® C. (4.106)
It is easy to see that explicitly, for all G B ^, c G C,
$i(bijk ® c) =  hjkn'i{S.ji{cm )) ® c(2). (4.107)
Clearly, the condition (4.17) is equivalent to
$ik =  $ j  ° $)k' for 311 *'/'k e  l > (4.108)
and this in turn is, by eq. (4.107), equivalent to the condition (4.101).
Finally, in view of the flatness of C and the condition (4.100) we obtain, for all 
1 < k < N  and 1 < i < k,
( 1  (ke r x -+1 +  ker4 +i) =  0" ^  [ p |  67t+1( k e r ^ +1 1- k e r ^ 1) 
i<;<! \i< ;< i )
9jL ( f l  (ker( ^ + i ) ® c ) ) = dyL ( ker ( ©  ^ m ® C 
\l£ ;£ - /  V \ i  </<>' /
p |  (ker 7Ty+1 -t- k e r7 1 ^ )  <g> C
=  C .  (  f l  (ker 7I/ +1) ® c j  +  k er* m
=  07i1+i ( ker ( ©  « ;+1®C J ) + ke r = f ]  k e r (^ +1)+ k e r (4 f t) .
\  \l<;<i /  /  l</<!
Thus all the assumptions of Proposition 4.3.2 are satisfied, and hence the maps 
(4.98) are surjective. □
4.7 Example: The quantum lens spaces
It was shown in [25] that by gluing two quantum discs, Dp and Dq, one can obtain 
the quantum 2-sphere Spq, and that the universal C* algebra of functions on Spq
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is isomorphic to equatorial or latitudinal Podles spheres ([35]). In [16] a quantum 
sphere Spq was obtained, by gluing quantum solid tori (cf. Subsection 2.5.1) Dp x S1 
and Dq x S1, as an example of a locally trivial lf(l)-quantum  principal bundle with 
the base space Spq. It was also shown that fi{Spq)($(Spq))^(u (1^  is a principal Hopf- 
Galois extension.
As an illustration of methods described earlier in this chapter, we will construct 
a locally cleft Hopf Galois extension of #(Sp?) by gluing two quantum solid tori 
(Subsection 2.5.1) Dp x d S1 and Dq X q S1, obtaining this way quantum lens spaces 
L ^ ' 9 of charge /3, for all £ Z. As a special case, for /? =  1, this gives the Heegaard 
quantum sphere ([2]).
Another example of a construction of quantum lens spaces by gluing two quan­
tum solid tori of type D x# S1 can be found in [31].
4.7.1 Gluing of two quantum solid tori
Let H  = $(U (l))  be the Hopf algebra generated by a unitary and group-like ele­
ment u.
Let the deformation parameters p, q £ (0,1), 9,6',9" £ ]R. We define P\ = 
${Dp x q S 1), ?2 = ${Dq X qi S1) (Subsection 2.5.1), P\2  = $( T q") (Subsection 1.2.2). A 
*-algebra Pi is generated by the elements x, h, which satisfy relations (2.64), and it is 
a right H-comodule algebra with the coaction defined by (2 .68). The corresponding 
generators of ?2, y  and g, satisfy the relations
gg* = 1 =  g*g> y’y -  yyy* =  i  -  <?.
gy =e’6'yg- gy* =  e~,e‘y'g■ (4.109)
?2 is a right H-comodule *-algebra with the coaction defined on generators by 
PH(y) = y  ® 1/ PH(s) = 8 ® u - Finally, P12 is a right H-comodule *-algebra gen­
erated by unitary elements U and V  satisfying U V  — eld VU, with the right H- 
coaction defined by the relations pH(V ) =  V (g) 1, pH(U) = U <g> u. Note that 
Bi =  P™H ~  fi(Dp) (see Section 1.2.1), is generated as a *-algebra by x, B2 = 
pc°H ~  fi(Dq) is generated by y  and B12 =  P12 — ^(S1) is generated by V. Let the 
algebra surjections n \  : Bi —> B12, : B2 —► B12 be defined on generators by
n \ (*) = V , n \(y )  = V. (4.110)
We define cleaving maps by
' y f1(ult) = h±n, 7 ^ 1(w”) = g±n, 7 § l(m") =  U±n, for all n £ Z . (4.111)
Then P i(B i)^ , P2 {B2 )y2, Pn{Bi2 )^12 are cleft extensions. By Lemma 4.6.1, in order 
to define gluing surjections (4.96), : Pi —j► P12, X\ : ? 2  —*" Pi2r we need to find
appropriate convolution invertible maps T \,T \  : H —► B12. To fix the notation, 
without losing the generality, we shall only consider T*.
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For all n E Z , T^(un) and (r^) 1(un) are Laurent polynomials in V  such that 
T^(un)(T^)~1(un) =  1. By the standard argument about degree counting, this im­
plies that
( r ^ V " )  =  }i(n)±1V ±''(n\  where }i : Z  -* C \  {0}, v : Z  -* Z. (4.112) 
The map X\ must be algebraic, hence in paricular,
X i(ymgnykg!) =  Xi(y’Y ‘k i ( y y )' for all m , n , k j  6 z .
Substituting (4.110), (4.111), (4.112) and (4.99) yields
Xi(y’Y W )  = Xi(einWVmy V +') =  j nWA n  +  ;)y “ +*:+''("+i)u"+ '/
and
x2i(ymgn)x2i(ykg‘) =  ti(nMi)vm+v^ u ’'vk+v^ u’_ j6"n(k+v(l))^n ^ijym+k+v(n)+v(l)jjn+l'
It follows that, for all n, I, k £ Z ,
v(n  +  Z) =  v(n) +  v(l), (4.113)
ei»*(»'-»")f<(n +  /) = e ie"’",V)ii(n)ii(l ). (4.114)
Condition (4.113) implies that, for all n £ Z , v(n) =  /3n, where j3 =  v(l). Only
left hand side of condition (4.114) depends on k, therefore it can be satisfied for all
k £ Z  only if O' = 0". We assume this, and then we have the following recursive 
relation
}i(n + /) =  ez0/”^^ (n )^ (/) , for all n,l e  Z , (4.115)
which has a family of solutions
}i(n) = ofe1?9' ^ ,  for all n £ Z , (4.116)
where a £ C \  {0}. It follows that, for all n £ Z , T^(wn) =  yP”.
Similarly we prove that 0 must equal 0" and then, for all n £ Z , T^w”) =
(oi')nelP'e!T VPn, for some ot! £ C \  {0} and f t  £ Z . In particular T\(un) =  1, for 
all tt £ Z , is an admissible gauge transformation and, by the Remark after the 
Lemma 4.6.1, we can assume just that without losing any generality. Accordingly, 
the most general form of gluing maps for two quantum solid tori can be defined 
on the basis elements (cf. (2.65)) of respective solid tori as
a£((l -  xxf )kxmhn) =  5mV mU n, 
x l ( ( l - y y * ) ky mgn) = Sk0«neilie!* V m+llnU’1, (4.117)
for all m, n 6  Z , k e No- Note that x \  is a *-algebra map, and x \  is a *-algebra map 
if |#| =  1. Observe that the glued algebra P =  ©  , Pj is a *-algebra in a natural
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way (i.e., with a ^-operation defined by starring the components of the direct sum) 
if and only if the maps x) are *-algebra morphisms. On the other hand, scaling of 
g by a number of modulus one is an H-comodule *-algebra isomorphism of P2 . It 
follows that, if |a| =  1, the parameter cl can be absorbed, up to an isomorphism, 
by the redefinition g hh► <x~lg. Accordingly, in what follows, we shall only consider 
the case oc = 1.
Let us denote the generators of the algebra Pj" =  x _ #  S1) (resp. P2-  =
tf(D, x _ , S1), Pjj =  $(T-q)) with the same symbols as the generators of Pi (resp. 
P2, P12)’ We define, by the action on generators, the *-algebra isomorphisms
rji : Pi —> P^, x 1—► x, h 1—► h*,
rji-.Pi p2~, y ^ y ,  g ^ g * ,
7/12 : P12 -► P{2, V y , U m  U*. (4.118)
Clearly, for all m ,n e Z , k  e  No,
xk = V12 ° x \ °  V i1 : pi pu '  i1 ~  xx*)kxmhn 1 ► Sk0V mUn,
Xi = y i2 0 X i °  V i 1 : P 2 pi2 ' (■*■ “  xx*)kx mhn SkQe1^ 9^  V m~PnUn. (4.119)
Thus maps x 2' Xi have the same form as maps (4.117) after substituting 6 -9 ,
B i—> —j3. Denote P -  =  PC ©yI- Pp. It follows that the map
A,j
rj = rji @ rj2 : P —> P~ (4.120)
is a *-algebra isomorphism. Consequently, without losing generality, in what fol­
lows we shall confine ourselves to the case ft > 0 .
Using (4.117) and Lemma 4.5.7, it is easy to see, that the vectors
((1 -  xx*)kxmhn ,0), (0,(1 —yy*)ky mgn), (xmhn,e~ilie^ y m-Pngn), (4.121) 
m, n £ Z , k > 0, form a basis of P.
Lemma 4.7.1. The elements
I  =  (1 -  xx*,0), z = (x,y), a =  ( e ^ x ^ h ,g ) ,  b = (e ^ h ~ l ,y^g~ l ) (4.122)
of P generate P as a *-algebra.
Proof. It is enough to show that the basis vectors (4.121) are expressible in terms of 
elements (4.122). Observe that
(o ,i — yy*) =  l  — zz* — J. (4.123)
It follows immediately that, for all k > 0, m, n g Z ,
((1 -  x x ' f x V . O )  = e ^ n£kzmb - n, (4.124)
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and
(0, (1 -  yy*) W )  =  (1 -  zz* -
Furthermore, using equation (1.13), for all m ,n  e  Z,
„2
(4.125)
{xmhn, e - i^ y m~ ^ g n)
= (xmhn, e - i^ y mr fingn) -  ( o ^ - ^ y - ^ Q ^ ^ a  -y y * )« " )
=  z m{hn, e - i^ ’r y - ^ ngn) -  1 -  zz* -  ?)an.
As y~Pngn = ' 2 1 (y~Pg)n, it follows that
{hn, e - iPeT y - ^ ngn) = (h,e~‘% y-lsg)n =  e ^ nb~n.
Lemma 4.7.2. The generators £, z, a ,b o fP  satisfy the following relations.
?* =  %, ?z =  pz?, z*z -  1JZZ* =  1 - 1 ?  -  (p -  <?)?,
(1 -  zz* -  ?)? =  0,
?a =  p^a?, ?1> =  fc?, za =  e~l6az, zb = e'ebz,
za* -  e 'V z = (pf -
z*fc -  <Tiefcz* =  (1 -  q ^ z P - ' i l  -  zz* -  ?)«*, 
af> =  e'^ba, ab* =  e ^ V a ,  
ba =  Z&,
, tn(m-l)
a*a = £ ( - l ) mp^m—V
m = 0  
8J—i . m(m-Fl)aa = L  (-i)’"p-^ m+-V-1
m —Q
P
m -i r ,
r ,
_  w(m-l)
m = 0
P
m 7-1
m(w+l)
bb* =  £  ( - 1 ) ' " , - ^ + ^
m=0
P
m ( l - z z * - £ ) 7
where nm are deformed binomial coefficients defined in (1.12)
□
(4.126a)
(4.126b)
(4.126c)
(4.126d)
(4.126e)
(4.126f)
(4.126g)
(4.126h)
(4.126i)
(4.126j)
(4.126k)
□Proof Easy if tedious proof is left to the reader.
By the discussion in Section 4.3, the algebra P is naturally an H-comodule *- 
algebra. The coaction pH : P —► P 0  H  is defined on generators by
PH{£) — ? ® 1/ pH( z ) = z ( 8»1, pH( a ) = a ® u ,  pH(b) = b ® u ~ 1. (4.127)
It is clear (cf. discussion around eq. (4.75)) that PcoH = B = Bi Bj. It follows
that PcoH is generated by the elements £,z E P.
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4.7.2 Lens spaces of positive charge
Let p, q E (0,1), 9 E [0,2zr), /3 E No, and let d{Llp^ ' e) be the quotient of a free *- 
algebra generated by the elements £, z, a, b, modulo the relations (4.126). We will 
call # (L ^ '0) a coordinate algebra of functions on a quantum lens space Lv^ q,d of positive 
charge f>.
Consider the family
Lemma 4.7.3. The elements I a , z, z*, a, a*, b, b* belong to A.
Proof The assertion is obvious in the case of the elements 1a , £, z, z*, a, a*. Fur­
thermore,
where we used eq. (4.126i) in the first equality, and eq. (4.126g) in the second. 
Therefore b E A. Similarly, using eq. (4.126h) and eq. (4.126g), we obtain
{gkz mbn | fc > 0, m ,n  e  Z }, {(1 -  zz* -  £)kz man \k  > 0, m ,n  e Z } (4.128)
of vectors in We will prove that it is a basis of First we need to
prove several technical lemmas. Let
A  = ( Span of the family (4.128)). (4.129)
b = b
771 =  1 V
□
Lemma 4.7.4. The following relations are satisfied in #(Lj^'0):
(1 -  zz* -  ff)z =  qz( 1 -  zz* -  J), 
(1 -  zz* -  I)a = a( 1 -  zz* -  f ), 
(1 -  zz* -  £)fc =  ^ 6 (1  -  zz* -  a
(4.130a)
(4.130b)
(4.130c)
(4.130d)la"  =  ei^ "JT n ^ nb -n, for all n e  Z .
Proof Using (4.126a) yields
(1 -  zz* -  £)z = z — z(z*z) -  pzf
=  z -  z(l -  <?(1 -  zz* -  £) -  pg) -  pz£ = qz{ 1 -  zz* -  J).
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Furthermore,
(1 -  zz* -  £)a = a -  z(z*a) — pPa£ — a — el9z(az* +  (1 -  p^)fr*z^- 1J) -  pPa£
= a -  uzz* -  j P ( l  -  pP)zPb'Z -  pPa£
=  a -  azz* — (1 — pP)abb*l; — p^a£ = a( 1 — zz* — £),
where in the forth equality we used eq. (4.126g). Similar proof of the equation
(4.130c) is left to the reader as an exercise.
To prove the property (4.130d), we note that, by (4.130c), (4.126j) and (4.126k),
gbnb~n =  1, for all n £  Z . (4.131)
Therefore, for all n £ Z ,
=  ei^ "J£^ ^ { b a ) nb -n =  Zanbnb~n = $an.
a
Lemma 4.7.5. The vector subspace A  C (eq. (4.129)) is closed under multiplica­
tion.
Proof. It is enough to consider products of basis vectors (4.128). Observe that, by 
equations (4.130a)-(4.130c),
{ ^ z mbn \ k e N , m , n e  Z }- {(1 -  zz’ -  J ) W  I / € N , s,f e  Z} =  {0},
and
{(1 -  zz* - f ) 'z V  I / € N , s ,t  e  Z} • {£kzmbn \ k e  N , m,n  € Z} =  {0}.
Note that zz* =  1 — (1 — zz* — £) — £, and, by (4.126a),
z*z =  l  — q(i -  zz* -  J) -  pf.
It follows, using (4.126a), (4.126b) and (4.130a), that, for all n, m £ Z ,
z"z™ = (i + p n m(£) + Qn#m(i  _  zz* _  £))z"+m, (4.132a)
where V n,m and Qn,m are polynomials such that V n,m{0) =  Qn,m{0) =  0. Similarly
by relations (4.126h)-(4.126k), (4.126c) and (4.130b)-(4.130c), for all n,m  £ Z ,
a"«m = (l +  7 \ m( e ) K +ra, (4.132b)
bnbm =  (1 +  1 -  zz* -  £))bn+m, (4.132c)
where polynomials v ’n/m, satisfy P ‘„rm(0) = Q'„,m(0) =  0 .
It follows that, for all m, n, s, t £ Z  and k,l £ N ,
{£kz mbn)(£lzsbt ) = p - ,me - inse£k+iz mz?t>tt+t = p - lme - inse^k+l( l  + Vm^ ) ) z m+$bn+t
6 Span({^zml)" | k 6 N ,m ,n  6 Z}) C A. (4.133)
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Using eq. (4.130d) yields, for all m ,n ,s , t  £ Z , k  £ N ,
(£kz mbn)(zsa‘) =  e'Pe‘JiT:1£kzn bnzszP‘b - t,
hence, by eq. (4.133),
(fkzmbn)(zsat) £ Span ({^kzmbn \ k £ N , m , n  £ Z}) C A. (4.134)
Analogously,
(.zsa‘) ^ kzmbn) = p-P‘kzs£ka‘z mbn = e!^ ^ p - 0ttzsf W ' z mi;"
£ Span({gkz mbn | k £ N ,m ,n  £ Z}) C A. (4.135)
In the remainder of the proof we need the following observation. For all m, n £ Z,
anz m g eimn6z man +  S p a n ^ tfV V  | k £ N ,m ,n  £ Z}). (4.136)
We use induction on m, n £ Z . The above formula is obviously true for m or n 
equal to zero. By eq. (4.126c) and eq. (4.126d), it is also true for m ,n = ±1. For 
brevity write A! — Span({£*zmfr” | k £ N ,m ,n  £ Z}). Let k = ± 1, kn > 0. Then, 
using equations (4.133), (4.134), (4.135), we obtain
an+kz m =  ak(a"zm) £ eim" \ a kz m)an + akA '  C eimne(akzm)an + A '
£  j m ( n + k ) 0 z m a n + k  +  +  Q  e M » + k ) 9 z m a n + k  +  £
Similarly, for k — ±1, km > 0, 
anzm+k =  (a"zm)zk £ eimn6zm{anJ c) +  -4'z* C eimn6z m(einkezkan +  A ')  + A 'zk
c  ei(rn+k)nezm+kan
Using (4.136) and then (4.132) and (4.130), we obtain, for all m, n, s, t £ Z ,
z ma"zsat £ eins(’zmz V « f +  z 'M V
C eins9(l  + 1 -  zz* -  f) +  P m,s(?))zm+S(l +  V'n f^ ) ) a n+t + A '
= eins9(l +  Q ^ ( l  -  zz* -  £))zm+san+t +  p"(£)z»+*+«»+*)&-(n+0 +
where P ” is a polynomial such that P w(0) =  0, and in the last equality we used 
eq. (4.130d) and then eq. (4.132a). This shows that, for all m ,n ,s , t  £ Z  and kf l £ 
No, ((1 — zz* — £)kz man)(( 1 — zz* — ^)lzsat) £ A ,  which ends the proof. □
Proposition 4.7.6. Vectors (4.128) form a basis of fi(LPp,q,e). The algebras tf(Lj^'0) and 
P = Pi ® ; ?2 =  #(DP xq Sl ) ® i &{Dq x d S1) are mutually isomorphic. Here the maps
A j  * A j  *
x \  and x \  are defined in eq. (4.117) with a = 1 and f  > 0.
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Proof. Let the algebra maps Xi '• ^ ( L ^ ' 9) —> Pi, i = 1,2, be defined on generators by
Xi(£)  =  l - x x * ,  X i ( z ) = x ,  x i { a ) = < ^ x \  x 1^ )  =  e ^ h ~ 1,
X2 (£) = 0, X2 (z) = y, X2 (a) = g, X2 (b) = / g -1. (4.137)
By Lemmas 4.7.1 and 4.7.2 these maps are well defined, and by Lemma 4.7.1, the 
map x  — Xi © Xi ’• ^{Lp^ ' 6) —> P is surjective. Let w E ker;\\ By Lemmas 4.7.3 and 
4.7.5, vectors (4.128) span d(Lp^ ,e), hence
w = E  (4.138)
m ,n e  Z  s ,te Z
Jt>0 />  0
for some coefficients ykmn>vist £ C, where m ,n ,s , t  E Z , k > 0, 1 > 0 . By assump­
tion, £i(w) =  0 and Xi{w ) — 0- It follows that
o =  xi(v>) = Y  vistCi-yyl’fg 1-
s , t e Z  
/>  0
Since the elements (1 — yy*)lysg t, I E No, s, £ E Z, form a linear basis of P2, this 
implies that, for all / E No, s, £ E Z , v/st =  0. But then
0 =  Xl(a») =  £  t ikmne^n( l  -  x x ’ )kx mhn,
m ,«6Z
k > 0
iB6
which implies that, for all k E N  and m ,n  E Z , y-kmne * n — 0 and so ykmn =  0. 
Hence w =  0 and therefore ker^; =  {0} and so x  : ^ (L p^ ,d) —> P is a *-algebra
isomorphism. It follows that we can identify with P. We have also proven
that vectors (4.128) are linearly independent and hence they form a linear basis of 
fi(LPp,q,d).
Let us define a right H -coaction pH : # (L ^ '0) —> # (L ^ '0) <g> H by (eq. 4.127), 
which makes x  : $(LPp,C1'9) —> P an H-comodule isomorphism. It follows, by the
discussion after eq. (4.127), that B = PcoH is isomorphic to the quotient of a free 
algebra, generated by elements, J, z, by the relations (4.126a)-(4.126b). This, in 
turn, is the coordinate algebra ^ (S ^) on the quantum 2-sphere defined, by 
gluing two quantum discs Dp and D^, in [25]. □
4.7.3 The inverse of the canonical map on #(Lj^/0)
By Proposition 4.5.9, P(B)H is an H-Hopf Galois extension. The translation maps 
on Pi and P2 are given explicitly, by the formulae, for all n E Z,
Ti : H  —> Px ®B Pj, ^  /T" ®B fcn,
t2 : H - * P 2 ®b P2/ un ^ g - n ®B gn. (4.139)
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By eq. (4.34), the translation map on P is given explicitly as, for all n £ Z ,
x  : H  ^  P ® B P, un KplBp(xi{un)/ T2(un))/ (4.140)
i.e., for all n £ Z , the element x (u n) £ P ®B P is uniquely determined by the 
property
(X i® B X i)(? (yn)) = h~n ®B hn, (X2®BX2)(r(un) ) = g ~ n ®Bg’', (4.141)
where maps xi> Xi were defined in (4.137). In order to find x{un), first note that, 
for all ft £ Z,
(X i® BX i)(bn ®Bb~n) = h~n ^ Bhn, {X2®BXi)(a~n ®B*n) = g~n ®Bgn- (4.142) 
Then, for all n £ Z ,
bn <g>B b~n = a~nanbn b~n +  (1 -  a~nan)bn ®B b~n
= a~n o B anbnb~n +  (1 -  a~nan)bn o B b~n 
= a~n Ob an +  a~n Ob an{bnb~n — 1) -F (1 -  a~nan)bn Ob b~n. (4.143)
Observe that, for all n £ Z , 1 — a~nan £ ker#2 and bnb~n — 1 £ k er^ i, therefore 
the elements
r (un) = bn Ob b~n +  <Tn Ob an( 1 -  fcnl r n)
(4 1441
=  0 B «n +  (1 -  fl-nfln)&" 0 B &'n, V '
n £ Z , satisfy conditions (4.141), and hence define the translation map on P.
The above method of computation was inspired by the proof of Proposition 1 
in [15].
4.7.4 Representations of d { L v^ ,e)
To find representations of #(L^,(?/0) we use the same method as was used in [24].
Let q : # (L ^ '0) —> B(H) be any representation of #(Lv^ ' 6) as a subalgebra of the 
algebra of bounded operators B(H) on a Hilbert space Li. Note that, by the rela­
tions (4.130), (4.126a) and (4.126c), the subspaces ker q(£) and ker (?(1 — zz* — J ) are 
invariant. For any pair of closed subspaces S  C S '  C Tt, let 5 1 /^ denote the closure 
of the orthogonal complement of S  in S'. For brevity, we denote S 1 =  S ±n. In this 
section symbol '© ' denotes the orthogonal direct sum of Hilbert spaces. Hilbert 
space 7i can be decomposed into a direct sum
H  = ker q(£) © (ker^(f) )1 =  (ker q(£) n  ker q(1 -  zz* -  J))
© (ker q(Z) fl ker ^ (1 — zz* — £))±ker<?(£) © (ker q(Z))1 .
Suppose that*F £ (ker^(f) )1 is such that (?(1 — zz* — £)Y 7^  0. Since (ker q(Z))± is 
an invariant subspace, we obtain, by the relation (4.126b),
0 =  Q(z(i -  zz* -  z m  = <?(£)<?(! -  zz* -  m  *  0,
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which is a contradiction. It follows that (ker^(^))1 C  ker^(l — z z * — J ) .  For 
brevity, let us denote Ho =  ker q(g) f l  ker ^(1 — zz* — f ), H' = (ker q(^) P i ker @(1 — 
zz* — ^))±kerc(^ , H" = (ker q(^))1 . It follows that H  = Hq © H' ® H ”, and we have 
an orthogonal direct sum decomposition of the representation q into subrepresen­
tations
eo : 1 -  B( Ho) ,  <?' : 1K L ™ * )  -> W ) ,  <?" : ^ 7 ' * )  B(W").
In the representation £q/ the relations (4.126) are reduced to
Qo($) = 0/ Go(&) =  Qo(z)Pqo{a*), (4.145a)
q0(z*)q0{z) = 1  = q0{z)q0(z*), q0(a*)q0(a) = 1 = qo(a)q0(a*), (4.145b)
^o(«)^o(z±1) =  e±z0^o(z±1)^o(fl)- (4.145c)
Similarly, in the representation q', the relations (4.126) assume the form
$'(?) =  0/ Ql(b) = e '(z) V ( fl*)/ (4.146a)
q'(z*)q'(z) -  qq'(z)q’(z*) = 1 - q ,  q'(a*)q'(a) = 1  = ^'(fl)^(fl*), (4.146b)
( / ^ ( / ( z * 1) =  e±l6q'{z± l)q'{a). (4.146c)
Finally, the representation q" reduces the relations (4.126) to the form
e"(?) =  1 -  q"(z)C"(2*), <?"(«) =  q"{V)Q"{zf,  (4.147a)
?"(z*)C"(2 ) -  pq"(z)Q"(z*) =  1 -  p, </'(fe*)e"(b) =  1 =  <?"(*>)<?"(*>*), (4.147b)
^"(zJe'^fc*1) =  e±i8e"(b±1)e"(z). (4.147c)
From the representation theory of the quantum solid torus (Section 2.5.1), it follows 
that irreducible representations of (Lj^'0) include the ones unitarily equivalent to 
one of the following representations.
For all 0 < \i < 2n, there exists a representation q  ^ : ^ (L p^ ,e) —► B('H^), where 
has an orthonormal Hilbert basis n E No, such that, for all n e  No,
<?;,(z)t'„  =  y/i -  ?; ( z * )y ;  =  v/ r ^ ’r ' _ 1 n » >  o, ^ ( z * ) ^  =  o,
(a*1)<  = e±i(''+"‘V„/ C; (f)<  = 0,
q„(b)
, % [ 0 if w < jS,
^   ^ |  gI(^+(”-^)0)y / i  — qn ^ j i  _  qn-p+iY'n_^ otherwise. (4-148)
Similarly, for all 0 < ]i < 2zr, there exists a representation : # (L ^ '0) —> 
B(H^), where 7 ^  has an orthonormal Hilbert basis Y'n, n € N q, such that, for all
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n £ N 0,
e ; ( z ) <  =  y / i - r ^ v  q"fp K  = i f n >  0/ <£(*•)*!! =  o,
= e ^ - ^ K r  qX q 'K  = v n<>
c; ( « ) <  =  e- ^ - ( « + w v /1 _ p n +i . . . _  v n ^ Y n+p,
„ " _ / °    i f n < 0 ,
?,,(« )Y„ -  j  eI'((J_„e) _  pn-^+iY"_? otherwise. ( ' '
Finally, depending on whether deformation parameter 6 is a rational or irra­
tional multiple of 2n, we have one of the following families of irreducible repre­
sentations.
Suppose that 9 = 2 n ^ ,  where M ,N  £ Z , N  > 0 ,  and M and N  are relatively
prime. Then, for all 0 < }i,v < I n ,  there exists a representation QqV : #(Lj^'0) —>
B (H qV), where H qV has an orthonormal Hilbert basis Y n, n £ and, for all 
n £ Z n ,
cgv(fl±1)Yn =  e±,'fi±in9Yn/ eSv(z±1)Y„ =
<?£>)%, =  e ' ^ - ^ Y , , ^ ,  cSv(6*)Y„ = e,i!^ +i(" ^ )9Y„_?. (4.150)
If 6 is an irrational multiple of 2zr, then, for any 0 < ]i < 271, we have a repre­
sentation Qq : 19(LPp,c,,d) —> B(7ig). The Hilbert space Tfg has an orthonormal basis
Yn, n £ Z .  For all n £ Z ,
^ (a ^ J Y *  = e±,*=ti"<>Y,I, ^ ( z ±1)Y „ = Y „ ±1( Cg(?)Y» =  0,
eg(fc)Y„ =  e -> - i"eYn+p/ e£(&*)Y„ =  ei''+,'(" -« sY„_j5. (4.151)
The coordinate algebra d(L^,q,e) can be completed to the enveloping C*-algebra 
C ( L ^ ,d) with the norm
|M | =  sup \\zv\\Q, w  £ 19(LPnq'9), (4.152)
Q
where supremum is taken over all bounded representations q : $(Lp^ ' e) —> B(H),  
and || • |L denotes the operator norm in representation q.
4.7.5 Final remarks
We conclude .this section with a number of remarks about the structure of quan­
tum  lens spaces. We also comment on the K-theory of quantum lens spaces. The 
detailed developments of the topics discussed here, can be considered as directions 
for future work.
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The relations (4.126) defining &(Lp,c,,d) assume a particularly simple form in the 
case $ — 1. Namely, if /$ =  1, then z =  ba, £ = 1 — aa*, and the relations (4.126) are 
reduced to
a*a -  paa* = 1 -  p, b*b — qbb* = 1 -  q, ab = eldba, ab* = e~ldb*a,
( l - a a * ) ( l - b b * )  = 0 . (4.153)
It follows that the quantum lens space of charge 1, L ^ ' 6, can be identified with the 
Heegaard quantum sphere e considered in [2].
For brevity, let us denote A  = 0). Let us define a Z-grading on A  with
deg(fl) =  1, deg(fl*) =  -1 , deg(b) =  -1 , deg(fl*) =  1, (4.154)
and, for all n E Z , let A n =  {w e A  | deg(w) = n}. For any $ € N , define 
the subalgebra A{fi) = © n€2:^j8«• It can shown that the *-algebra map fp :
f i(Lp9'Pe) —> A(jS), given on generators by
/p(£) = 1 -  fp{z) = fefl, /^(a) =  fp(b) =  (4.155)
is a well defined *-algebra isomorphism. It can be demonstrated that the subalge­
bra A  (/3) corresponds classically to the quotient of the three sphere by the Z^-action 
(2.36).
In [2], it was demonstrated that C(SjJ 0) is isomorphic as a C*-algebra to a fibre 
product of two C*-algebras isomorphic to quantum solid tori, and then the Mayer- 
Vietoris sequence was used to compute the K-theory of C(S^ g) using the K-theory 
of quantum solid tori. We expect that this method can be adapted to compute the 
K-theory of C (L ^ '0). This is a direction for future work.
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